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ABSTRACT:
Th.e deveLopment; black managers is (me of the most i;;,1portant
challenges facing South African companies as the society
um.'iergoes a transi.tion to a non-racial order.
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African organisations t:o deveIop black l\1anagers, the results of
'these efforts have been inting. This stud)! a:ttempts tip
sh,:>wtl:mt such problems can be ascrih:E:d to certain factors which
e:>fist Ln the environment of the blac1~ raa:n~HJel:'I whi.('!h according
Expv.:tancy Theory negatively affect key elements Jn th,t!
moti vaticm/p~rformancfo1 procee.s ,
The sample was drawn from only industry - t.h.;;!
pharmaceut Icaj. and relat,ed products manufa(tt.uring industry, so
as tc control for intervening variables. It included 104
managers; 39 black South Africilns~ 30 black Zimbabweansand
35 white South ~fricans.
The responses of the white South Africans and black South
Africans 't'lere compared, to assess the respective effects of
economic, social and pc'litical advantage and disadvantage, on
the attitudes and perceptions which affect motivation and
performance. The Zimbabweangroup were introduced to help gauge
the effects which social pol ': ., chanqes , such as those which
have taken place in Zimbabwe G3.nce independence, are likely to
have on these attitudes and perception~~
Data wa.s collected during an in depth intervi.ew, using a
projective test and intfJrvie't'l schedule as instruments. The
responses were subject to Cont.ent Analysis and the outcome of
that was further analysed using the Chi-Square 'rest of
Independence, and Factor AnaIys Is , In addition a Regression
Analysis was conducted to determine which of the moat; important
variables!: emergi.ng from the findings of the' previous st::atistical
analyses had the most Lnf Iuence on adaptat.icll to management.
Whilst much that was found "las known before 6 it is fel t that
some net-l ground has been broken '1 particularly from the
comparison dr awn between ·the bt10 black 9":'OUpS •
The ini·tial statistical anatyaLs revealed '_b.;'ct '~r,'.';;;
self-perception of being a victim of racism ,. 'J:fred amongst. the
responsl.3s of the black South African llH:1nacI0"?!"S ". ~vhich r-as
negativ(Ql Impli.cati.ons for their riiotivcx~:: The black
zimbabwe~n sample show(£!d no inclit;::ation of v:ictilii
coneai.cuaneae, which implies that the at.titudes and
pe:i:"ceptions which re.sult in t_he development of a victim
aonsaicsieneee ar; affected by changes in social and political
st.ructures and policielS. H(,)rlleVerthe responsl? of both black
groups suggested to thelir navi.nq marginal status, understood
tCt be negatively related to performance. This implies that
certain factors affecting motivation and performance of black
managers are not likely t.o be modified by changes in social
policy. As expected the white South Africans' response
contain';:.]. no negative implicat.ion for motivation and
performanoe.
The Regression Analysis 'tevealed (high) level of education
and (low) v.i.ctim consciousness to be most closely associated.
with managerial S1.1ccess; Both of these emphasise the
self-reliance. This has negative implic3tions for black South
African managers who it has been shown perceive c::hemse1~1esto be
\rictims, an attitucfies which oppcases that of self-reliance.
'Ilhe topics for further research which were i.dentified by the
study, axe a.s follows: i. the determination t.he exact elem.ents
of social and politi.cal change in Zim.babwe, which allowed the
black Zimbabweans 1':'0 over-come vi.ct im coneai.oueneee t Li • i.:lH..~
exploration t.he deve l.opment, of a pre-tertiary educati.on system,
which could help ensure adaptation to management, ltnd iii.
the examination of the precise factors causing marginal
status" and t.o determim.~ why they are so persisten't and
pervas ive ,
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:1 .. l.1.. s.!)eio-pp.litic~l iU?J(lQ3Sity for );)lack Lla;;-,,~~'!fit1ent
QaVelOpl2Emt ..
SO;lth Afr.'ica is a highly polarised 5c(:!iet.y with;) long
legacy of racial distinction and inequalH:y ~
ThiB cm.mtry is also in ~:·i':."ansjtionto a post ap~.rtheid order
but any new system will be placed under sev~re strain If
sharp soc:iD-eccm.omicdistinctions, accord':~g to z»..oa ,
persist.
The'reduction of inequa.lity and the estafolishntent of common
interest between groups is an essential part of nation
building for a new order and fer creating a positiv~ climate
for growth and development.
~~"tlongst:he common interests wQich f.1i' :,:0 be established.
are shared occ\,lpationaland ci:t:cee:rint:~t~~t.i$between blacks
and whites in tne private sector ..
In an address to the Institute of Directors in October 1990,
l!ike Uosholt (Business Day 26/10!1990), past chairman of
Barlo~l Rand Ltd, noted that. ,~«.• unless and until blackS'
.•. ".i Pg 2
are placed in responsible positions in kel''"industries a.nd
c::>mpanies.major and minor, the presen.t economic ~ysr.e:m will
not; be supported. II He goes on to sa:Jt that in the current
economic debate, if. o. the private sector argument. 'wotlld be
ir"measurably stren~ftheT2Gd, .if there were many L.K'JJ!;?e visible
ex~unplesof blaoks succeeding in $ and benef iting from the
privat.e enterprise syste:!1l.e Greater and urg~..3~lteffort.s will
have to be made, to produce succe~lsful role mcdel.s , II
The ministe:::: of constitu"tiofl."'_l develQP:ment Dr Gerrit
Viljoer}.~ in an. eddr€!ss to the Cape TOW!"l Chambe:t: of Ccnnnerce,
(J,sserted that, ".... one of the great.est concerns of black
political .and business organisations, was thel.:r: lack of
partic;ipation in the economy, ami big corporations should
investigate m~tl\odsof promoting black economic
empowermentv Business should intensify and accelerate
advancement; programme::,for people w~th potential and g))'eater
SUPP0i.-t sh9uld be given black business activit las.!'
(Business 'Jay 26/4/1991)
f'urther! .ran steyn, chairman of.' the Urban Foundation, warns
that "whatever the grounds for political. opt.imism, we dare
not leave it (building 'Of a nesr society~, to political
processes only. We cannot /~la(~e representatives of the
disadvantaged communitie:?,in a position in which they feel
obli.ged to challenge the int.erE~sts of advantaged South
Africansii (Business Day 21/~/19~;O).
Addressing the EuromoneyConference in Novt:mber 199t~; Sam
Motsuenyane the president of Natit.:h1alAfrican Federated
Chambers of Commerce t,NAFCOC}!1:iaidthat while the business
co:mmunity W2J' concerned at how a post-apartheid government
would solve the problem of redll!"essing imbalances in th~
economy, it hall the responsibility to make posJ,tive
proposals as to how these could be addressed •
•.••• 1 Pg :3
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At 'che NAF'COCconference in September :l090 it tqas d~cided
that in o!."derto give expression and meaning t.obl:ack
economi.c empcwe.cment com};,al'des must ensuze that "th~
(fil. .mbers of blac}ls at manaqement;level in their organisations
. d 'rl .~. a tlare ~ncreas~ s1~n~£2c'n y.
A rasclut50n was in fact pa:ssed at 'chat ~nference which
states th;:;t Eft least 30% cf JSE co:mpani,;:.
of th~ir mana~,c:;_:-,sshould bit· b1&.(.:1<:.
Further, hy redisf;ributing opport1.1:nity t.heir
organisations throu.gh activel,)' promot:tng black management.
development, South African orga.nisations eE'e in ~ffr~ct
offering a viable alt~lrnatj.vE: to a direct ret' st:ribution
or vealth. That is, it provid.es a meens wk~'!;ie~.,IJythe
economj.:,,} i.ruL~71ances which threat:..~n the stabi15.ty of South
African society can he redrt;ssed, whilst at the same time
avoiding the potzntially detr:~ .nental effects which a direct
redistrib\J~tion of wealth is likely to have 01\ th~ economy.
South African organisations are also facing a critical
sk.i~.ls shortage. The'National ManpowerCommissiol1 estimates
that over 40 000 vac~ncies exist in the profes'5ional,
technical and managerial categories. (Cooper et aI, in
Schlemmer & Van AntwE-,:tpen 1989). The Stell~nbosch
Uni~.Jersit.yUnit for Futa:r.e Research estimates that by th.e
year 2000 there will be a need for 579 000 highly qualified
or very senior managerial employee;::,but that no more than
389 001)will be a'lrailable~ {Spies, in Schlemmer & Van
Antwe}.pen 1989}.
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According to Gaunt. (Waekly Mail 13/7/1990), South Africa is
facing a 40% short3.ge of er.q.inee:r.cJo SC.~"(3ntl$ts and people
qnalifi.ed to work in advanced int\;,rmation sysi:.em~;. He says
ti:;_c~t thisp cou!iled with the fact. ';::'hat South. Af1.~i<:.ahas one
of the low8:::,t :mar~agerto vlorker :cat:ios in the world which
currentJ ..y stands ot 1: 42 ccmpazed with. an average of 1: 1.0 in
devel~)r:,e,j econcrai.es, \vill :m,:1j~e. it diffic:ult to maintain
('ml.'rent standards, let alone achieve thA~ eccnonj,c gt'owth
wl':dc:h t,he c~untry needs if a stable society :1.s ·to
thf.! ne~: South Afr: loa ~
an
If one ex"!mines t,he curxerre clemographic tr~nds in. South
Africf:. :'"~e wU.J. see that u111ess there Ls a major influx of
relcv:.:mt sl::llls froIn abroad ~':.heseshortfalls will nave to be
rectifiecl by advancing Black~~.
App~lbaum(198') I estimates that based on curzent; trend~~.
the supply of top management personnel and e~1trepren'i~urs
between 1.980 and 2000 W'o"-<04d 'clave grown by only 94 00'3;
whilst demand will have Lncr aased by abc:mt 197 000< 'l'his
~ans a shortage of 103 00(1 'anagers and entrepreneurs in
less than ten yearss
She states that W'l:thmore than half of the white ma.nagers
being ever fifty five and t.he number of white matriculants
declining. it is becom:tnC;lincreasingly necessary f<'Jr
ol:ganisations to addrfJ;ss thl~ issue of black managc~.ment
development. Furthermore she states that If:l. t is cl~~,~:t.'ly
t"macceptable that whites who make up only 15% of 'the
population in this oountry 5h,ould continue to hold 95%of
the Iili"'d,agerial !!ositions" (page 1) ..
* * '* ~,
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Th~refore black management development: not only has very
salient sDcief;al :frm.ction, but wi.I1 better equf.p South
A:E:t'ican companies to addE'f.'iH.l\Stheir Juman xeeourcea a.n.d
sJc:ill needs and functioffJ effectively in a. changing
p1:tlitical st~:ucture.
In ot.her itt'ords the advancement of blacks Lnt.c management
n. •• is not: an option it is a st.rateg:ic must., Not only does
it help crl3ate a lrtOl:E! equ.alised S 0ciety t but fU.ethermrJre it:
Th.e road
will not be an easy ene, but aft.et· the pain will e:ro~'3rgethe
gains of productivity, stability and an increased
contribution t.o ~,J'ealth·,;t~eatipn,," (NCtsser 198~J.
Elack manaqement; development therefore, tc .... a.~"
investmc.;nt which cannot be avoided if we are to achieve the
s,table society and economy in which business can o:nerate and
a.ll stakeholders can pr'osper , II (Rosholt Business Day
Cl7/0&jlt)90)
Despite considerable effort h"" South African organisations
to achieve high lev-els of blacks in management positions,
the resulb-; of these progra"mm'?shave to date been
disappointing. Wiehahn (quot.ed in Schlenuner and Van
Antwerpen, 1989) poi.nts out th.at out of sixty thousand
t;op mat,~.g"?mf)ntpORitions which exist in south Afri.ca,
only ten are occupied by Blacks ..
Forrest (Weekly Ma~.l 17/8/1.990) notes, that by 1987, of the
total number of managers in South Africa, which stood then
a.t 220 000, 92%were white and only' 2,3% were African ..
Amongst South Africa's 90 000 professionals, he points out
that the breakdown was similar: 91%white and 3~8%African •
•~.•• I Pg 6
The:ce a~~l various explClna ions offered for this lack of
success; these vIill be d.iscuss(£; below.
:i.&2.1. .. culture"
A very populal' hypothesis is that blacks ' cultural values
and attitudes result in their lacking tllJ~init.tat:i.ve, drive
and work ethic necessary for success in the business
environnlent.
This hypoth~sis is suppor t.ed by Coldwell and Moerdyk (1982,
in Erwee 1988), Mjoli !19(7) and McWilliam-smith
(1981) iamontJst others. Aet::ording to these theorists the
chief difference bebleen ~esterI1 and African culture is that
Africans believe that a person's destiny is ~aetermined by a
series of immutable laws of the universe, which govern,
inter alia his status and authority~ FQrth2r, the above
theorists maintai.n that the socialisatlon practices amongst
Africans differ sl.gnificantly from whltes', which contribute
to th~ cultural differences w;~ch exist between the groups.
They say that "while a white child is typically socialised
into patterns of early independence, self-r ,'cmsibility and
competitive materialism (resulting in a strong need for
achievement), ,the black child in Africa is generally real'.ed
into patterns '\of group awareness t shared :t'esponsibi.li ty and
the need to prEilserve and foster cOl'llrminal bonds - es.pecially
family and tribal bom.~~;n(Moerdyk and Coldwell 1982 page 190
in Erwee 1988).
This they maintain, leads to a cOJIIJIIHialistic:
orientatioll, where the person I s identity becomes embedded
in the group, and group lalty becnmes pa:tdmount. Godsell
(ill Barling 1986) I in her study into di,~·cerenecs in value
systems between senior white and black employees noted that
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blacks seem to place a higher value on sharing and being
part of a community than do whites.
Cold\lel1 and tv!oerdyk (1981 Ln Erwee 1988) @ note too that
blacks f concept; of time is differe.nt to tha.t of whites it
is based n a fatalistic world view, il1 which events uither
are cert::1,nto take place, or have in fact taken
'I1his they maf.neadn makes it difficult for blac~~s to grasp
the concept of pla:nn,illg which is so ""_"entralto effective
management.
Coldwell and Moerdyk (1981! in Erwee 1995) thus n •••
postulate that the constant s~ruggle between dissonant
cultural paradigms has a deleterious effect en black
managerial performance and is a major source of stressU
(Coldwell and Moerdyk 1981 in Erwee 1988, page 1l).
Erwee (1g88) cautions that the above view is ~ased on a
particular theoret.ical viewpoint and has not been tested
'through empirical research, which of course raises cert.ain
doubts about its validity~
Research done by Nasser (1979) (1980) 1 Tabcme (1979), Lange
(1984), Chalmers B.E. (1988) and often following McClelland
(1961) suppor.ts this view and attempted to show how by
applying relevant tl:'ainingprogrammesf a need for
achievement and initiative, drive and work ethic can be
developed, thus equipping Blacks for successful careers in
Mar:tagement0
However, not much success has been aohieved jn this regard,
as is borne out by the above figures published by Appelbaum
(1989), Cooper et al {in Schlemmer and Van Antwerpen
(1989), Gaunt (1990) as well as Forrest (1990); which call
the hypothesi.s into questiona
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Mo:reover, Pottas (1986) who has constructed a rt~liable
achievement motivation int.erview schedule, fonnd that
samples of bla';1k univ€!rsity s.tudents actu.ally obtained
higher scor'tlson all dimensions of achievement
motivation than did their white courreerpaecs , {E::t'wee1988}
Human (interview, October 1989) supports Pottas and points
out that in fact the cuI tural hypothes,is has been
damaging to black. management development" as it has led to
blacks being labelled as fundament;,~i.l1yincompetent for
business. This stereot.ypi:Ilg,she says, exacerbates the
problelus associated with black management (margint:~.iJ"t;y
etco). Thns, she believes that the cultu,t·a.l hypothesi.s,
bec~mes self fulfilling prophesy •
.. {~,~8S}I Hu~anand Hofmeyr (1985), Human (1990a, 1990b),
',/\
Schlemmer: (1986), maintain that the so called
:rj~t;jesis, is based on t:he erroneous
.~,~,qo._l'-, "hat culture is i.rmat.e and static. Haas (198B}
l;h' f~ct S~t","'; ~:hat n ••• people e'f,erytvhereoperate their lives
through urj'..:.<~n9 on differ,ent sets of norms and values which
are apprppri.qte to specific sdtuations, to different spheres
of their lives" (page 6).
In addition, Human (1990) postulates that the aspects of
African culture which, according to the above cultural
hypothesis make it difficult for. blacks to function in the
so-called western business world, are common to most rural
communities - be they Asi.dn, At '.canor Europeai1.. She says
that the fact that whites have, in the past! successfully
adapted from rural to urban enviromnents, suggests that
Africans should be able to as "jell: that ill if all
socio-political i.pedi.ents to black economic advance.ent in
80uth Africa no longer .xiat.4. These impediments will be
elaborated on further in this chapter.
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She says, U ••• it seems rather odd to suggest that people do
not have the wherewithal to eavence at the same time as
all sor+s of legislative and ~1.ttitudi.nalrestrictions
any advancement that they would care to make. If (Human
1990a page 9). (It should be noted 'chat the situation for
blacks vis-a.-vis legislation, has altered considerably
sis"lce this article was writtenj 0
Human (1989) (lS90a) f maintains that in fi)l(~t,many of the
trends~ along which :management theory is developing in
l'~uropeand the United states and has developed previous in
the Far East, stress the importance of concepts central to
black cultur(> - humanity and compassion or Ubuntu.
Therefore, rather than regarding African Culture as
providing impediments to success~~_11Black management
developm~/- \ there is a great de~X \<lhich business can le4rn
I
from it. -nence the crude theories of cultural
determinatioll may miss the points.
1.2.2.1. Poor quality ot education.
It might also be argued that the deficiencies in the
black educati.onal system are a main cause of the
faiJ.ure of black managementdevelopment. As Haas
(1988) says, "••• the appallingly bad educational
system does not equip them (black South Africans) for
the sorts of challenges of the contemporary
work"'place.u (page 7).
Mohlamme (1991) mentions that one of the main objects
of so-called Bantu Education was to
instltutionalise the Apartheid policy through
black schools.
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In the" rds of the late Dr Verwoerd! the architect of
Aparthe..... ·~wher.I have control over native education
I will reform it so that natives will be taught from
childhoodt that equality with Europeans is not for
them" (in Mohlanune 1991, page 13).
Humanand Hi.nna:n (1987) state that with th~ decline in
impoI"tanceof social ot".igins$ as a direct distributor
of life chances (Y1nether it be through nepotism or
inheritance), there has been a sil'!',ultanE-~ous inc.teas€!
in its indirect influence via the eduoational syst.e!!i.
In oth~r words, education has come to play an
increasing role as a distributor of life ehancee and
transmitter of status from fatner t.o son, as it wereN
According ito Hofmeyr (1987), in that year the amount
of money speI~t by the state on a white pupil's
education, \ias six times the amount.that was bed
spent on a black pupil's education. Further he points
out that whe'reas in white schools the average teacher
to pupil ratio was 1:29, the ratio in a black school
was more likely' to be 1: 50. 'rhis problem is
exacerbated by the fact that at that stage (and there
is li~:tle reason to beli~ve that this situation has
; /
improved)~70' of the teaching corps in black schools
was underqua~tified.
'* * * '1ft
politics and ~dueation.
This problem has been exacerbated by the
POliticisizi~ of black education which has occurred
in South Africa over the past fifteen years •
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The situation was summed up in an editoria,1 in
Busi.ness Day {)f 9 January 19S0 ~ "The children who
have been sacrificed will, except for rare people of
lmusual strength of character, go through life
ignorant and untrained, fit on}" .0 be drawers of
.dsclosure thtl.t; in
Soweto, nearly one 'third of the funds available for
building schools ;'lust be s::;'Jent,on repairing vandalism
inflicted by the pupfLs, sumsu9 thE>pI'oblem. Moth
Verwoerd ever did ~ condemned a genel~{)tion of black
children t.othe lower rungs of society aa the
poll ticisation of school in.~j in ·the seventies and
the eighties."
* * It *
It is, therefore! small wonder that in general the products
of t.he black school system have serious com..rnunica'tion
difficulties, linguistically and sociallYi lack the
independence <ability to carr:i out task to a successful
conclusion; and suffer from ser Lous gaps in their
knowledge. Hofmeyr (1987) believes that th~ result of all
this is that the typical product of the black educational
system is ill equipped to face the challenges and threats of
the modern, technologically sophisticated and dynamic
business envir(!nment - let alone assume a managerial
position within it.
Furthermore, one of the results of the low bJ.:~ckeducational
standard is a poor command of the ET!9listllanguage which in
turn might seriously limit a Black manager's potential for
advancement.
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La;~kof inclusi:)n of black management de"Jelopment into
strategic focus of orqanisation
enarcux (1986, 1990), Hof:m(~yr (1936) H~,_3S (1936), HtL"nanand
liofmeyt: (1985), Human (1989, 1990a, 1990b) and Human and
Human (1958) point to the following as key caU3C_) of
problems in Black, Maliagement Development: lack of strate';Jic
p:ianrd.ng for alae}:, Management Development in firms, the lack
of firm ccmmi.ement.s and leadership fro:m senior line
manaqement., inappropriate personnel used as mentors and
coaches for black trainees and resistance of white manaqens,
There might in fact be some valid.ity in the latter
arguments. These factors aze by their very n~yture v~riable,
howevex: and one would expect that there would be certain
exceptions to prove the rule as it were. After al.lf
many blacKs have had the pri·,ilege of a so-called white
university education and many companies have spent d great
deal of money T time and expertise takin~l heed the
r~commendations as put forward by the abovementioned
a:)+:hors.
* * * *
However, the black products of the 'fI,hi te educational system
and sophisticated management developI!Htmtprogrammes are not
SUfficiently represt:.:nt.{,;'din the management strata of South
African organisations to suggest that the probl~~mwill be
solved by correl,lting th'~ problems posited by thE!
abovementioned theorists.
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Expectancy Theory.
If one examines the dircc~t, experience which black Managers
have of so-called ;.::eorganisations 1 hcywever~ one can
begin to see that t~..e lack of success of black managementin
South Africa ~ay in fact be attributable to motivational
issues but of a particular type not necessarily addressed
in previous research.
According to Expectancy Theory (Lawl!;~ and Porter 1967i
Lawler 1969)t lnot.ivationand effort are functions of
effective links betwe.en effort performance and the
probability of rewards which are valuad.
To expend, it maintains that the follo\dl'lg three elements
have to be present in order for motiva.tion to occur:
i. Self-confidence (effort-performance probability):
a belief tbat one is able to perform at a desired
level. Th ....s in turn implies a positive self-concept
and a belief that one is iT'" control of one's ".ife and
one's future - what Rotter (1966, in Humanand Hofmeyr
L?85) refer to as internal locus of control.
ii. Trust (performance-reward probability): a belief
that, behaviour will lead to specific outcomes, e.g. a
percepticn of the, likelihood that one's achievements
will be recognised.
iiis Value (valence): a belief that these outcomes will
have positive value for oneself.
It is important to realise that we are talking about
perceived probability or subjective expectancy, not
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abot'l.tactual probabilities. Hence; if an individual. feels
either that the situational factors affecting his
performance are beyond his control, or becau~.;!he believes
that he lacks the necessary ability to perform the job well
eno.Agh to deserve a reward; he is in effect saying, If no
roat:ter howmuch effort I put into the job I will not be
successful.1t 'I'hisis a reflection of a negative
effo.t":t-·per:fonea:nce proballility or low
self-confidence. (Lawler 1969)
Likewise, if an individual believes that a particular
reward, for example promotion, is dependent upon belonging
to a particular race group, or en his level of senio~itYI
"
rather than on his work performance despite what the reality
of the situation may be, he is saying, Uno :matter how well I
do I wi.' " not receive the reward I desE'n'e," This attitude
reflect:.s a negative perthnumce-reward prqpabilitYr or
low trust." Valence too is essentially subjective,
in that it is defined as the attractiveness of the possiblE'
rewards or outcomes to the individual~
Followinr; Maslow (1954; in Barling 19a.3 Lawler and Porter
!1967) believe rewards will. be of valuato the extent t.hat
they will prljvide satisfac>:.:.ionf individuals t needs.
Lawler {1969}, maintains one should distinguish between
externally mediated rewards, and internAlly mediated
rewards. The former are usually material and satisfy what
Maslow (1943) calls Lover order needs, or what Herzberg
(1968) cerms hyg.iene factors. The latter however. are
intrinsic to the individual and satisfy what Masl(:.Ii (1943)
terms h.igber order need» arJ Herzbe.t'g (1968) refers ~o
as motivators; such as needs fer self-actualisation and
self-worth.
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lIG says that because they stem directly performance
itselfo the reception of such rewards are seen to be
ccrmect.cd with performance fin a far closer way 'than is the
case wit::~ externally mediated rewm~d~3.They can, therefore,
be e:rcellc':it motivators due to high performance rewax-d
probabilities which are establ Lawler (1~69),
Therefore one can ::-5E'9 the individual f s feelings of
accomplishment, acl')'.iev·ement, !;elf-worth and self-esteem are
cri"ticZl:""!.antecedents fOJ.7 motivat ion in a number of ways.
Firstly, i:he belief In one~S own ability (positive
s~lf-e<;teem), is crucial for the establishment of a positive
effort-performance probability; what Vroom (1964) refers
to as expectancy. Seoondly. due to the fact 'i:.hathey
serve as il'ltr:!.nsicreward~" Ofl<,;~'i ~.h:t"v'l.i~h'which
individual is able ;:0 reward himself; the connection between
perfo.t'mance and r~:;!t7ard.is ~Lrecti thus helping t.o estabUsh
high performance-rewarr.i pro. lbJUi.ty; what Vroom (1964)
calls instrumenta1.ity"
b~lMaslow (1943i 1954; in Bf!rling 1"g3)~ i1erzberw:.{ (1965,
1968) and Lawler (1969) fvcuses on ths f~ct that these
so-calJ~d higher order needs have high value for the
individual.
Herzberg: (1968j in fact states that whilst the absence of
wh,at he terms hygiene factors ie: those fa~;;:tcr:; i'lh1.ch
satisfy what Maslow (1943) terms lower ol:'Ci.erQX.· Lc needs,
may cause. the worker to feel unhappy, their preseIlce will
:not makehim work harder. H~ s'tates that the only way
to makehim work harder .is to provide him wi t:h what he terms
motivators, which are derived from work which allows him
to trust his own competence and feel a sense of self-worth .
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IfIn summary, then lit. has been argued that: the amount of
effort. that will b::l expende-ti. is a funct5.c;n of the sum of
rEward value multiplied by the perceived probability that
effort leads to reward which comprises i. the
et"fort-per:fcrmance probab.~J..ity 1i" Fe:;::for;manoe-J:.~t:.ward
probability, where all rew,,).rdsrelevant to t.he list of
need.s suggested by Maslow (1954) are cons, ~deredH (l,awler and
Porte~ 1967 page 261).
Crit:i.cal antecedents of performance ..
In analysing' motivational issues it is 1.rr;portallt to
note that effort is not synonymQUS wit~.i perfor.man.o.:';.
According to Lawler and Porter (196',) as well as :Katz
(1964), two other variables, ie; anilities and
roJe perception, combine multiplicati"!,.1ely with
effort in d'9termining performance. (see appendix 3).
However, whereas they maintain that abilities are
relatively independent of environmental
circurrrstances,role perceptions are situationally
defined; are therefore more dynamiC' in character and
c~nseguently more relevant to this study.
An individual's role perception determines the
direction towards which his effort is to be
applif~d, with the deg!'ee of accuracy of role
perception determini.n<2 tIle proportion of effort that
is relevant to task ac;hievement. (Lawler and Porter
1967, page 263).
According to Human and Hofmeyr (1985), Lee and Piper
(1989), as well as Schlemmer (1986), the procp~~
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through whici:l an individual develops an undel"standing
of the role ToJ'hichhe is expected to perfo.r:m in an
organisation is almost entirely informal.
The acquisition of the "" •• unconscious or
semi-conscious armoury of p.tE'lcedents and gaTl:~}'8, n
(Schlel!'l..mer1986), necessary for the individ.ual to
develop an understanding of his role, is la!:gely
dependent upon the degn:~() of social intimac:t '5hich the
individual experiences with his superior.
This is because , accordiA"g to La'1i11erand Porter
(1967), the accuracy of an individua De role
perception is, Lntzet: alia" determine"", by the
degree with which that individuals' understanding of
his role cczreapcrids with the views of those who will
be evaluating his pe:cformance. (In Inost cases this
would "Cefer to his superior).
Thus according to expectancy theory, effective job
perforuance is dependent upon attitudes rathu::' than on
innate cultural factors. 'I'hese attitudes are ,essentially
sub:;ective and situationally defined.
1.2.4e2~ Expectancy theory and black management development
The remaind(;'n:-of t~c'is chapter will focus on how the
abovement.Lcned ant.ecederrcs to effective job performa.ncee a.s
far as "lack South African managers are concezned are like!ly
to be negatively affected by fac.:tors whi.chexist in both t:he
'\dder socio-political environmc''1t, as well as that of the
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organisation. From now on, such factors will be referred to
as situational variab.1.es.
As a result of the South African socia-political
envh. nment;I the exper Lance which shapes black manaqez-s
differ:_:; markedly fron: those of white manag(J:rs. According to
HUF ,'11. & Hofmeyr {19B5: and Schlemmer (1980) ~ts negatively
influaflces the extent to which black manal~~erscan adjust tOI
and perf'or:m comfoJ""~_;,ablyin, the so=called lifb.i te business
world. As Prof. Linda Human(interview Oc~;ober1989) puts
it, "Because of their socif)-c(~onl:")micpelit ieal situation,
and t.o a far lesser e:'~tent of their culture, they
remain marginal to the
1.2 ..4.2.1. Bffort-per:fC)'l:7.I.aXl(."fe probability
~s.lt-confidence)
As mentioned above, Lawler and Port,er (1367) and or-pen
(1976) 1 stress that en important arlt.ecede.nt: of a
positive ef.fort-performance probab.1l1ity, is
self-confidence. They say that thO: individual~s
belief that he is able to perform J!l particulat' .Job is
a vital precondition for successful task perforl:.;::,n.:;e.
:Bradshaw (1981) md.int.a;i.nsthat the development of
self-c(mfidenCE!: requires cfmnngst <:)th~rthi.ngs, a clear
sense of being valued. and accepte(k by others.. As a
consequence of their rnargil1al status, bl·:tck
managers do not; =eceive the kind of fe,'ldback which
provides r.~';0~surance* There.fore:t "their social
marginality it tiiffiCt11t fiJr them to develop
that sense of :!ielf-worth that is a precondition for
proper motivat.i.onlle Sehlennner (.1986 page 99).
As r.egards the likely affects of the socia-political
environment on 'the self-esteem of South African black
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managers, qorowitz (1985) observes that the
individual's self-esteem in divided societies such as
south Africa, is determined largely by the esteem
accor'ded t.o his ethnic group in that societ:o.{., In
South Africa the esteem accorded to blacks is
generally low. This assertion is corroborated by
Lacayo (1989)1 in reference to the lew self-esteem
which exis,ts amcn~i5t black Americans. He SeLyS "oddly
the di;,ereotype of the less qualified blc:.ckis
sometimes shar~d by blacks. The feeling is sammed up
in a wry phrase: ~the white man's ice is colder'"
(page34). Lacayo (1989) goes on to say, ttif a black
man is passed over fl:!or promotion, he may C!;nclude,
rightly or wrongly, that race hold him ba(.:,K"(page
32).
In the words of a well known black South African
executive Don Ncube (Business Day 25/02/199',), "the
physical barriers which impede their {black managers3}
success are crumbling rapidly or tottering on the
brink of collapse. Hl)WeVer, there are some
psychological barriers which remain entrenched due
to the her.itage of race discrimination. What is
perhaps more :frustrating and devastating .1.:.'.'; the
feeling that as victims of the Apat"theid legacy, they
will never become competent and sucr.::essi'll manaqez-s , tt
lie goes on to say, "there is a chronic lack of
confidence and a debilitating feeJing of itelplessnf:;ss
which perpetuat&s the vicious syndrome of dependency
and powerlessness. i •
.According to Schlemmer !1990} i" one cannot see
opportunities if one feels like a victim. l~s a victim
all one experiences is that of unfulfilled need • It
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is a growth toward a sense of need, away from a sense
of opportunity and capacity to do ttdngsU (page 81).
stamp (1991) note~ that when a person perceives the
external factors which surround him as controllable
and feels at home in his environment U •• * inner
resources are an exciting aLbe.i,t unpredic't":a.blesource
of en~rgy and c~eativity. But when the pers~n is
overwhe'tmt-1tl by ext$l"'nalchal1e:nges (ie: feel.s like a
vic:tim} I unp:r~dictability becomee [Jersecuti.on,
t:.m!:'!rgy dries up or becomes manfe , and creativ1.ty is
lost" (page 21).
H~.1manand H(~fmeyr(1985), conducted interv'iews with a
cross sectiqn of white an.d black interviewees and
found that. a lack of self-confidence ~:<i1ongstblack
managers was noted by both white and black
interviewees. B,;sides the issue of marginality I
one 0.": the black interviewees mentio:.'ledthat the
prolonged deprivation which blacks have experienced in
South Africa has created a subculture of its own -
"blac}'~sare constantly told that they are Lncompet.ent;
and they begin to believe it; they have feelings of
b~.dhgincapable. "This is compli.cated by prolonged
affluence on the part of whites which leads to a
subculture of feelit:.9sof superiority" (Human and
Ho£me1t', 1985 page J.15) e
As mentioned above, this problem is not unique to
S()uth African blacks. In analysing the plight of tha
so-:.:rallE!d bla<:~k Au,erican underc Lass , Shelby Steele
(19)0) states that "you cannot be raised in a culture
that was f.orcenturi.es committed to the notion of your
inferiority and not have some doubt in this regard -
doubt that i.s lU;:ely to be agc;rrc.'watedmost in
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integrated situations" (page 25). The South African
organisational environment clearly represents such an
integrated situation.
Thu.s, the fact that so many fa.ctors in a black South
African's life were prescribed by discr:L::;1inatorylaws
may, according to Human and Hofmeyr (1985)_ have lead
to a situation where black South A.fricans come to
doubt that their efforts will be closely Cisscciated
with performance. They say that this is due to a
conviction which arises that sitnational factors on
which their performance depends are beyo",J their own
control - external l~~s of control. (Rotter
1966, in Human and Hofmeyr 1985). It would seem that
demands of a managerial role would conflict with such
an attitude, due tp the fact that a manager is
required to make decisions which requir;e inter
alia a belief in his own ability to' affect changes
in his environment (London 1985, Lee and Piper 1987r
Schein 1981).
On the basis of the above, it seems most likely that
black South Africans will lack the, self-c,r:'nfidence
necessary for them to be successful managers.
This is because not only does self-esteem form an
integral part in determining the amount of effort the
individual will be willipg to expend in a work
situation, but it would also seem that the job of a
manager requires a an internal locus of conxrol,
or 'What IJondoll (1985), terms career resilience,
for which positive self esteem is a prerequisite.
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performance-rewardprobability (trust)
According to Schlemmer (1986) even if black managers
can develop self-confidence and believe that their
effort;s are likely to produce the necessary
performancer a negative expectancy that they will not
be rewarded on the basic of this performance, but
instead on some ot,her basis (low trust) will still
impede their :motivation to perform.
As mentioned. above, one of the principles upon which
Expectancy Theory is based is that effective
motivation will result when the reward system
recognises and caters for indivinual differences.
Charoux (1985,1990) Human and Hofmeyr (1985) as well
as Schlemmer (1986) have netted that one of the effects
of Apartheid has been that white managers rely on
stereotypes (which in the Ipastwere reinforced by
government propaganda as w,ell as the media), on which
to judge and rewa:'d their black employee. This means
that essent.ial differences between individuals ,~X'e
often ignored.
Human and Hofmeyr (1985) also note that as a r~sult of
past discrimination black. South Africans have often
been denied the rewards which are usually associated
with good performance,
For example, in the past job reservation. la'ws
pravented companies from promoting blacks to senior
position as reward for good performance, thus
exacerbating doubts in the minds of black employees as
to whether performance would lead to reward. Although
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such laws have now been scrapped, according to various
authors (Charoux 1990 and Human1990), as a result of
caution, prejudice and stereotyped perceptions such
promotions are ott.en still denied blacks 0 This
problem should not be overstated; however, as many
companies are now ~pending considerable amounts of
time and money on -the development of black managers.
This situation is not, howeverp unique to the South
African blacks. In fact Edward Wood, a ~lice President
of a la:t'ge bank based in Atlanta Georgia ...who is
himsQlf black, recently commented on the low
performance-reward probability amongst black
AmericansG He said "slavery did one helluva (sic) job
confusing people about our (referring to blacks') own
worth. It's a psychological thing. I can't •••
that in my qen.ration you will b. resp&ct.d for
performancen (Business Day 5/4/1991). Stanley
Grayson, New York City's deputy mayor for finance and
economic dev,c;:lopment,recently reflecting on fds own
position as a ;\la.ck operating in within a white
c>~t~blishme' , st:ated tt _ •• that no matter what :r.
accomplif'ch as an individual, I ,,;illalways be judged
by iofhatpeople sE~efirst, ie: my colburn (in Lacayo
1989, page13).
Thisr together wit,h the writings of :Shelby Steele
(1390) I has ser Ious implicati.ons for the problems of
black South Afri(~an managers; by showing that the
effects of oppres;sion live on in the mind of the
individual, long after that oppression has been
officially lifted.
speaking of the chanqes brou'}ht about by American
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civil rights legislation, steele (1990) says, "•••
though it delivered greater freedom it dld not deliver
the skills and _,::.titudesrequired to thrive
freedom" (page 68). "In this one begins to realise
that high-key politics alone canhot remake a scciety ..
It can remake the appearance of a societr a while
only. If social behaviour underlying political action
has not changed, olel, patte.'l:::1swill reappear.
"(Schlemmer 1990, page 77)
val.nc.
According to expectancy theory, the third element of
motivation is valenee. As stated earlier in this
chapter, Lawler and Porter (1967) maintain that
individual'n ••4a largely determine which rewards
will have value for an employee.
Nadler and Lawler (1977, in Human and Hofmeyr 1985),
say that "because different people have different
~eeds and therefore different valences, effective
motivation must come through a recognition that not
all employees are alike, and that organisations need
to be flexible in order··to accommodate individual
differences." (page 120).
As mentioned above and on the basis of research
conducted by Human and Hoflneyr (1987) it is suggested
that in general, the white management establ.ishment in
South Africa judge blacks according to stereotyped
views. They imply that white management regarded all
blacks! no matter what their background, as having
similar needs.
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The so-called cultural hypotllesis has served to
support these assumptions by postulating that as a
result of their cultural heritage blacks have a lo'tJer
need for individual achievememt and a higher social
need (or needs) for affiliatton, than do whites.
Vorster (1970, in Human and Hofmeyr 1985) maintains
that it not raalistic to assume that,there are
<::e:ctainaspirations or motives which apply
~specifical1y to black as c~pposed. to whites. ~rhe
j:indings of his research showed that with increased
urban.is·;,;~ionand as he moves up the organisational
hiera:c,:;hy, !lis needs and aspirations come to cLo:..,8·~1
resemble his white counterparts~. This is support'8d
by th~ findings of research conducted by Natrass
(1973, in Human and Hofmeyr 1985}, which shew a strong
positive relationship between levels of need and
levels of education and the degree of urbanisation.
Further, even if blacks do have a higher need for
affiliation ana it lower need for individual
achievement than do whites, there is as much reason to
assume that this is connected with their marginal
position, as with their culture (as discussed
above) •
In addition to the above, Kane-Berman (1990) and
Schlemmer (1986) postulate, that the pre.vai.ling
~thos in contemporary south African black urban
society, has a negative effect on the motivation and
performance of black managers. According to
e>~i:·r:;;;tancy thaory, positive mot.:i.v~tionimplies that
the person percei vas value for himself in the r~~wa.rds
that the organisati,on is able to provide for his
contribution, one of the most salient rewards of
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managerial status is the ability to translate
work-place seniority, into an upper middle class
lifestyle and status; particularly in the residential
setting.
l' J.eenvironment of the township inhibits this
ccnver-sIon, having therefore, obvf.oue negative
implications for the black :manager's commitment to h:i.s
'Work-role, and his moti.vatn.on perf •.:;t'ffi.
In the wo:t'ds of the late Sam !vIa-be (1988), former
assi~tant editor of the Sowetan Newspaper, lithe
trouJle with us black South Africans is that 'W~ have
come to associate swimmi.ng pools, beautiful homes,
good education, hiqh salaries, and managerial
positions as the white man's property. We have been
forced to live in matchbox houses. Now we seem to
have accepted them and we somehow prescribal!them as
the standard housing for blacks. We view anybody who
aspires to something better as part of the system.
This is utter rubbish. If we are happy to li7e in
matchbox houses, what is our struggle all about?"
(Sowetan 25/10/1988, in Kane-Berman 1990 page 45)
Role perception and the perc.ption of key
organisational l:~:oc.ss....
As mentienf!dearlier in this chapter, mot.i vat.Len is
not synonymous with performance. In fact according to
Lawler and Porter (1967)1 for a motivated employee to
perform effectively, he must understand and be
committed tc his work-role.
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Politics and its effect.s on .role perception.
According to Schlen~er (1985), it is necessary for an
individual to ident.ify with the managerial
establishment in order to develop Cl clear perceptiol1
of I and co:nmitment to his, managerial work role.
Parsons (1977, in Schlemmer 1986) maintains that in a
normal society ~:'J;mmunitylife and far:d.lx· should,
through various subtle informal processes, p:t',,·vide,
opportunities for the re-affirmation of commit'..{ents to
occupational roles.
HoweverI in the majority of South A.frican
organisations, an us and them sentiment exists
between management and workers, almost alwa~'s
coinciding with a black and 'llhite divi$ion. Giliomee
(star 20/5/1991) says, "South Afrh.::a .unlike any other.
countr~· which has made the transition, is di'lfided
first of all by race, ethnic group or conununlty, not
by class or income group. n Hence, u... a black
busines:oman or teacher i$; more likely 1:0 sid41!with
blacks than with businass or teachers.1f It follo\OG,
therefcre, that blacks f.ind it moc€ difficult than
whites to identify easily with the white mana .'rial
establj.ahment.
Furthermore, Kane-aer~an (1990), refers to the
existence of what h~e,t.ermsa ,n • ~. curious phenomenon
in South Africa, t.ll inability or unwillingness of
many pe::.'lplewho oppose apartheid to recognise black
achi.ever-s., Indee.d, it sometimes seems as .if new
ceiling have been placed on black. advancement to
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':;':~place job reservation. Blacks who succeed in
.business or: are appointed to managerial jobs are
freque~tly labelled as sellouts, collabclrato;_sf
co-optees, pseu.do-whites and so on. The implication
is that blacks must neither seek or accept
ad.vancement, and that remaining true. to blackness
remaini.ng a mel't\herof the pt"oletariata forever~ n (page
4'3)
As Gordo£! sibaya: South. Africafs .only black nuclea.r
physicist, who ran a highly successful 'Science tuition
service for black matriculants¥ said regar.ding his
decision to emigrate: "when black activi.st;;;;start
destab1.J.ising the .best efforts of their mm people,
then it's the l,~,st straw" (Business Day 3,9/11/1990).
Marginality .nd it. effects on role perception..
Apart from t.he above, Charoux (1985) Human and Hofmeyr
(19S5) and Schlemmer (1986) maintain that black South
Africans are at. a further disadvantage as far as the
development of a clear understanding of what the
role of a manager should be in an organisation.
As ii'entioned above, manager~al skills cannot be
taught~ In~tead, they are acquired via an informal and
subtle process of observat';i.onand communication in
workplace-setti~; which in turn depend upon close and
informal contact with those already established in the
organisation.
Through such inte·raction the individual !i;hculdbegin
to perceive the subtle rules alA proces~es which make
up the organ.i.sation1;ll .cu.l-t,lre.
'~\
\1
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According to Schlemmer (1986), blacks in South African
organim::.tionsare critically ~:isadvantaged in this
:'e~spe(;t;. He says th~.'~ysimply do not have sufficient
informal social contact with the wr,lte
organisational establishment, to have gained su.ch
kn~wledge.
He says they will thus be denied U •• "
resource 'that a white :m'1I'iageri~1
the critical
:;~onjcys ,
friendly i informal and of'ten unwitting support. from
peers who have already mastered the codes the
organisat.ion': (page lUl). Ell1"ther1 due to the fringe
positions they occupy in sQ-called white organisations
black managers may have been denied Ii ••• exposure to
viiit:« inforlna.lnetwol~ks, and nay feel iJ.l ..at ease
with the subtle political interplays between the
vaz-Lcus inte:L'~st g:t.oups wlthin the organisation" (pc:1ge
21),
Human an:7 aofmayr (l985j point cut that whereas the
officia companypolicy, as laid down by the top
raanagem,.lt, may be one of equal opportunity and
llon"::disCi" ';mination, the black manager may still
confront discrimination on a more subtle level in the
organisation. Lacayo (1989), writing about the
experience of black manaqezs L) American
organisat.ions9 (which as discu.ssed above, is in many
ways ';jlnalogous to bJ..flCkmanaget"s' experience in South
African organisations}. stated that u ••• for blacks
tI';,e work-pl1ce can be a psychological Ininefield,
seeded with :.acially fraught encounters ~.;hatmostly
whites never! notice". He believ(E;s the pzob Lem is
compounded i1:i. the f;act that middla-cIass blacks are
relatively isolated at work! typically finding
themselves greatly outnumbered by white co~w()rkers11
(page 32).
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Even if he has been able to at:tain a degree of
equality with :,i\is 'whit.e collE~aglles in. the work
er.viron:ment.. "0•• at the €:nd of the working da.y uhen
he leaves the offict1!o the black managE:!' once agelin
becomes a Lilack man In a society which rejects hf.m on
a pu.bU,c an-" political lL~'Jelen (Human and Hofme~f'r
1.985, t'age Fm.'th$;: l1'1a.ny blaok manc;.gars hc)ld
:i.mp1~·'~[~~"i1f(.:) Q,Jrn high but t:tu~ir
lit.tle
All. cif this cont.ributes to what Human and Hof:mey':t:'
(3.9\35) term .ru.g.ina.lit'ir., This" 'J a t,cY.'rr. eo lned
b:'l des::ribe those incf)nsist:e. ;ie5 ~'lncia:mbi.guities
Which t:::onfront the !'Jlack manager 11"t,South Afric.~an
or9a~lis~t.it"ms, wI1i{:;hresult in L his lacking
self-cc':2fid~nce and, ii. his beinq confused r.lagarding
t?le rolf] he is expected to perform, both withiJ:'!
t:he organisation for which he works and as far as t:ne
society as \vhole, i~ concerned.
Stamp (1991) ascribes t.h:i.s phenome.nonto what she
t.erlnS a glass ceJ.ling. She says that black
mant\gers are effectively restricted from advancing
beycmd a certain level in the organisation, k:lecause
they do not share the values which are domfnarrt; in
that organisation. This i:::: due ;;0 the fact that "ilt
any t")rganisat.ioli., it Ls t:he 'l:nem:oersof the dominant
91",)l.lPwho define it.s values and mis~.;ion and Iplace in
t.he local and int.ernatior.al setting-II (paqe 21).
She SCl,ys that ol·lly YJhenan individual's personal vaIue
~ystem is conqruenc wit.h that of the oZ"gani':ii,rtion, is
he able tC) fun.ction effectively as a manaqez-, When
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this congruence is lacking however, the person suffers
from anxiety which in turn diminishes his
p~rformance. The stress felt by the black manager is
oxacerbaced by the fact that it, is not undEirstood by
members of dominant group. Very often the black
manaqer t s behaviour ~;il1 be int.erprE:'tec1 the
r.)rganisat,ional estabJ .:~.,ment; as bel1ige~t'ence,
Pi:1C;:3ivity or sabotage.
The findings a st:l1dy conducted Uuman
(1957) into the c .position c.f the S.:mth hfr lean
business establ ishmf'3nt, sugqest If... that the elite
st.ructarred and that it organi;:Jes f l1ow(i\Yer
subconsciously 1 its own J!f3rpetuat:Lon" (page 73). 'I'.hey
conclude that this self-perpetuat:ton is Sptu"1.·ed by t:hc
fact that nepot.Lsm and grt1Up loyalty ccnt Inue to be
:nore important to the members of the elite, albeit
subconsciously 1 t.nan "'::momif..:'am3l soci()logical
pr incipler; when it. come to recruiting new members to
their renk«,
t~All this doec nl;,t auger w~ll far the process of black
mohility into t!"l1= hi'9her scallicms of business."
Moreover, "'.0 the biographical profile of the
busi.neess elite cllmost belies th<e~ possibility of blacks
entering that elite with anything llke a cr.itica.l
mass. (which Ls neceasary for this situati.on to
bC'::Jin to change] (HtUllan and HUiltan 1987 r page 73)
"In view of thili5 unenvi.eof,e position, there is small
wender that some black :man~qers un~et'perfo!'m; that
they lack assertiveness; that they display tendencies
towards af fL1iEr!-' ion; that they are tense and often
dissati.sfied .." {Humanand Hofmeyr 1985, page 22}•
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The position of bltlck Zimba'bwsan manaqers ..
!.\ccordin~f to the ~b~:i'leargu!l.'ents, t,he plight of the
black manug~r is to be under-seccd in terms of' the
di.rect and indirf.~cteffects whit.::!<i the so("d.Q~poli tical
envdronmerrt; has on his motivation and performance. On
the basra of this logic, it, weu}"-I follow that 'jla.ck
r.ano,{'Je:rs ·,bat}w(~f "liho ~'RlppC3sed.ly opel~at,e in an
environment (~social and p::.lit.ica.l fl'.'!;:?t:d,omshould
nott as a group, suffer from the problems discussed
above. The situation of the black Zimbabwean manaqez'
is, however, far more complex than .it seems to be on
the surface. According to Murphree (1986), Nkomo
(1990), Pasipanadya (Bulawayo Chronical 9/7/1989),
Robertson (1990) and Strachan (1990), it seens that
whilst t.he black Zimbabwean manager Ls in a less
invidi()us pas! t.Lon than his black South Air Lean
counterpart, he still faces many problems in
performing his role.
He maintains, that while overt discrimination is a
thing of the past in Zimbabwe, black managers continue
to be marginal in private companies.
This marginality meanE that like their South
African 'o,.r.'J'I"mterparts,these managers are denied acceas
to the informal system of 1:"2' :I.esand procedures,
which according to Lee and :Piper (3989) as well as
Schlemmer (198S) are so vital to the manager
developing a Cleal' understand ing of his role in the
organisation, (The reasons for this are discussed
above).
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M11l':'phree(J.986) says that, on the whole, white
Zimbabweans have adapted successfully to
non-eeaiel iet«, especially as far as social conduct
is concerned. Be says tnat being forced. to interact
with blacks on the basis of equal status, whites are
lieco:ming less ~iteJ:'eotypic and more
,ndividualistie in their evaluation of blacks.
H.owever, in thf? sphere of what he terms
occupatio.ual placement, white Zimbabweans have
generally been more resistant. He believes tbat whilst
people adapt t.heir modes behaviour to t3uit what
they perceive to be socially appropriate norms,
attitudes are more resistant to change. He goes
on to say that:, it ••• attendance at private functicI,?,t3
in many white homes will give the impression that
racism is alive and welL n "However a stroll through
public functions in Harare gives the impression that
integration is proceeding smoothly and harmoniouslyll
(page 28).
As long as s,'l!ch attitudes continue to €:::idst amongst
white Zimbabweans, and as hmg as blacks remain a
minority in the higher management ech~lons, (Strachan
1990) black managers will in all likelihood continue
to be margi.nal to the organisat~ion and thus lack
access to 1:hose informal processes through whi.ch their
white courrcerparcs are able t~ gain clarity on what is
expected from them as managers in their or9ani~ation.
Several other factors have contributed to the
marginality of black managers in Zimbabwean
organi.sations. These are as follows:
zimbabwean independence posed the challenge to the
private sector of hav'ing to deal with a
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predominantly .black bureaucracy: a.n
institution which they neither knew nor
understood. Accprding to Pasipandya (Bulawayo
Chronical 9/7/1989), they responded to this
challenge by appointing blacks to those positions
of management which entailed close liaison \-dth
state departments. Instead bein,3' judged on
their competence 8 therefore, black managers were
almost. always assessed on how well they projected
their companies' image to government, which is in
effect a form of window dressing. Hence,
act,;ordingPasipandya (1989), whit€ Zimbabwean
managers never came to trust the capabilities of
the black manaqers i they were :r:egardedas
conduits of communication with government
first, and manaqer s second. In fact in
1986 the Min.ister of Manpower in Zilnbabwe,
(Zimbabwe Herald 5/2/1986) stated that black
advancement was becoming increasingly cosmec Lc
and meaningless.
The black manager's marginal position was
fUhrher complicated by the apparent cdhtradicticn
of (promoting black managerial advancement in the
private sector, with the government's stated
objectives of socialism (strachan 1990).
This is further complLcatied by the ant.eqoni.em of
other blacks in the work-place towards black
ma:r,agers,whom the former see as having betrayed
them by joining the so-called oppressors;
whereas ~any of them may have in fact been seen by
their cOllUnunit;tes to have the potential to
represent the interests of the working class to
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nanaqement; , However p they are in fact seen by the
communities in '\ihich they live to be elitist. As
pasipandya (1989) says! lilt's a classic "et tu
Brute" scenario where the fatal knife thrusts
are inflicted by those who one holds in trust and
faith" $
l'asipandya (1989) also notes that less c;c.mTpetent
black managers who w'ere appoL~1t:edto their
:t,'esist the
upward mokllli-r.,! 1''', , ' 'T''lnagers T"he are more
qualifipd than tnemselvesj who the:y~perceive as
th:t"eats to their positions of !t)rivilege.
Thus one can ooncIude , that; despite the fact that
blacks enjoy full economic and political rights in
Zimbabwe, there is much evidence to sugqest that
black manaqez s remain marginal to Zimbabwean
organisations. This in turn, has cl~Jar
implications as regards the precision with which
the average black Zimbabwean managers understands
his role.
Fu:rther, taking inte account the above discussio1"}
on the effects of marginality, in all
likelihood sell ~nfid.nce of black
managers is also likeli ';'0 be negatively affected
by their marginal status. ":n spite of this I
given t!le fact that acccrdf.nq to Murphree (19B7),
in almost all aspects of Zimbabwean social and
political life, means positions of power are
occupied by blacks; with social norms being
non-racial, this lack of self-confidp.nce on the
part of Zimbabwean black mana.gers, is likely to be
far less pervasive than is the case with their
South African counterpartsv (Murphree 1.9(6)
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Murphree (1986) in fact points out that "as formal
non-racialisIl1 2.ll"toreasingly finds subet.arrclve
implementation 11'2 the structures of Zimbabwean
society,~ •• and ns black and white find common
int.erest in thel'K:lconcerns, race will increasingly
lose its sal since it is no longer
co-terminous with these concerns" (page 28).
He therefore p:t'edictst:hu:t in time I race will
cea.s·eto be an issue in the organisationa 1.
environment thus helping to eliminate the problem
of "1rg.iIla.li ty.
* * oJ: *
One can theref.ore conclude that in order to fully und.erstand
the problems assopiated with black manage.ment
development,f one must havE:an appreciation for: i. the
various situati.onal factors which exist in t,he black
:mar.agers' environment, and ii. the way in which these
iactl;)rsimpinge on these managers ' motivation md
perf,ormance.
Thus far, result$ trom the literature would suggest that the
bearing which these situational factors have upon the
motivation and perfornllance of black managers can be best.
understood in terms of'Expectancy Theory. 'l'hefollowing
section will describe the propositions of this study, which
have been based on the Expectancy Theory •
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1.3. PROPOSITION
The black manager in South African organisations therefore
finds himself in the invidious position in which:
L, he may not feel confident that he will be able to
perform to the required level or successfully :meet the
challenges posed by his environment;
iL he possibly cannot; ant.icipate responses to hj':6
efforts, that is, his trust in the organisation
suffers;
iii. he may have doubts about whether potential rewards or
outcomes will have positive value for himself or be
sufficiently reliable to susea in his motiva.tionsi
iv. because of a social distance between himself and his
white peers, he may lack an understanding of his
\'lork-roleand key organisatit..'malprocesses, such as
the advancement process and, 'thereforeI be at a
disadvantage as far as his capacity to d~rect his
efforts towards what the organisation defines as
successful performance, is concerned.
It is therefore proposed that a lack of specific elements in
the motivation/performance. process could be the mai~c zeaecns
why black management development has met with such limited
success i.nsouth Africa.
The black SCIt.lthAfrican finds hil1lself in a situation of
competitive disadvantage, which is multiply determined.
A question then arises of hoy readily social policy
changes will affeet the pliqht of blaok South African
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managers. A good test is the case of black zimbabwean
managers. One must assume that prior to independence. the
black Zimbabwean managers, like the present day black
South African managers, suffered from multiple
disadvantal~es •
If the thesis holds that a transformation of nati<G""alpolicy
(which affects both society and organisations) can chanqe
this; the situation of the black Zimbabweans~ as reflected
Ln their responses to tine research, should approximat.e that
of the white South Africansc (or white Zimbabweans, had been
included in the study)
Ife howevert certain effects of the disadvantages which
black Zimbabweans faced are mere pervasive; persistent and
self-reinforcing ~ne must expect some changes to have
occurred }:Rr!; others note Should this be the case, one would
expect that in certain respec'Cs the :black Zimbabweans'
responlses would resemble those of the black South Afr Leans i
whilst in others they would be more like those of the white
South Africans.
The black Zimbabweans are, thereforet a suitable test case
for ej:fective recovery of the situation, once th~ problems
have been identified. For that reason they Were a suitable
group for analysis, in the light of the conclusions to be
drawn.
~ * * *
On the basi~,;of the outcome(s) of this zeseacch, it is
proposed that various salient questions be formulated as to
the key deterl1linantsof successful blaclrmanagement
development & Tnese will then be tackled in an in depth
manner, at a later stage.
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EXPE~~ED CONTRIBUTION OF THIS STUDY:
Black management development has an important role to play
in establishing shared occupational ana career interG<sts
bet ...,ee~'Black and White in the private sectOX'e This will,
in turn, r~duce inequalities .between the races and establish
common interests between groups, wh.ich is an e::ssential part
of nation building and fo:!:creating a pc'sitive climate for
growth development.
However, it. n ,:.rlly has very salient societal functions I
but should better equip So"t:":hAfl·ican organisations to
effectively address their human reSOUJ;'ce and skill needs
effectively as the country moves into a post apartheid
structure ..
By :formulating research ques'Cl.onsinto the key determinants
for the black management development proce.ss in south
African organisations, it is hoped 'Chat t.hi.sexploratory
research will be able to make a contribution to finding a
solution to the problem of black m~nagement development -
one of the most vital challenges wt~.ich is fa,~cd by
businesses in SOllthAf'rica today.
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CHAPTER '.r W 0
INTRODUCTION
The discussion in thE previous chapter suggests that the
problem is broadly understood.. The ,'ritical question ..
however~ is whether it is understoou with sUfficient
precision and depth to al :;;strategies which will
~ffectively address th<,;p:coblems to be formulated. For this
reason I would argue that the tcp10 requires further
.investigat.ion,along the following lines ..
The i.ssues examined in this research were both highly
complex and sensitive. The methodology employed was
designed to cater for i,this, by using various indh;ect
methods for obtaining in depth respoflses. 7h~se 'techniquesI
as well as thG.';~-eused to analyse the data, will be described
below; together with the specific rationale fOll.using them.
2.1.1. DATA GATHERING
It was decider.ito use triang'ulation (Jick 1979) i.e.
more than one technique, so as to be able to examine
motiva't,ionalissues from different angles; thus providing
greater quality of information from whi~h the relevant
research questions could then be formulated.
The techniques employed were the following: 2.1.1.1. a
projective exercise and, 2.1.1.2. a structured
interview schedule, lith both open questions and fixed
answer altc:rnatives questions. (Closed questions~)
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The exercises were applied during a face face
interview, Gach lasting approximately one hour. Such a
technique was felt to be appropriate to the complexity of
the issues being investiga<!;:edund the consequent necess1; 10::-
for 1. probing I and, i1. oDse:t:vations of 1101,2~Verba.l
communica.tion.
The. intervie'tv was {:,';;cJ!luuctedin the :i:ollc;'lI1l.ng order:
i. The projective exercise.
ii. The int:e...~view eatseaal.e,
The intervie~s were conducted either by the researcher
hi£flself or a trained res. arch a.ssistant. 'rile latter was
employed by the Centre ft.: Policy Studies (attached to the
university of the Witwater "7'andGraduate School of Business
Admini.stration), who agreed she should assist the
researc1.>erfor the dab,i gath/ering phasg of this study •
• iThe research assistant, who was alr~ady an experienced and
skilled interviewer, was, however, trained by the researcher
as regclrds the speci:tics (Jf this research. she was, for
example, trained in giving instructions on how to respond,
on how and 'When to probe, as well as how to pose sensitive
questions in a non-threatening
In. order to maximise reliability, standard intrt)cluctions
and instructions were also 'Usedthroughout the interview.
These \i.<ereprovisiorlally formulated, (see ~';.ppendix1..1) I and
refined during the :pilot testing process.
2.1.1.1.. PROJECTIVB BXERCISB:
••••• f Pg 42
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2..1e 1.1 • .1.. Rea:sons for 1.1sing projective exercdaet
The projec:t.ive exercise was designed as an
indirect mears of assessing the respondents
attitudes and feelings on a variet;y of issues.
:r.~ is important to note that; the instrt'rlTIent "Was
not designed to measuze any pa:!':'t.:i.culm::-
psychological construct.(s}, or to Z;:'CllS 013 the
.idiosy'ncrasies of individuals. Its P"1c"J::'pose".vas
rather to p!'ovide an c .;ded stimulus t through
which respondent3 could des:! i.be th(~ir
ex! 'ciences of the orq,a?! r~sations in which th-::y
are em.ployed, in as isuii rec: man; »s: as
possible.
At;,;c no stage were the respom;"~""itc>ti:ni•.:.~,f:~;O.y
intel;preted. !nstsad the c(i.;iltt'1nt analysis was
used to scan the resporlses in order to determine
wheUler or not shared perceptions, attitudesjt
mea'l.1ings, beLiefs, frustrations, rewards and
patterns of identification were evident, within
the responses obtained from each sub-sample.
Therefore, this instrument has not been validated
in conventional psychometric tetms, as it was
designed merely to serve as a novel and creative
means of elicitiug the necessary responses from
respondents, which were then analysed in b.n::msof
group rather than individual trends.
In a psychoms.tric t,,:fst a high l.evel of
reliabilitr...~ '.lsuallyei.ght.y five percent or. mcze,
is required because individual scores have,
iropot'tant consequences. In scores or rattngs for
categories of people, self-cam:elling d.eviations
tenc1 to l:".9ducethe effects of te~~ reliability •
••••• , Pg 43
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Therefore, i '[\lustbe emphasized that the black Zimbabwean
managers were net included as second control group in a
study of management development issues amongst blzck South
African managers. Instead, thetr incorporation into this
study w must be seen as being essential for the s~:c:"ategic
analysis of the effects which. socic-political empowerment of
blacks is likely to have on black manaqemerrcdevelopment.
(For a furt.her expansi,n on this point see the :propositions
in the previous chapter" point 1.3.)
Further f it is i1t',portanto note that. this rezea!'~Gh is
exploratory. Its outcome(s) will therefore lead to the
formulation of research questions as to the key
deter'.minants of successful pe:rformance in Management, and
not to any answers ~. conclusions.
)
2.5.. ANALYSIS OF DATA
Content ~.ly8i8
Al'HllysiB of data eJt'lanatinqfro. the prQj,ctive
ex.eroi.e.
\ The projectiVe exe~cise was analysed by a
process ,qf content analys,i.. This process
\....'
involved a number of steps, each of which will be
discussed below.
2 ..5.1.1.1 ..J'onlulation ot a coding structure
step on. :
Formulating.9ategories of ~themes
The first step 0;' this process entailed
reading through each response and making a
•••••/ Pg 54
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How(J''':YerI great stress was placed on controlling
cOil!.Jitions under ',..thicn this technique was app l Led,
ensure maxi.mum rel;i.abi1.i ty e
Acc•.:n:ding to Kiddii7lr anli Campbell (1969),
p:t;~lc;;lj€8Cti'V(£: tieatuiiquee provide an effective
mtmnC:'5 <l~f indir.;?ctly examining social a'ttitudosu
;:.woiding what they call "the barriers of
censor~.)hip. U (Page 3:37)
say l!phenome:!.'l()logic&11yhe (meaning the
:t'cmpcndexrt) is d.esl..~ribir.gthe ~~xternal, objective
'Wurld, although SCI ded.ng he .5.5inevitably
r.sflef::tirtg his :ldj";Jsyncl:·aticvie;; of that wcrld,
and can be unsel.fconsci(''lUsly projec;ting in an
l.mpor.tant mealdng tif that wo!·d. u ItIt does not.
occur 'Co him that he is project.ing instead of his
vl.ew·,,'f the "'sorld, his hopes and fears, his
pl':~~judice and beli.efs" ,~Page337) 1 thus giving an
added advantage of provi.ding t1'!e oppor.tunity for
It ••• noting novel attitude d.imenaIone
unanticipated the aut.hor" (Ridder
196Y pa9~) 343).
Campbell
Kidder and Campbell (1969) go on to say that in
order for a prt:>je(::tivc ~Lj~[~trumentte, succeed, the
respondent, must feel relaxed and .con~,thrc:atened.
Great pains we.re t:aken em:mre tJ:lat t:be
respondents were at ease during the .interview"
This W~.l.S done by gi\'?ing warm and r,!'Jsitive
feedbacke where appropr:iat:e.
The projective Inetxument: was deve Ioped b'~;
t'esearcher and 1"rofes,,10r '[,awrence Sc.:hlc1?\!:.'·~J~,
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the supervisor of this project. It was based on
L, 'liheFour Picture test and, i.i. on a similar
instrument devised by Professor Schle~~er, for
purposes of his own research. (Unfortunately his
original material was destroyed in a fire).
During and after the pilotirAg phaso of this
project., the instrum.ent was refined and adapted a
number of times until t.hepl'€Sent format was
reached (see appendix 2).
It was decided that thE:projective exeraiee
form the f.~,rst pL,rt of 'the intervieH'. It was felt
that being asked to complete a task involving
pictures wcmld seem less demanding to the
respondent~. thr.tnthe .~lns\<reringof questions
requil,-ing rational and logical answers. Thus
,l:.utf-'i.ng the respondent. at ease right a.t the
beginning of the interview.
lJ.lheprojective exeraiee comprises a series of
five pictures which are ambiquous in nature, so as
to have allowed each respondent to project his
view of the world: his hopes, fears, p.rejudices
and amd.eti£!s; whilst ~tnterpreting what he sees in
the picture. In each pjcture there was .';,\person
(.referred to below as th+.~:focal :figu'/M(~) J whose
l\j,,:ial identity ambiguous and '\odth whom the
is most likely ,~have identified with
·he prominence of the figure •
... ~.I fig 4S
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The pictures, each one of which was contained on a
separate card! were as follows: (see Appendix 2.)
i. A scene in a parking garage which is filled
with high status Motor Cars. The focal
figure is depicted walking th.2xmgh this
Jarage.
ii. A conoanv social function, with a crowd of
peopleu situated in a way which suggests
social interaction. The focal figure is
standing on the fl'.'i.nges of this crowd, near
the door.
iiL A sc'~ne depicting two figures, one of which
being the focal figure, er;,gaged in a
conversation. The nature of the conversation
could be either animated, acrImcafous or
possibly enthusiastic.
iVa The focal figure is depicted walking
towards a manager's office. The door of the
office is open and the manager is shown
sitting at his desk.
v. 1. bedroom scene, full of shadows with a bed
and a bookcase. The foca.l figure is
~i'~r:d(':tedstanding looking <'lUt a window.
All these pictures were designed t.oyield
:!.ni\"I:!:'rnar.~i{:l', r'egarding the respondent t s self imager
sel.f-con.i'idence, locus c).f connroi , attitud~is
towards the Organisation; I.ts people, tbe r~wards
.it offers, its rules, its value and its culture -
which accordin~ to expectancy theory are all
important determinants of the employee's
motivation +-.0 perform.
e .... / 1'g ·16
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2el.1.1.4.procedure !or responding to Instrument (process):
[see appendix 1.1J
L The respondent was told to place the five
pictures in the sequence of his choice.
iL He trJasthen required to makeup and relate a
story, according to what he saw taking place
in the five pictures.
iiL fl'he story comprLsed a sequence of events,
beginning with what he sees in the first
picture and ending with what he sees in the
last.
2.1~1~2e INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (See Appendix 1)
The first part of the interview schedule
examined the management development
requ.irements of the subjects' organisati.on,
whilst the second focused on the subjects' own
pers()nal experience of managing in their
organisation. It was felt it to be appropriate to
begin with th.e seemingly less threatening section.
The i.nrcuv iev schetJule was !>ri.llarily
designed to examine the various factors, which
according to expectancy theory, g~eatly affect the
motivation and pel~fijrmance. These .include the
effort-pe:r:formance probab.ility,
performance"'rertard probability, va.lf~I!c\3 and
rol,e cl~.rj~ty ,
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l'he items we.re formula.ted in acccxdance with t:!z.e
relevant lit~rature on expectancy theory,
particular that written by Barling (1986) Human &:
Hofmeyr (1985) I Ilawler and Porter (1SlE?)I Lawler
(1969)! Schl(::!rnmer (1986), SchleI::1mer and Van
Antr:lerpen (1989) as well as Vro(»).1l (1964) ~
Irl addi.tion, various items vlOr:2 included to
ElXa:rhl.1'1e '\.;hether the so-called cus tural
hypot}1es.:L~~" .lS advanced elf Nasser (1979) (liH'W) f
Tabane (1979), Lange (1988), Chalmers B.E. (19S8)
and McWilliam-smith (1981), Coldwell and Moerdyk
(1982 as in Brwee, 1908), has any credence.
Both open ended and closed Ei:ndedquestiot1.f' Wel"a
included .1.11 the intxavies« schedule to pre'ide
variation and to make some of the items "ass vague
or less threatening. HO"l<~ver1 emphasis has been
placed on obtaining qualit.ative, i.e. in depth,
informati.on.
Furt.her!rlors9 the items nave been phraseci in a way
so as to make them as non-tflreCltening and
non-directive as possible. This has been done
as a control for defensive responses which may
nave been It:!llcited as a result of the sensitiv\'a
nature of c\~rtain of the issue~~whi.ch were dealt
wit:h.
The disaa.var.tage of this approach was that the
zesponses ellolted by these items were less
directly related to the propositions of the
reS:.~atch and, th\~refQre, required more
intE'~rpl;"!~tationthC'"lnwould have bi~E.n the case if
th'e .itEemshad been more direct. It was, however,
feli:. that this. was a necessary price to pay i:n
order to maximis4~ the va.lidit.y of the responses •
• • • •• / Pg ,18
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PIl".aOT TESTING
The projG:ctive exercxee and interview schedule were
piloted on three black South African nanagers and three
white South Afrit"an managers. This was done in order to
perfect both the content. of t.he l.lnstrtrmentv as 'Ylell as the
te'~hnique of interviewin!J. As a rese). t of the piloting
var Lous a 1.t.crc:rt.icns were :rn.ad~!to
SAMPLE:
The total sample size consisted of 104 subjects.. This was
divided as follows:
sub-saI:ll;ile 1, which comprised 39 blaek South African
manaqer-s ,
sub-sample 2, which compris,'3ld 35 white South African
managers;
sub-sample 3 I which comprif;ed 30 black ZimbabwE:an
managers;
J::I\<su3triesfrom which subjects ".re 4rawn ..
Thi~~subje.:::ts for thj s study wer~~drawn solely from The
Pharmaceutical and Related Consumer .i/roduc:ts Manufa..::turing
Indust:k:'ies. Thes(~industries were grouped t.oget!1el~ due t.o
there being considerable over-Lap between the two; in terms
of c::'ganisational structures, produc:tion processes, as well
as sal(';~~,distribution and marketing methods they each
emplcy.
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It. was decided to rest,t~ict the study to only one in.dustry,
so as to control for the possibility that differences
between industries, may complic&tc
f. indin~~s.
int.erTK:ilreta:ticn of the..
which the average
Africa and in Zimbabwe.
has
are D.~.l
The abovementioned ind'llst:r
type (L
the majo:r f' nctif~j'J;-3 represcn'ced ([389
p:e~SS12: "c;S and opportunit.ies in the en. ironment nf~e~
typical of those faced by businesses tot.h COtmtr 1.~~s•
Furthermore .. these industrie' i1.re irly stB.hle when
compared t.o ()ther. industries. This preNides ·the
of allowing for follow up studies to be conductl?:d at some
later date without too much change 11ov111\;taken place in 'the
environments in which such industries ope:t:;';tte.
In total the samples were drawn':) fifteen comparu.esr ten
of which were in $e>uth Africa anri l.l.Ve in Zimbabwe. (Sef:
appendix 4 for a list of organiSi,rt,ions from which the SHmpl.',.'
was drawn}.
Seniority.
The sample included th,~ following cate9Q):' h~s of empl()ye.~.
Any "1\anagers, apcu1: from f ~rst line supez'v t
was felt necessary t.o ma~';.ethis exclusion du(::
fa~t that! as the rmsitj on of thIS f.i rst 1
supervisor in South African organisations. be~.,ng the
bridge bet..ween (eften milittlnt) ;':~.nd
management, is somewhat.unique. 'I'his aeems to
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particular difficulties for the:: incumhents, which
should thereforfa ke researched separately from the
problems of other. managers.
Professionals and specialists, whowhilst Jsllot having
pt?:cjpleunder t.heir control, must cope with many (;."!f the
~ame demands as managers, and who in the
Jrganisiltional context are clearly identified with
management.
(see appendLx 5 for a detailed description of how t.ne
su.~~-samp1.eswe.re matched on this csiterion)
Selection of individual sUbj.~ts and matching of
sub-saJlples.
2.3.4.1. &outh Afri~an r.apond.nts
:rnvestigatlons were mad!?as to which companies
involvej in the manufacture of pharmaceutical or
relatE;.~dccnsumez products, amploY'ed black managers
who fitted the above criteria.
These organisations were then approached with
i ),reqar~' to obtaining permissiqn to allow their
\)
employees to partieipate:in this study. For each
black :manager they were able. to :ro.akeavailable,
they were asked t.O provide a white manager whf.:-)
occupied a position in the organisation which was
equivalent to that ¢f the black manager's, Of, as
many of the abOV€lltientioned criteria a$ possible.
The purpose of this was to (ensure that the whit.e
South African and black South African S'l1bjects
w(,arematched on as many t~riteria as possible .
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Particular emphasis was placed on matching these
sub-samples on function.al area and level of
seniority.
Although one would have preferred to have
controlled for variables such as ag~q years of
experience and specific educational
qualifications, the available popuj.at.Ion of blac};:
managers in the industry is too small to allow for
this.
2.3 ..4 ..2.. Zimbabwean respondents.
Every attempt was made: to match the black
Zimbat:rN"ean subjects on as many variables as
possible to those from the b,.roSouth Air Lean
sub-samples. However, due to the fact that unlike
the black South African and white South African
subjects the}'~)<1crenot; drawn from the samE>
organisations this was more difficult.
(For a detailed descriptiOrl of how successfully the
sub-samples .were mat.ched, see appendices 3 to 1.0).
EXPBCTED JrIHDIMGS: (and reasons for str'.1cture of sample)
It was expected t.hat recurrent themes would be noticeable
from within the res.\lonses obtained from cub-sample 1,
with regard to whaL ~~'pectanoy theory defines as the
preconditions for motivation and performance: the
e.f:fcrt-pe:rt·ormance "probabili tyl' performa1.tce-reward
proba1:rUity, valence and raJa perception, as well as
their respective determinants (alienatio.n, selt
cOl1fJdence, t.t'ust identification, locus of control etc.) •
....$./ Pg 52
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However it was not expect.ed tha't such trends would emerge
from the responses of sub-sample 2. The red,son for this
is that being white, the respondents were not expected to
face the same social and political conflicts and pressures
lihich are understood to erode sslf-ctt..lnfidence, trust and
vale,nee in black managers.
Should such trends emerge, however, in:taresting questions
could be raised, about the relationship betweel'i
mot.i.vetiione; issues and management.
As far as the black Zimbabwean sub-sample (sub-sample 3)
is concerned, it will be interesting to see which recurrent
themes do in fact emerge from their responses" .At.~ was
mentioned in the previous chapter (section 1.3.) it is
proposed that as a result of residual prejudice amongst
white managers in Zimbabwe, and despite social ana polit.i.cal
empowerment, black managers tend to remain lnarginal to
Zimbabwean organisations. It is therefore expected that
seine evidence of llulrginal status, and/or its effects,
e.g. lack of role c1:~rity, will be noticeabl.e amongst
;:,'
the responses of the black Zimbabwean managers. This would
then provide support fc·r t~heproposition of this study, that.
certain problems as sooi.atied with black management are so
pervasive and self-reinf~)rcing that they are not likely to
be resclvt?d by social and polttiGal freedom aIone,
l.:'Lack Zimbabweans
therefore interest nq qu~st
relationship between
one hand, .;md i'lotivatiorc -p
:caised .'lS to
on
,.lack :ma:;,':'ige'~'s,
w t:'eadily ~"Y'dalon che other; part Lar ly witi;
policy changes will affect th0 pI
Questions could also be formulatt'd ftc:, t.o
between cut.rure and man3.ge:nent ; ~i:':;i)t;:S
similarities in restl(,mSe
'1 "". .... '.t:'t~.. .::1 ..::u;;mslI ~p
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list of all the t:llemes which occur in the
respective stories.
It was then determined which themes
belonged together in categories. Each
theme was assigned a number or code.
end result of this process were t.welve
themes, which
emergedfrom the responses (see appendd.x11).
Each ca t;/:>gorywas then r.;r2:ven a
descriptive Idbel~
tilt.Po TWo :
Formulat:lng categories of plots.
The lresponses were each read individually r in
orde1t to determine the t '3ic structure of· each
plot.
These plots were then grouped together, in
(~:]:ordance with the basic plot structures,
mentioned above.
Each c;:rcegory lilas then assigned a descriptive
label, according to which plots of stories would
be C,.l ~egcl:ised. Each of these plot categories was
assigned a code! alcording to which the respon:::;es
were analysed. (see appendfx 12)
st.1-' Thre. :
Developing of coding structure according to wh.ich
latent contant: was coded.
H ••• / Pg 5~)
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These coaes were generated independently of
the data; and derive from theory. (se8 appendix
10)
,f\'l1dlys.i.sof data in ~c";(:cJrdancewith latent
A list of ~L1e issues examined~;;il1be
conca Inea in appel'~cH): 13.
~telL.,:'W~ :
This step entailed a~alysl.s of: the responses terms
{)f the ceding structure discussed anover as fol1ow's:-
\\
11,1
Classification of the plots. (see 3Qpendi:lt
\\
12) • i/
The analysis of tIle followinq \.,;~.{emes, with the
appropriate code being a~si9ned in the
appropriate column, each time a tl'leme occurs.
Up to three codes were allowed for each
category of tbemes, to cater for
complexity l,andambi~y of the X'esponses. Ths
categories of themes were as follo~~:
Race issues (see appendix 11.1.)"
'\
ill,.ttitude towards work and 'trle organisl::ition. (see
Ctppend~x11.2.)
Relationsh-i,p with di~'ect superior. (see appendix
11. 3.)
··***1 P956
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Feelings arising from negative event or conflict.
(see appendix 11.4e)
Feelin~5 towards work, prior to the work day. (see
appendix l1e5GJ
with subordin~tes. (see appendix
soci~ 1 situations. (see ~ppend:tx ? 1.8•)
Gf.'11SI:alatti t.ude tot4~ir::l.s the futuro. (see append i.x
i i ,«. )
Ht)W the focal figure is seen. (see appendix 11.10)
,'"<,,5.J..2. c(;utent analysis of: data. elllanatinq froll the
il'!terviBW' scb(..~le.
The isitzerv ies« schedule data, can be divided
into that which emanated from t!~(;fixed
response or closed items, and that which arose
from the trse response or open ended
questions. As l.!egards the former, due to the fact
that they were pre coded no further coding process
was ne,~essary. However, wit;l regard to the free
response answers t a process of cont.ent:
anal: ,ej.sI similar to t.ne one with tIle
projective exerci:se" was undertak~n for each
&pecific item.
2.5.1.2.1.The d~velopment
opem-enaea items.
a coding structure for
• •••• / Pg 5'1
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The responses to each item of interview
schedule were analysed separately; as
per the following process:
i e The first stage was to read t'··-ouqheach
response li::rting themes as t.ney occur.
The list.: was then scanned in orde:r to
find, and subsequently' eliminate
duplication.
J>.. COdE~ was then assigned to each
indivIdual the1lle.
ii. The stage .involvf"~dgrouping these
themes Intp categories. These
categories were formulated ac(!o:rd:i.ng
to commonality which was seen to exist
ar.longstindividual themes.
A code was then assigned to each
categor.y.
iii. conten~analysis was then conducted
according to the coding structure
discussed above (~ee point 2.5.2.1.).
Tl in turn entailed scanning the
responses and determining which of the
above tihome« were represente(," In
order to cater for complexity of response,
up to three codes were allowed to
describe the response to each item•
••••• / Pg 58
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INI~IAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
rl'be primary purpose of the initi.:\l data statistical
analysis was to determine ~fb.ether+:he t .V'l'l"~S which emerged
from the responses of the 'three gro 1,1:.:,1'3 ".L'€'spcm.delrrts ~ the
black South Africans, the white Sout '\i'l:lcans:t"9spondents
and the black Zimbabwean respondents, iffered significant.l~
from one another.
2.5 ..2.1.. $l'heresponseE,\ to the ;t.lXed response
i f:e1lS I as \'lell as the items where the number
of responses ~qualled the number of subjects,
were analysed using The Chi-Squa:e Test Of
I~dependence [contingency analysis] (Groebner
a~:;c,\Shannon 1989). 'rile purpose of this test is
to determine whether or not two variabl€s are
statistically independent. Where two variables
were not be proved statistically independent,
an inference was made that a relationship
exists between the two variables.
As far as the data emanating frc.m the :tree
.response .iteas of the interview schedule
as well as the th~mes arising from the
projective exerai.se was concerned, a
contingency table (the fir~ step in the
Chi-square Test Of lndept~ndence) was used.
This was done to d~termine Nhether the three
groups differed, as far as their respective
response pat'i:erns were concerned. In order
to determine whether differences in t.heae
response patterns w.~re in fact
statistit::ally significant, the GEl TES~ was
used. This test is designed to determine the
relia1:dlity of the differences between
t.wo percentages.. (Blalock 1972). (s.::!.t::I
appendix 14).
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The findi.ngs which emerged from the above analyses,
and their relevance vis-a-vis previous significant
:t~esearch and theory \1'i11be discussed in th.~ third
chapter.
FACTOR ANALYSIS
'I'hepurpose of the Factor Analysis 'VIas to esta:blish mOJ:;'e
general or underlying variables which are reflected by the
inter-relatlonships between the more significant variables
in the analysis. In effect, the underlying variables are
revea.led by the extent to which items cluster together on
the basis of multiple inter-correlations.
'llh€: variables on which the Factvr Analysis was performed,
were identifi~d on the basis of the. Chi-square Test Of
Independence, amI the SE Test, as well as previous
significant research and theory.
Furthermore" it was felt that ~d~ntifying the existence of
such response patterns would help one sUbstantiate or
rct;;Jte the assertio!:1 which were made, on the basis (.;f the
results of the statistical techniques (liSCul~f..ed under point
2.5.2 ••
L The first st.ep in this precess was to
create dummy variables from ·the
original biographical data (Isee appendix
15.J. fo!' a li~~t of dummy vari,ables
created).
ii.. The next step was to create dummy
vex iebl.es: from those outcomes of the
Chi-square Test of Independence or SE Test
which were shown tQ be statistically
significant. (see appendix 15.2)
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A zeries of factors were then created from
the abovementioned variables, using the
Varimax Methcd of Rotation.
The Varilnax Rotation was conducted three
times. or-ce with sub-sa1iJple being defined
by the dummyvariable black South Africal.!,
once by the (lammyval.-iable white South At ~:.{:0,*:1
and once bt tohe dummy variable black
Zimbabwean. The reason for conducting this
procedure. three times was to ascertain whether any
meaningful clusters or patterns of variables
emerged, 1{1hichwere specifi~ to any particull.r
sub-sample. The findings emanating front tt.:!
Facltor Analysis, along with their relevance. to
preivious significant research and theory, will be
discussed in the fourth chapter. (The results of
the Factor Analysis are contained in Tables 1, 2
and 3, in Chapter 4).
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2..5..4. REGRESSiO~ ANALYSIS
The purpose of the Regression Analysis was to ascertai~ the
relative importance of key variables in determining the
respondents' adaptation to management. The variables which
were examined were derived from the significant findings
which em.erged from the Chi-Square Test Of Independence (see
chapcez Three) as well as from the Factor Analysis (see
Chapter Four). For a more detailed account of how these
variables were formulated see point 2.5.4.1.
One mnst realise that tha sample beinq 4ealt with is
small and the deF~ndent variable complex; which means
that the data was not clear-cut, and could not be treated as
precisev Qne of the raasons for this is that whilst the
f01!.mulation of the dependent variable was based on various
theoretical models (London 1985 Schein 1981 and Walker
1984a); the decision taken vis-a-vis each particular
respondent's adaptation to the managerial role, was la~g~ly
ba3ed on judgement. This means that despite the effo~t made
to standardise the methods of scoring on the dependent
variable, the final scoring re!nained discretionary.
Consequently, it was not seen as being applicable to analyse
the outcome of this statistical technique in the same way as
one would with a dependent variable - whi.ch is both
formulated and measurable by proper sc:;'entificmethods.
Hence, the analysis of the ollt~ome will focus primarily on
the order of causality" denoted by the diffE~rent
operations I which comprise the ov,nrall regre&osion analysis I
as opposed to the specific correlations. In other
words, the main concern of this chapt.er'will be the oraes:
of contribution of the variables concerned, with regard to
the dependent variable - adaptation. This level of analysi~
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was t'h01.1ght.o be suitable, considering that the puryose of
this research is exploratorl - that Ls to say, :i. ts
pr Imazy purpose is to formulate res(.!!archquesti ons r as
opposed to prove a hypothesis.
For a :more de\:a.~led description of the statistical
operations which comprise the regression analysis, see
appendix 16.1.
:2 .504.1. Formulation of !:ndlependent ~/a:riablos.
The biograph l,::al va:d.ables vlhich ~Nere seen as
being relevant. to adaptation to manaqemenc, we1:e
redefined, by grouping the existing categories
(see append.i.cea 3 to 10) I thu.s tr,ansforming the
ex';sting scales, into three poirlt scales - high,
medium and low. (see appendix 16.2)
The other (non-biographical) independent variables
were formulated according to the following steps:
On tbe basis of the findings of the Fac.tor
Analys>is, Chi -Square Analysis, and SE Tes,t I
as wE~llas the previous signif Lcant, research
and I'elevant lH:eraturej it. lIlas decided ",..hich
variables were most likely to affect:
adaptat.ion to. man.agement.
It was then d.~terrninedwhich of the original
findings (those which emanate from the
Chi-Square Test of Indepenc1,ence), is able to
provide a suitable measure of the above
variables.
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If the respondent scored negative or
lew on all the above findings they
"'Jer:e ranl::ed low on the pa?':'ticular
variable.
If they scored high on anyone of the
above findings they we:r:eranked. medium on
the variable concerned.
If they sCt;'L'ed 12igh on all the above
findings they were ~"'.!:'.I.nkedhiqh on the
variable concerned~ (See appendix 16.3.)
The detailed resul;;s of ·the regresSiOl'l arlalysis is
contained in appendix 33. For a SU11k"Tlery of these
results on whi~h the discussion was based, see table
4, in Chapter 5.
Foraulation and Definition of the Dependent
VI,riable
Unfortunately no independent measure of the
respondents adaptation to management was
available, as the dev~lopment of effective
mc.~sures is highly complex "nd 'Would have entailed
a study on its own. Therefore, it was decided to
analyse each subject's response (including both
responses to the projective exercise as well as
those to the interview schedule) I accot:ding to the
criteria seated below. (A .more detailed account
of how this was done is given below).
Fl7rtherrnore,given the dynam.ics of the
i.nterviewing situ.ation, and the fact that the
author is a :manager in the pharmaceutical
industry I ,~bsoluteconfidentiality had to be
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guaranteed and names were not used. Hence, the
researcb politics which were operating in this
st.udy made it imptjssible to gain a neasure of
role-perform1nce of the respondent.g e.gG
~,,,Jo['Jendent rcfcings by superiors Q
)ioreoverI due to the fact that the purpoae of this
project is to form.ulat'3research questions;, it
was felt that such a s\;].bject~ive measure of
adaptation to work-role would suffice. Should
further research. be undertaken at later date,
which attempte,-: answer the~ research
questions, :more rigorous methoa.:::,':-Fould:be
employed.
It is co~~only acceptad that the competencies
which a manager requires :in order to be successful
in his work-role, include th~ abilities to plan,
d.'.rect J organise, lecd and control. In order to
be !-?hleto achieve the abov~, however, the
aspirant manager must. according 1 to London (1985) 1
possess the following attributes:
/)I:
i. career resilience: which comprises
having initiathre and having sufficient
self-confidence to believe in his own
decisions, as well as being able to balance
Lndependence , with beim\" able to operate
effectively in a team.
Ii. c~treer insi.ght: which entails having
career perceptiveness; which inoludes an
appreciation of both one's own strengths and
'l'feaknesses!as well as a clear understanding
of the work environment, and the
opportunities and threats it contains. In
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addition, career insight involves the
abilit}r to establish, and t.o work towards,
clearly defined goals, (Related specifically
to organising and planning.)
iii. career identi~y: which comprises
~areer involvement, covering the ability
to ident.ify with c:nc~s job. organisation and
profession; and desiring ~dvanca.mc'11t,
which includes the attainment of what usually
goes alons with advancement - recognition,
leadership@ money etc.
other qualities thought to be important for
effective managementare:
L flexibility, which includes, inter alia, the
capacity to apply ones knowledge in changing
conditions;
Li., the ability tt:" ;.:ommm1icateefff!~ctivelyI both
formally and infor:nE~.llyt as well as inspire
conf i.dence both amongst one t s super Lor-s and
snbordinates;
iii. being able to ~xercise discipline;
iv. reliability (Schein 1981) (Schlemmer 1986}.
A stepwise regression analysis was conducted with
the variables described above. The outcome of
this procedure, and the iI"iplil"··'l.tionsthereof, will
be discussed in detail in the fifth chapter.
* '* * *
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The results of the a~aly$'is described above will be
discussed in the followi:ng three chapters. The discussion
will focus on the relevance of these findings to other
sl.grd.,ficant research and theorie:::::; reviewed at length in the
2ir8t :::;h.apter.
t:
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CHAPTER THREE
~1acuaSION OF RESULTS
:tn troc!:u<!t.ion.
This chapter compzises the findings which emanate fro?:'!t.he
Ch.i~Square '1'est of Independence and SE Test (eee point.
2~5.2. in chapter 'cwo). The dis{:ussion \';111 focus primarily
em th.~ .recurring tifJeJDes which arose amongst the
responses of each j:,;ub-sample, with partj,r.:,;ula:r regard to
their x'elevance to various theorie<; and previous significant,
research, which we:t"ediscussed at length in Chapter One.
E~¥hasis will be placed on those findings which have
relevance for what Expec'ta.ncyTheory sees as t:he critical
antecedents for n\otivation and perfc~'mancei nam~ly:
effort-perlorl{Ja1:lceprobabIlity, performance-reward
probability, valence and role-~rception.
Despite the fact that the Chi-Square tdbles represent the
percentages of responses to two decimal places, these were
rounded off and reported as/i
i
whole numbers. in this chapter.
J
This method of presentati9;-i was felt to be appropriate, due
Ii. /-;) ..'
to the exploratory natur€ of this 'cesearch and 'the fact that
this research examines r~sponse patterns or recurrant
the"mes, rather than specifIc and clear cut data. However,
levels of confidence have been r".,)orted in\ as much de~ail as
possible.
Vict.i.•. status and Raci.al stereotyping.
Whe11asked what the most valuable advice which they
would give to a person about to be appointed to a management
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position in. their organisation would be~ over 10%of the
response elements from the black South Africans cont:erned
warnings about discrimination, as opposed to only about 2%
....~ the white South Africans and undex 1,5% of the black
~it:1babwean$. (~ee eppendd,x 11) q
In isolation 10%:reay not seem a ve'f:yhigh proportion of
response elemerlts e Hm\5'€wer, given the b:
possible dnswers that cotHd have bee;..l gi
range of
this
qtlestion, as 'i>fe:a as t.he fac-;- that corJ!:,arati'71ely i so f~w c,f
the resp:.:1ses of the other two enb-eempl.es fell Int.o
this category; this finning may prmdde some clue as t:o some
of the unique prol.:lems experienced by South AfricaTl black
managers.
Moreover, a~cordi:ng "\;:~tilt: SE Test, tha di:e.~er~nce l:a~twE'cen
the ab~ve percentage of black SCluth Africans and white South
Afr,icans is significant at the 1,78% leve::' confidence, anc,
the difference between the black South Africans and the
black Zimbabwearis is significant at the 5]62%confIdence
level.
* '* * *
When asked what: nbstacle-,;) and cha.llenges one should
ex:t';ect to encounter on being appointed a managerI the theme
of discJ:.inlination w&sonce again evident amongst the
responses of the black South 1.~:t:icanmanagers.
Wherec.sunder ~)% of thi~white--Sc;'lth Afr.icans' response
el~:ments and 1.,4.% of t,he black Zimbabweans indica'C.ed a
perception that discriminatory Dbstacles exist in the
ccrpora ~e. enVirQ~i'menti almost 19%of the black South
Africans t xespone« elements, concerned ~;uch
obstac.1es {see appendix 18)~
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'r'he differfJ:nce in t~e percentages of black and white South
Africans who zesponded a.s such, was shc_j';vn by the BE Test to
be significant at th.e 0,067%level of confidence. Ili"l
addition, the differ(;;l1.ce between the kc,lack South Af'r.i.cans
and the black zimbabweans 'tv-asshewn t:o be significant a.t the
O,04'i"\ C011f Ldence Ier,?~L
It. is inte:r.cs,ting t.o note that in spite of their inferior
oducat; (see c'harr~,e:r.1, poL1t 1.:2.2.) r black seucn
Afr.ican!j did not mention poor education as an obeiieal:«
to their success as :l!1~m\gel':'s.
Thf,::above f l.:t~ding is further sU};Jpo:rted by the fact that
uf,w.ring 95% of the black Sout.h Afri<::'!ansfe'; ';hat on the
trryhole I peeple i't1 organisations are judged on extiernel:
~~at:hertiben .1Ilternal cuicerl.«, This is opposed t:o 67% of
the black Zi.mbabweans and a"p""~"'Qxi.:mately46% of the white
So'ut..h Africans who believed t.h1s to be trUE-,1(see app~':id.ix
19).
The diffe:cence between the }:\lack South r Lcans.! !'esponse
pattern and thOS2 of the wh~,te South Afri(.;ans (expre.ssed in
p~rcent(\gE.~s) was shown b:!' the SE te.sc. to be significant a·t
the 0% level of conr Idenee , whereas the differences bet,ween
the re::;pon~1~esof the patterns )f th2 black Zimbabweans and.
the olack Sout.'h Africans, welle shown to be significant, at
the 0) ;':4%l~\vel of confidence. 'rhe differenct:> between t,i~.e
response patterns of the bll.ck Zirnbabw~ansand trH~white
South Afr.~cans wet'e not, however. sbcvn to be
st3tisticol1y significant.
'r-he Iter(~eption tha-t 1:'0.,,;ia..l dir:;cr.imin.7!tion is a majcr
(.)bst.a,cle in t.he organisational envi.ronment;was p:.--evalent
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amongst the e)~planations given regarding the above responses
of the bla(,,~kSouth Africans. (See appendix 20).
One se$S that 2:~%of the response elemel1l:S concerned
racism as a cow~on feature of organisational culture; almost
11% of the elements poil'1ted to difficulty which blacks
exper Ience , as far as fitting in socially into thG~
o:J:'ganisati.on. In ao.ditiol'l over 7%of 'the response t~lemen.ts
concer-ned general difficultie.s which 11ack managers
experience in t,he orgi'm:i.sation.
In contrast 4%of the response elements of the vlhit:f.t
South Africans, anci 3%of those of the black Zimbabweans,
pertained to racism d53 Z1 coamon featurE: orgar.lsational
life (culture). No re13ponse elements of either of these
two groups concerned either diffic\l1.ties which blacks
experience in fitting in to the organisat,ion, or problems of
aecepcance faced by black managers.
In total, 64%of the black South Afrh-:anst response
elements concerned racism, as opposed to 15% of thc~ black
Zimbabweans' and lO~ of the white South Africans.
The differences between the respor.c.es of the black South
Africans and the black zimbabweans, as far as
organisational culture is concerned, was shown by the SE
Test to be significant at ..the O,;~8%level of confi.dence; and
the difference between the two s~uth African groups'
responSE~Son this issue, was shown to be 0,68%. As far as
the responses which concerned the problems of social
integration faced by blacks in so-called ~J:i te
organisations, the difference~ in the above percentages werEl
sh{')vtn to be significant at the 2,08% level of confidence for
the two South African groups and 2,58% for the black South
Africans and black Zimbabweans.
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the total numbez of response elements which
concerned zae i.sm, the tiifferenc8rJ be';' oen the percentages of
black South ltfl.'icans responses and those of both the w~i te
South l;,fricans and the k-lack Zimbabweans G I were significant
at the 0%level of confidence.
Victim status rat,lal stereotyping and
e:f.foZ't~'p~r:fonr:anc.!e probabili ty ..
Acc(')L"ding to I.Jawl(;n:and Porter (19tii}, fundaments 1 t:.o an
expectation, 'that pl~rformance is dependant upon effort, (a
key determinant of motivation) is the belief in ones own
ability to perform to the required level ie.
self-confidence" In the w'ords uf Human (19903.), If •• ~
people confident of doing well tend to attribute failure to
inadequate effort, whe.reas individuals expecting to fail
will attribute failure to a lack of ability, which in turn
will affect subsequent mot.ivation."(page 19).
Uumar:. (1990a) as \IreD. as Human and Hofmeyr (1985) I :maintain
thilt barriers such. as discriminattL attitc:des (and
legislation) are likely to raise Glouhts in :the mi.nds of
b121Ck employees as to their own abilities, as a l':'E;3Ult: of
what Peters and Waterrr.an (1982) 1 term t'He pygmalJ.
:B:f.ff>:Jct.
That is, they maintain that black South African managers
inl:;.erm",1jse the negative. stereotyped view others in the
orqanisation hold of them, as being fundamentally unsuited
to holding management positions in organisatic,ns.
HO,\17ard «nd HalnntOnd (1985), support this and maintain, that
OVE~r: time 'che individual inte:r"~'~i31liseslow es.timation held by
others. They say that this i. "ernal).sed negative ~xpecL.,ancy
In'.,,Ylead to a reluctance to tty hard in the cure , as well
as a tendency to witbdraw from competitive situations •
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In other words, individuals who have internalised negative
views which others hold of them, II~•• are not: really losers
or fai];uresv they have just acquiesced in ~heir own
o:r:dinariness to something they believe in so utterly th&t
when they need to exert themselves, deep down t.hey donIt
believe they a"~e worth figM::in'J for,e (Howard and Hammond,
1985 page 13),
In discus\sing the plight of the modern American black.s
Sh(~lby Steele (1990} notes that one of the most damagil1g
effects of discriminaticmt be .it real or imagined, is the
self-perCE~ption which develops, of being a victi.. He
says that as a result of this, people fail to take personal
responsibility and compete with the rest of society em an
eqttal footIng 4 Further he states " .• ~ that the hardest
thing for any sufferer to accept is that his suffering
excuses hinl from very little, and never has enough currency
to restore hi1l',. '1'0 think otherwise is to prolong
suffering.u (page 54).
3.2.2» Victia Statu$ and racial stereotypipq and the
,:tt1iJr:fonaance-xMuu:d probability ..
';i·' ".
. ,
;pne perception in the mind of black South Airi(.!anmanagers
that they are judged on the basis of their race, suggests
that they believe that they will not be recognis~d for
potential they M\\\y possess to contribute to the
organisation, and the diligence they may sho~. Instead in
all likelihood, they assume that they will bc judged
according to racial stereotypes. It seems therefore t.hat
th•• xp.c~ancy that reward is 4ep.ndant upon ~tfort, vill
b. neg-ativ •• (for fuz'therdiscussion of this theme, see
point 3.4)
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victim status and racial stereotyping and
valence
According to expectancy theory, once. an individual has
established that reward will be forthcoming from his
efforts, he attaches values to these rewards (Lawler
1969, Lawler and Porter 1967). It is important to note that
these vedues will differ from.individual to individual.
It is therefore dangerous for a broad brush stroke to be
used, by which individuals are stereotypedj and conse(F'c)ntly
ev ry~ne of the same gender ~r race is seen to have the same
needs (l~rzO g 19(8).
On 'i:',).~B, of the finding~~ discussed above, it would seem
th .,,.~{South African manager is being rewarded
.,' ~f>:t:otyped i.deas of what others believe he
desi.r'·~ '~sequently l\ot in a way designed to
{dual needs.
In all likelihooa,-this will negatively affect the
value he attaches to these rewar.dsj thus having a
negative effect on his lUotivation~
* * * *
Therefore, it appears one can say that judging of people,
accord lnq to stereotyped perception'" not only Ilegatively
effects their expectation that their efforts vill b.
rec:oqtais.d, .s .ell as the self-confidenctl they bave to be
able to produce the desired perforManco, but also the
extent to which they value the way their efforts are
rewarded. This is corroborated by some of the result.s that
follow.
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These stereotypes are likely to persist as long as blacks do
not represent a significant proportion of Son:th African
managers. It is well knownthat in the absence of real.
first hand experIence of a situation! or group {in this case
black managers}, people (in this case white managers), tend
to rely on preconceptions and stereotypes.
This lack of success, coupled with '2".ie dearth of blacks in
management positions, serves in turn to reinforce the
prejudice of white :managers; thus perpetuating the
conditions under which stereotyped views of black
managers are borne.
Therefore,. the problem of stereotypes seems to be
self-perpetuating. As discussed above~ stereotyping creates
diffi.culties ffV'- black people to be ·successful in, '
manageltlent. "..
Plots of response. to Projective Bxercise and
eff.ort-perforaance probability.
In categorising the responses to the projective exercise, a
pattern eruerq~~ which seems to suggest more of a negative
expectancy, that effort vill reBUl1l~in effective
performance, amongst black South Africans and Zimbabwean
managers, than amongst their white South African
counterparts. (For a further de;'.2criptionof the categories
according to which the plots were classified, see appendix
21)
Some 31% of the black South J\fricar:,s and 23% of the black
Zimbabweans related stories in which not only were the
efforts of the j.ndividual seen to be unsuccessful, but the
situational factors in his environment Which influence his
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performance, were )rtrayed as being beyond the control of
the Lnd ividual. '.L } is in contrast to less than 9% of the
white South Africans' responses in this category.
However, 20% of the white south Afri.cans: as opposed to only
7% of black South Africans and 3% of the black Zimbabweans,
responded with stories in which the individual was portrayed
as being successful Lnhis eff~)rts and able to achieve his
objectives.
According to the Chi =squared Test Of :rndependel"~ce, it was
found that a statistically significant difference exists, at
3,1% level of confidence, between the types of plots given
by the three groups Qf respondents.
According to the BE 'rest, the di.fferences between the
percentage of white South Africans and black South AfricanSl~
whose responses to the projectiv~ exercise had plots
which indicated a negative effort-performance
probability~ was significant at the 1,78% confidence
l.evel. Further I the differences be.tween the per'::!entageof
responses of the white South Africans and black Zimbabweans,
whose plots were classified as such, were shown to be
sigdificant at the 10% level of confidence. As one would
expect, the difference between the Wlack Zimbabweans'
responses and those ()f the black South Africans, was not
shown to be st'ltisti.cally significant.
Accordh' co the S1':~rcst, as far as the proportion of
ref'pon ;> in whic.h the individual 'twasportrayed as being
su.cce: ful in confronting the challenges in his environment
(positive effort-performa.nce probability), the
difference bet.ween the,. response patterns (expressed as
\(
percentages) of th~ white South Africans and the black South
Africans 6 was shown to be significant at the 10% level of
conf Ldence,
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In addition, the difference between the responses of ';:'he
white South Africans and thos~ of the black Zimbabweans;
which conformed to the above criteria; were shown to be
signifi.cant at th.e 5%conri.dence level. The percentages of
·the two black groups responses which f i tt€f '\;he above
criteria, 'I,;as note however, shown (by' 8E Test) 6 to
differ significantly.
The response pattern c1f the T,yhi·tesouch Africans, can be
explained in terms of a qeneral. pattern amonqst; their
responses, which seems to signify a positive
effoz·t-performance probabil.ity. 'rhe black South
A.. ;\cans ~ responses on the other hand, can be understood in
t~rms of che self'''perception of being victims,
suggested by the results discussed previoi.l~•.,(see point
3.2.). As mentioned earlier, this indicates low
effort-performance probability.
However, as far as the black Zimbabweans are concerned,
DO connection can be made between this resuI1t:, and
indications of low effort-performance probab.ility
amongst other find.ings.
Perhaps this response pattern can be u1~trihuted to the
fact that despite overt discrimination being a thing of the
past in Zimbabwe (see responses of black Zimbabwean managers
to item 1.8.1. of the interview schedule) f the black
managers' position in the average Zimbabwean organisation
remains nlarginal (Murphree 1986 and Pasipanadya 1989).
According to stamp (1991), when a person is marginal to
the organisation (what she refers to as, being out of flow
with its values and culture)~ his expectation that his
efforts will produce the desired perfotmance becomes
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diminished, thus negatively affecting the
effort-performance probability. (For a furthGr
discussion of the marginality of the black Z.L.'.1babwean
managerq see chapter 1 and point 3.4.2 and 306. of this
chaptel.").
Further I black Zimbabwean managers' continued
margina.1ity in the or9anisation~ T""hich exists despite
their equality in the society as a whole, might be
contributing to feelings of frustrationp pessimism and
oonf'usLon , which in turn could help to e',;j~plainthe
negativity of their responses to the projective Exercise.
Ironically, it rn~y be that despite the low
effort-performance probability amongst black SoutL?l
Africans. this group may have a more positive outlook than
black Zimbabweans. Perhaps this is ascribable to the high
expectations which black managers understandably might have
of the so-called, new South Africa. In other words,
they may be hopeful that pending political equality will
have positive consequences in all aspects of their lives;
including their positions in the business world. Black
Zimbab'.A~ans on the other hand, have lived through eleven
years of political and social empowerment, and in spite of
any initial optimism, may have discovered that political
processes alone do not change society, and that success in
the business world is far more elusive than it may have
seemed at first.
This may account for the greater degree of frustration and
resignatiol1 evident amongst the plots of the black
L;imbabweans' responses to the projective exercise, compaI:ed
to those of the other two groups.
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This is borne out by the fact that 46% of the black
Zimbabweans! responses to the Projective Exercise, had plots
in which the focal figu2G was seen to be resigned or
frustrated, and the dominant was ona of l~thargYI
apathy or indifferenceG ihis is opposed to under 23% of the
black South Africans responses, and 26% of the white South
Africans' responses, whose plots could be described
similarlyo (see appendix 21)
According to the SE Test, the difference between the
pe:r:centage of black Zimbabweans and black South Africans who
fell into this category was significant at the 4% level of
conf idence. Further ( 'the difference betwean the percentage
of black Zimbabweans and white Sou~h Africans who fell into
this category was significant at the 10% level of
confidence.
The notion of black Zimbabweans being more negative than the
other two groups is further supported by the fact that the
overall proportion of plots with negative connotations
amongst the black Zimcabweans' responses to the Projective
Exercise, is greater than amongst eitb~r the white soutt
Africans :::>r the black South Africans (the definition of
negativity ~ncludes those plots which indicate a negative
e~fort-per~ormance probability as well as general
negativity) • Approximately 54% af the black South Aft'icans
and 3'7%of the white scuth Afric'ans could be described as
having negative plots, and 01058 to 70% of the black
Zimbabweans responded to the projective erercise~
negatively_ (see appendix 21).
According to the SE Test, the difference between the
percentage of black Zimbabwean respondents whose stories
were negative" and that of the white south Africans is
significant at the O,82%\level of confidence. The
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difference between the percentages of the two South African
greups of respondents, and the difference between the blacJ\:
South African and black Zimbab~]ean groups 0 respous~s were en
the other hand, not shown to be significant.
Howeverf due to the fact that white Zimbabwean managers were
not included in this stud:.'.it. is difficult t.o ascertain
whether such negativity is attributable to something
spe(;!:tfic to black Zimbabwean managers r experiences I or can.
be attributed to the experiences of Zimbabwean managers in
general.
3..... Uncerstandinq of the advancement process, role
perception and their respective relationships with
aargin~;l status.
As mentioned in Chapter One (point 1.2.4.2.) i' ~t~.~ordin9 to
Lawler and Porter (1967) as well as Katz (1969), effort is
not synonymous with performance. In fact other variables,
such as abilities and role perceptions combine
(multiplicatively) with effort, in determining performance
levels.
As regard3 the in~ividualrs eventual success as a manager,
of equal importance as the accuracy of his role
perception, is the extent to w'hich he properly r~cognises
and understands the processes whereby his career objectives
are likely to be accomplished; what Lee and Piper (1989)
term, the advancement process.
Understanding- of t1je a!fvancewent process and its
relationship to Ifarqi.nal status.
In analysing the aeans by whie'E'l the respondents intend t(')
achieve their career objectives (referred to below as the
action plan) an interesting pattern emerged.
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The Chi=Square Test of Indep€mdence found that the
relationsl:d.y between sub-sample, and the type action
plan envisaged by the respondents was found to be
significant a~ the 10% level of confidGl{tG::Og (see appendix
22). Whereas roughly 82% of the white1:'8spondents felt that
their objectives would best be reacb'Ilod through actions taken
in the corp(.lr~,te environmentq fai!: e~~a:mple;through
work, getting 'co the right people. etc, just over
54% of the black South Afri.::anS3 and less 37% of the
black Zimbabweans, felt saDe.
According to the SE Test:1 the difference between the
percentage of responses of the t'w'o south African groups was
shovn to be Gignificant at the 0,96% level of confidence.
The difference between the white South Africans' response
pattern, and that of the black Zimbabweans (expressed as
percentages), turned out to be sigrlif Lcant; at the 0,03%
confidence l~vel, whilst that of the two black groups were
not sho~'1lto be signifi.cant. ThB difference was shown to be
significant at the 15,28% le-vel/ hich is passed the
accepted cut-off level of 10%)
50% of the black Zimbabweans and approximately 35% of black
South Africaps, compar.ed with only about 17% of th€ white
-::;
south African sub-sa~lJ?le, felt that their objectives
would be51t be rea(,*,,~d by engaging in activities outside
i.· .
of the corp~)rate environment, such as the furthering of
educatlon.
The BE Test, found that the percentages of the black and
white South 1i,fricanst responses which fell into thiz
categ:bry, were significantly different :from one anctherr at
the 10% level of confidence. The difference between the
percentages of black Zimbabwean and white South .Africans
whose responses were of the above type, was shown to be
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significant at the 0,56% confidence level. The response
patterns of the bli3ck South Af:r~icanand blac!i:Zimbabwean
groups were not shown 'i!:O be significant.
This may be a reflection of tnG real disadvantages which
black South AfricCLu and zimbab;~;uans find themselves, as far
as the inferior quali'ty of their education is concer-ned; As
mentioned in the first chapter q education rODc;:iJnS one of the
greate:;:rt distributors fjf lifF.?chances in t.he modern world"
(Human and Human 1987}
However, it may also he indicative of another problem which
exists amongst black South Africans, and even more so
amongst black Zimbabwean respondents. This regards the
extent to which they understand the subtle processes,
through 't'lhich skills and knowledge ~ essential for the
development of successful managers, are imparted.
Various theorists have identified a link between social
integration in an organisation on the one hand and
successful performance of work-role on the other. Amongst
the responses to the projective exercise, it was found that
whereas only 7% of the black South Africans; responses and
5% of the black Zimbabweans' indicatad that they perceived a
connection between social success and work success. 19% of
the white South African responses pointed to such. a link.
(see appendix 23)
According to the SE Testt the differences between the above
percentages of the bluck South Afri.cans and white south
Africans is signc ficant at the 10% level of confidence. As
far as the black Zimbabweans and the white South Africans
are conce.rned, the difference between tbe percentages was
found to be significant at the 7% level of confidence~ A::;
one would expect, the difference between the groups of black
respon(ent.s I response pattern was ..~.t statistically
significant.
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Schlemmer (1986), m.aintains that the learning process
th..Ir,D'Ilqh which an individual acquires the skills and
k:nm·Jlt~6gehe requires, in order for hint to become a
s'Uccelssful manager, is almost ent.irely informal. '1'11115
prc)cea:;s~ he says " .. • involves acute observation and
absorption of correct approaches in work-place experic' ,el!;
(page 100). He says the critical experience of ini:orrnal
socialisation, which is ao essential for success, dE~pends
upon a social intimacy ltlhich as a result ()f the legalc;y of
Apartheid, only very rare!,y exists be'ttveen whites and
blackl;~
Lee a11dpiper (1989) 8 cor..61ucted a study concevnf.nq the key
:f:acto:rs affecting t.he manaqement; advancement graduate
manaqez-s working for the Midland Bank pLo, I in Engl.1md.
They found that the extent to which a person is cognisant of
the i)~formal processes which ';)perate in o,rganisatiuns p
greatLy influences hiE success, and his prospects for
promo~donl in t~le corporate world.
As fal:' as the black South Afric3xl respondexlts arl~ concerned
therej:ore, t:he above result could be exp l.ai.ned in terms of
the b:lack managers .arginal position wi thin SOU';',
African organisations through vlhich they are denied access
+;0 th.a inrorma: system operating in organisations.
Reseal~chdone: by Humanand Icely (1987), Humanand Hofmeyr
(1987) and. Humanand Hofmeyr (1988) suggests that despite
t.he dE~clinc Ln direct discrimination, the attitud~s of
w:tdtes;' towa:td black management development re.Ii,ain :negative.
They ~;ay that despite white manaqez-spaying lip service to
such activities, t.he majority of white managers still doubt
the i:nhe,"ent capabilities fJf black$. (As corroborated by the
fact that black 30'lth African resp'..mdent.:3 thelnselves
perceive this to be the case; see p(:dnt 2.3.)
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This problem is exac.arba:ted by what stamp (1991) terms the
gl~ss c0iling~and Human and Human (1987,1988) refer to
as social closure.
Througb '(;'hese subtle mechanisms non-whdte males are
prevente,S from becoming effective managers, in whi te
or9an:~8ations. From a study ,,,hich Human and He. 'Y:i (1981)
conduc'ced into the composition of the South African business
tHit.e, it 'tva;; conc luded that II & •• nepot.Lsm and grclup loyalty
('~V'hichse(~mto be one of the crit.ical antecedents, of social
closure) 1 are, hovu.wersubconsciously, more Lmpoz-t.ant;to the
(r;a~te than profitability and r"C Lveneas , II (Humanand
Human 1987r page 73)
As d result of the continued existo:i.cP.of such subtle
discri.m5,:';';ltion, they mai.ntain that blacks are denied acceas
to the informal processes in the organisation throug!l which
''l'lhite managers are generally able to gain i. clarification
Of,· their !'oles as manaqer-s and, ii. an 'Understanding of 'tone
types of buhaviours l.n which they would have to engae.;;;..:,in
order ,to ensure succes~"'fulmanal~erial -::areers.
This asser.tion is supported by Wl?':"ldyLuhabe (Tribute
,5/1990), a prominent black execut.Lve with one of the top
IGerman vehicle manufacturers represented in South Africa.
She believes that one of the majot reasons fer the lack of
~:Hiccess of black managers in South Africa, is that they do
not understand the dynamics of the oorporet:e world e She
goes on to say that., "., •• one cannot play th~ game if you
don.'t. know the rales. 11C. is only by mastering these rules
tha't you can find :3 wa"l tel go around 'them or rise above
them" (page 62).
She ascribes this lack of knowledge to the fact that blacks
are denied access to i.n.fluent:ial social networks in
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the organisation~ She regards these networ.k groups as, " ...
the forums at which candidates were groomed and coached on
corporate poll.tics," (page 62) and found that: in -C.he United
S'C.atesf! 'VJh~reshe received muchof her training; there these
neb-:orks played. a v.ery influential role in CClreer
development.
Therefore, nblack lnal1agers quickly master thE; explic.it
culture i.eo '(:::.11er cognised anll easily observable
standards of corporate culture. However impLicit
culture i.e. the unarticulated assumptions, present a
particular problem to black managementtrai.n(~es, as their
interface with white manaqement,is limited to forma-'
contacts. II (Khosa 1987 t as in Erwee 1988; paqe 13)
* * * *
As discussed in Chapter One, (and briefly under point 3.6.
of this ohapcez-), despite discriminatory practices in
Zimbabwebeing largely a thing of the past, blacks are still
not completely integrated into t.he Zimbabweancorporate
environment. In fact according to pasipanodya (1989), black
managers were origi.:nally employed by Zimbabwean
organisations as condtii;ts of cO.mmunication between
private business and the state, rather than on the basis of
their managerial competence. This implies that they
were never trusted sufficiently tel allow for t,he social
intimacy which is neceasaxy for the development of a
thorough understandirJg of the procees whereby managers are
advanced.
Murphree (1986) says, that whilst white Zimbabweans (who
comprise the majo:rH:y Qf the managerial establishment), have
adapted t;heir public behaviour to su.it the ne« social
norms of non racialism; ill many ca$es racist attitudes
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have remained entrenched. This, together with various other
pr~blems associated with marginalityp (discussed in
Chapter One as well as further on in this chapter), might
explain why despjLte having politil::al and social freedorn,
black Zimbabweans still lack acceas to the subtle processes
of informal observation and communication, which exist in
organisations and are so critical to gaining a true
understanding of how organisatiow3 operate, as well as how
to ensure a successful managem~nt career.
It seems therefore, that both the above argument, as well as
the argument which explains the above finding in terms of
the black respondents ",o1antingto compensace for deficiencies
in the quality of their education; are tenable.
lfarginal status and Role percepti(,)ll.
Human and Hofrneyr (1985), as well as Schlemmer (1986),
maintain that role clarity is negatively affected by
marginality. This is corroborated by the following
finding which shows a significant relationship to e~ist, at
the 10% level of confidence, between sub-sample and how
important the respondents saw improving the definition of
the managers' role in the organisation.
Whereas only 20% of' the whit,e Soutb African respondents
indicated that they felt i,,~was urgently or very necessary
for managerial positions t,~ be better defined; 60% of the
black Zin'lbabweansand black south Africans indicated that
this was either urgently or very necessary, (see appendix
24).
According to the SE Test, the difference between the above
percentages of the two south African groups is significant
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at the 0,03% level of confidence, and the difference blat~veen
the percentages of the white South Africans and 'the black
Zimbabweans, is significant at the 0,1% level of confidence 0
It has been said by Lee and Piper (1989)q SchleID~er (1986),
amongst others, that a clear understanding of how one is
expected to perform one's role as a manager, is not only
contingent upon one's understanding of the formalised
demands :made by the organisation;
and duties; which have been set.
previous point, (3.4.1.), it: also
in terms of 't.hecbjectives
As discussed under the
requires an u.nderstanding
of the informal system of r-,;uchunwritten rules anc_ processes
which operate in an organisation. Although these are seldom
overtly defined6 having an appreciation for them is an
absolutely essential .ingredient of a successful career in
management. According to Schein (19B1) this system of rules
can only be absorbed through an osmosis type process,
which can only occur through informal and relaxed social
contact with those who are already established in the
organisation.
The marginal position of black managers in so called
white organi.sations, as described by Human and Hofmeyr
(1985), Luhabe {1990}, Murphree {1986}, Pasipanodya (1989),
Schle~~er (1986;,Strachan (1990) as well as stamp (1~91)
through which these raanaqer-s are said to be denied access to
the informal social networks discussed above, ecu'l.d help to
explain why a greater proportion of black respondents (both
south African and Zimbabwean), than white respondents, felt
it was very/urgently necessary for managers' jobs to be
better defined.
This problem is exacerbated by the fact that in both south
Afr~.ca and in Zimbabwe, the private business sector is
regarded with some suspicion by tha black cO"Mnunity. This
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means that black managers may become caught between two
paradigms or v-alue systems; the primarily
capitalist orientation of the business establishment,
and the socialist ideological stance of the black
communities.
According to Human (1989), Kane~Berman (1990) Pasipanodya
(1989) and Schlemmer (1986) this inevitably produces a
crisis of loyal ty and identification; wh.ichresults In
black managers having greater difficulty than ~lhites, tvhen
it comes to identifying f.:asily with tZi',emanagerial
establishment. consequently they seem to suffer a
greater degree of role conflict and role
ambiguity, than do white managers.
* * * *
Three jobs were described to the respondents, from which
·they were asked to choose what they perceived to be the most
difficult (see appendix 1.1.10). The nature of the first of
these jobs was to train people to operate computers, and
involved a great deal of travelling. The second job
involved the checking of a great deal of statistics which
necessitated a great deal of after hours work. The third,
required taking decisions on where and how capital should be
invested; which entailed making choices based on various
reports, generated by highly qualified subordinates.
With the first two jobs, the correctness of the outcome of
the managers' decision was able to be predicted with some
~egree of certainty, i.e. there are correct ways of
training ..and of checking production statistics. In
contrast however, with the third job, the onus is placed
upon the judgement and discretion of the manaqez-,
tbere being no standard technical procedure to follow to
12 .p make the correct decision.
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The third job also involves supervision of highly qualified
staff which requires a great deal of flexibility on the part
of the manager, to cater for the myriad of demands which
highly qualified staff are likely to make.
Therefore, one can say that. by recognising the third job to
be the most difficult the r8spondent~ are indicating that
they understand the essential differences between managerial
and non-managerial or technical tasks and thus probably have
a clearer perception of the managers' role in the
organisati.un,as defined by London (1985), Schein (1982) and
Walker (1984). Despite the fact that accordirig to the
Chi-square Test of Independence, the relationship between
sub-sample ana the responses to this particular item .being
significant r.mly at the 11,2% level, some interesting
patterns did emerge amongst the responses, tha't corroborated
with the other findings which concerned role
perception. (see appendix 25.)
'Whzre3S 50% of the bl:~;:::kSouth Africans and black
Zimbabweans saw either of t:he first two as being t,he :1': st
difficult management Jbs; only slightly more than 31% of
the Af .cans did so.
This provides further support for the assertion that black
managers, be they South African or Zimbabwean, hav~ a less
accurate perception of their work-role than do white
managers. The differences betw~en the above percentages, as
far as the black and white South Africans are concerned,
were shown by the SE Test to be significant at t.he 9% level
of confidence. The difference between the white South
African and black Zimbabwean percentages, was however shown
to be significant only at the 13% level of confidence; which
is above the accepted cut-off point of 10%. Despite the.
differences between the percentages of the black Zimbabweans
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and the white South Africans not having been shown to be
statistically significant; the fact that the resp~nse
pattern supports other f_.~hldingsto do with role
perception, suggests that it is still worthy of
consideration.
As discu.ssed, this can be attributed to black managers'
.arginal position in the organisation, which denies
them access to the intimate social relationships, through
which -they would gain knowledg.a of the many subtle cues and
innuendos, which would have helped them to attain a more
accurate perception aT' ¥i'hat is expected of them as managers.
3.5" PeTIoraance-rewardprobability, a.nd victi.Ja
status
The Chi-square Test Of Independence, found that a
significant relat:ionship exists, at the 0,9% confidence
level, between sub-sample, and t.he urgency with which
the respondents believe improvements should be made to the
organisations' effectiveness as far as their reward and
recognition of effort is concerned. (see appendix 26).
More than 92% of the black South Africans ii'ldicat.edthat
they felt that they were not being rewarded effectively,
whereas around 60% of the black Zimbabweans and 68% of the
white South Africans felt as such.
According to the findings of the SE Test, the differl~nc~~
between the above percentages, as far as the two South
African groups are concerned, is significant at the 0,9%
level of confidence. Further the difference between the
black Imbabweans and the black South Africans, is
significant at the 0,14% level of confidence •
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Given the facts that; i. in all likelihood the same sjlstems
govern thl3 reward of both t!le white and the black South
Africans, B.nd ii.. white South Africans and black
Zimbabweans responded similarly to this item one can only
assume that the above response pattern of the black South
Af:ricans is ascribable to something peculiar to the
experience of the black South African manager. In examining
the earlier resp':n't:3es,the perception of being a vi.ct.ii« of
raci.sm (whlch was linked earlier in the discussion to the
issue of rewards) I whilst not feai:nring in the responses of
the black Zimbabweans or white South Africans, recurs
amongst the ans'vi'r,~l.·S of the black South Africans (see points
3.1., 3.2., 3.3 ••
On this basis one eQuId, therefore, argue that the black
south Africans indication that they are dissatisfied with
the way in which they are rewarded by the organisation
for which they ~ork, is in some way connected to perceiving
themselves to be victims of racism.
This supports the hypothesis mentioned above that the
perception that black south Africans have, of being jUdgE~d
according to reci.st: stereotypes" nt""latively affects
their expectation th~t their performance will produce
rewards [such an expectation is according to Lawler and
Porter (1967), a key determinant of motivation]. This
perception suggests that no matter hoW' hard they work, black
South Africans feel that they will .Dot be rccogrtised and
rewat'r"°d for their individual ach Levement s , Instead t:hey
belie1le that they will be judged aocord i.nq to racial
st.ereotypes L~ee point 3.:2.:2. fot' previous discussion
of the relationship between victim status arid the
per.formance-:l:eward probabili ty.
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Valence and victi.Ja St:atus ..
As merrt.Lonedabove (s.ee point 3.2.3.), being judged
according to racial stereotypes suggests that even if
rewards ar~ forthcoming for the individual's effort, the:
likelihood is that these rewards will be seen by the black
south African, to based on stereotyped views of: what
that his needs are, I.'atherthan on indivJ.Qual needs.
This impl 5 that. apar-t, from signifying Q low
performance-reward lDrobabili. ty, this re£~rtonsemay also
be indicative of the re't\'ards that are available having
10. va Ience for t.he individual.
3 ..7~ Social. Needs and :aarginal status ..
It is interesting to note that whereas only 60% of the white
South Africans saw i~ as either very necessary or urgently
necessary to improve communication in their organisation,
97% of the black South Africans and 100% of the black
Zirnhabweans saw this as a priorit.y. One should note that
all respondents saw it as at least fairly necessary to
improve the communication in the organisation. (see
appendix 27).
According to the SE Testf, the differences between the
percentages of the white south Africans and the black South
Africans as well as the white South Africans and black
Zimbabweans, are S jnificant at the u,Ol% le·.relof
confidence. 'further, 80% of the black Zimbabweans and
nearing 85% of the black South }..fricans identified the
development of mere of a team sIdrit amongst its
managers as either urgently or very necessary_ In contrast
however, onLy around 60% of the white South Africans saw
this to be such a priority. (see append be 28).
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Tl'~';2sepercentages were shown by the SE l).'E)stto be
signi2icantly different, at the 2r64% level as far as the
white South Africans and black South Afz-:icans tver&
concerned; and at the 8,18% level as far as the white South
Africans and black Zimbab\;Teans are concerned.
Therefore, whilst all tne respondents perceived it to bfi'
necessary to improve both oouamuii.cetiior: in the
organisation, as well a.s camaraderie amongst its
managers there was a sj!;f~'i.5.ficantlyhigher pri':>rl.ty
assigned to such improvements by the black Zimbabweans and
black South Africans.
This finding is supported by research conducteri by Human
(1982). In comparing personality profiles of black and
white south African managers, she found that blacks
indicated a greater need for appreciation, support,
feedback and access to superiors than do whites. The
similarity between the black South Africans and black
Zimb~bweans as far as the abovementioned responses are
concerned, suggests that such a:ffiliative tendencies are
likely to be attrihntable to something which these two
groups have in cornmon i such as cul: t.ure , This VI mId seem
to confirm the hypothesis held bYt amongst others, Nasser
(1979) (1980), Tabane (1979)~ Lange (1988), Chalmers B.E8
(1988; and MeW liam-Src<ith(1981>'~ regarding blacks bed"',
culturally disposed towards having, a strong need for
affilia't:ion.
However Human (1990a), maintains that the qreater need
for feedbacki support and f(-~yack noticeable amongst blacks
is linked to t.he Ifiarginal p~~:etion, in which many blacks
find themselves in so-called white organisations •
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Based OT· their experience of marginality, discussed
above under point 3.4., as well as in the first chapter, it
would indeed make sense argue that the greater
social needs which are suggested by the responses of the
black South Africans, as well as black Zimbabweans, are
linked to these :managers feeling margilla1., in the
organisations in which they work.
One canncc , of course rule out the possibili that
strong sooia; nBeds amongst the black south Africans and
black Zimbabw~anst ~mayLn some way be linked to the
cO.wJlOn cult:ura.l l1erltage which tl1ese i:yo groups ::baxe.
It, may be, thereforef that the stro~'1g attiliative
tzenaenai.es amongst blat.;~.:South African and black:
Zimbabweal1 respondents, sterns, II ••• as much from the
conflicts, inconsistencies and ambigu.ities which conrxont,
the black manager, as from cultural discrepancies", (Human
and Hofmeyr 1935, page 18).
They go on to say that "••• the cultural argument must
(the,lfefore)t always be qualified by the vast and c()Jl'plexweb
of interconnecting factors, which affects the blacK.
manager's position in other than cultural ways~·.
It is importarit to realise that even if the evidence was
found to suggest that blacks are culturally disposed
towards having a strong need for affiliation, this would
not necessarily have negative implications as far as these
two groups' suit'lbility for managementis concerned.
According to Human (1989), the importance of certain
concepes central to black culturel and associated with a
strong need far affiliation (whicb are 9?mmonly~ro\l,.ped
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under the broad hQading of Ubu.ntu} ~ is current~"y being
stressed by manacement; theorists in EU1:ope and the united
states 0 This ?cpresents a critical lesson which western
tbeol".·tsts have lea,;'ned from the economicallv successtul
Asian businesses, for example those of Japan. As Adair
(1986) paints out, Japanese society is Char~l(;\:~:tisedby a
much greater prominence being gi'iN3il to the:
D'::'. ;;)ar.:..isation and. group and the r,:;lati vely low
d~velcpment of the concept of. individua.lit.Ye He on t.o
say that the ideology of Lndi.vidual i.st: J.s bused upon a
half-truth in that. it ignores the essential
interdep~ndance of human beings.
3.8.. Need for achieveJl.lent and culture.
According' to theorists such as Nasser (1979f 1980), That-ane
;~,~;919)(Lange (1988)1 Chalnlirs B.E. (1988) and
Mc~1illiam-Smith (19B t as a result of their cultural
c=-~~:tit.age I blacks nr only have an over develope~ need fOl:
a:tfilia.ti{)1'I:, but t".:ey ,~c~,ck the necessary ambition,
drive and need f individual tlchiP,tt'ementl' thus
preventing., them com being successful managers ~ This was
not however,· borr;e out by the findings of this research:
Th~\ respondent::3 were ask~d about the career objectiv'€!s
wi'lich ttlley bad set themselves for the t:-_.;1.low:i.ng five years.,
Their responses were then categorised according t~ wheth~r
the objectives were; i clea~'ly defined. 11. vague, or iii.
non-existent. In accordance with the logic of the cultural
hypothesis, one wcu:ld eKpect. the black s:espol1de:nts, both
Zimba.r.:we,:in and South ,.~frican, to have less clearl,f.'defined
persona l career objet,'tives than the whites.
In fact, sl,ightly mere ti~an 14%of the white scucb A.fric:am:.
tlad clearly defined career objectives, compared to around
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26% of the black South Afri('.:ans and. black Zimbabweans. On
th,3 bali>is o:t the Chi =Squl?',re Test (:>1: Independem;e, no
signif:lc3.!rsc relationslllip was found batween sub=saniJ;lle and
type o:E CarEUJ!r obj ecti vas set ~ (s>i.:~eappend ix :2 ';;I) •
F'urthej~roore~ the SE Test found thalli:: the differen.ces bf.:;t\'ie(.~n
the above percent:a!;Je.G, were not e:..gnif:i.cant. 1J,~hcrefo:r:(~f
on the basis of f indi:ng one c:;ould not supper :",t:he
1119"less a:r;::bH;,:i,ou.s than whitee.
The raspor~dc~l1't:s wt?,re t.hen asked w':'liC'h they \1iculd ChOOSf~, if
off(~t'ed a r;etweCi'll. t~iO jobs 0 The fir1:'.~i::job '\>,?ould.vff~}:
:mil~"i.mQl .rj,sk,r:; in terms of mald.ng sta:tes I and wOl'd,d
aui.t; t:he t:n.uividual$· expez-Lence r the soccnd h\'\)wE,(\1'er, would
be Inl)~re complioated, outside the ind.:i.viduals ~
expet·~.encer with lI'lore possibility of making mistakes.
(See 'ppendix 1.2.7.1.)
\ '.
On th~ basi~s of. both the Ch.i-Squiilre Test of !\Independence and
the SE Teso.€,no significant diffr/rrenct?:s werJ.S found, bet\,le~m
th~ !:1E:sponsesof. the white soutn Africans on the one hand
and t/he nesponses of the blac.::k South Africans and black
Zimbalhwe~ms Of! the othp.r.
In f~~ct appr(j~imately OV'€I!r 33% <:Iff black South Africans, 23%
of wli:dte south Africans and 36% of the blacx, Zimbabweans
chos;~ the ;,job that would i'wolv'il~ more ris!< (a!;pendix 30).
Ii
I
I
On t:h,;: basli.s of. this 'result, th.erefore, ther~' are no,
gro~lnds to, support the view that Q,ueto theil' (.~ultural
he:d,tagej a propensity exist;s o.mongst Africans to avoid
taking risks.
* .. * ..
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The respondents were~ asked to indicate whether or not they
believed it to be wise for senior managers delegate
tasks which are newJ diff Leu),t and the outcomes of which are
uncertain I to l!l.Orejunior managers. (s,ee appendix 1.1..9.1.)
(1984), maintains that as a t: of their cut tural
heritago! Afriea:nz are furldam8:ntal1~i'
unwilling b::. t.ake risks and inxot.orom: of
O!!:e the:eefc;trye e£rpe~,,:,;t:,that: due to
he!:'H:.age, the black
l~f1:::'ica:ns and "Jlac}t ~;imba.bvjeans wculd
the above queat.LonneIxc it.em.
t.11€~ find:ingt:;. In fact
whereas just over 94% of the whit.e South Africans and
approximately of the black South Africans,. indicated
that they saw such delegation to be positive; only a' Jut 33%
Zimbabweans e.aid that they felt that this advisable. (see
a.ppendix ::!1)
According to the Sl~ test, the differences in the Pl' ortion
of white South Africans as opposed to black South Africans
who answered as above is significant at the 2,04% level of
conf idence • The dif., erences between the proportions of
black South Africans and those of black Zimbabweans, ~:ere
however found to tIe even more significant: ie: at the 0,067%
level of ccnf Idence ,
This ~r.lggestSt thi:1teven if cOl1servatism is a feature at'
African culture, the different circumstances which have
shaped t.he ..expe;riences of the two group~~ of black
respondents, are likely to have had greater influence in
shaping attitudes towards change and ambiguity, than
have cultural factors.
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The experience of tokenism, which saw people being
promoted beyond their level of oompet.ence, oft;.en fer
poli.tical ends; has according to Hcn:ding (1990), and
St.rachan (1990), :made business people in Zimbabwe cautious,
when it comes t.o advancement; of people in orga.nisations.
n~may in fact be that cmlltion amongst the black
Zimbal:I'weanf?,as far as d€;].ega·tion involving relatively high
risks ~ as is sugg03sted b~' the above response :t=:,atterng could
b~~explained by this negiElt:1.ve experience of tokenism.
* * * *
'l'hereforc, whilst.: the findings of this research provide some
s~uppcrtof the view that strong soai.es; needs ar'e a
featll.re of Southern African black culture; there is
nothi,nq in these findings to suggest that this is
neceasaz-I ty associ~ted with a lack of personal ambit.lon,
initiati.ve and work ethic, seen by supporters of the
cultural hypothesis as indicative of a low need for
achievement, and associa.1;,ed'{,lith a lack of
managerial potential~
Locus of control, culture, and viati. status.
Prop'=>nentsof the so called cultural hypothesis maintain
that an external locus of ccntrol is associated with a
low ne.d for individual achievement; a feature of
African culture which is likely to hinder the individuals'
sucoeas as a roanager. Further, Coldwell and MClerdyk (1982 as
in E~rwee,1985) maintain that a prominent aspect of black
culture is a belief that the individual's future is
determined by a set of immutable laws which govern the
un.iverse.
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This is not however supported by the findir.~ under
discussion. In fact, whilst more th.iln15% of the black
South Africans indicated that they believed that their
futures were dependent outside forces such as fate, luck or
chance (as opposed to 'their own efforts); no white south
Africans or black Zimbabweans 'sIt this way. This is despite
the fact that the two black groups share a common
cultural heritage. (see appendix 32)
'1'11e SETest found that the responses of the black. Sout.h
Africans differed significantly from those of the white
South Africans, at a 1,56% level of confidence. Further,
the differences between the two black sub-samples' responses
was shown to significant at the 2,5% level of conf Ideneo,
Moreover, a~cording to the Chi-Square Test of Independence,
the relationship between the whether individual accepts that
his success depends on his own efforts or not, and
sub-sample, was found to be significant at the 5% level.
(see appendix el). (see appendix 1 question 1.6.2.)
Accordi.ng to Khosa (1987, as in Erwee, 1988) and Memela
(198Sa), black managers have become adept at copying the
behaviours and outwardly espousing the attitudes which the
white establishment deems acceptable, while not accepting
the underlydng world view. with both intervlewers being
white, the black respondents may. have responded to this item
in a way which seemed most acceptable in terms of western
values; par'~Jcularly as far as this item is concerned, as
the idea of the individual as master of his own desti.ny is
such an overt and fundamental aspect of the va.:luesystem. of
western business.
'this finding however, seems to provide further support for
the assertion stated above, that black South African
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managers are more likely not to perceive performance to
be dependant upon effort, than either white South Africans
or black Zimbabwean managers.
This could be linked to black South Africans believing that
they are discriminated against, whh:h in turn implies an
attitude that no matter how much effort: one expendsf there
are likely to be ocner factors in the envdz-cnmene , 't'.'hich
will affect whet.:her one will be successful or not; a lew
effort-performance probability.
* * * *
Conolusion.
The above findings suggest the existence of the following
significant relationships:
L, Percept:ioQ of being a victi., and low
e.ffort-D 'rformance probability¥ low
performance-':::"f:r,.mrdprobability and low
valence.
ii. Marginal status and low role clarity,
lack of appreciation for key organisational
processes eg: the advancenlent process, and to
a lesser extent self-esteem (shown above to be
an important determinant of a positive
eftort-performance probability).
On this basis one can conclude that situational factors,
are likely to play a key role in affecting the motivation
and performance of managers.
This ass.ertion is further conf irrned by th,e outcomes of the
Factor Analysis; to be dis,:;ussedin the following chapter.
* it * *
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CHAPTER F 0 U 11.
4.1. iNTRODUCTION
The pattm:n mnerging from the Factor Analysis. was that no
Dingle factor appeared to be dominant in explaining the
var;! .nce in the dana, Even in the non-rotated Principle
component Analysis, no single factor em0rged ail dominant..
one ![,ust I therefore, assume thaJc the phenomenon studied is
se comp'lex that consequencesflow from fairly marginal
contributions of a fairly larqe numbf';.f:' of factors.
The tables belcJw (figures 1 to 3), contain the Q,l"rayof
factors whi.chemerged from the Factor Analysis. Table 1
contains the outcome c.tf the first Factor Analys;-~';3,in
which the first variabla was black South African; arable 2
contains the results of the second Factor Analysis, in
which the first variable was white South African; and
Table 3 contains the outcome of the third factor analysis,
in which the first variable was black Zin.lbabwean. Only
those variables which have values of at least 0,3, were
considered to be significant, in contributing t.o the
overall factor.~ Those variables with values lilarginally
below 0,3 were also however, considered. The variables
which were t;hought to be signif i.cant are presented in bold
type in the tables below.
For a detailed description of the variables on which the
Factor Analysis was conductedr see appendix 15.
The discussion of the results of the Factor Analysis, will
focus primarily on those factors which relate in someway
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to the propositions of this study, and/or are relevant to
the findings, discussed in Chapter Three.
In other words, emphasis will be placed on those factors
which are thought to have relevance to eithe:t';t.he
effort-performance probebdl i ty, the
performance-reward probability, valence or role
perception.
Furthermore, those factors which highli.ghted
dif~erences between the three sub-samples, as far as
the abovementioned antecedents of reotivG'.tion and
performance at'o concerned, and consequently have direct
relevance to the propositions of this research will be
emphasised in the discussion. The remaining factors will
be merrtLoned , only in terms (. any specific relevance they
:may have with regard to d i.scu. ...Lon at hand.
* * * *
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Figu.re :1..
lACTOR ANALYSIS 1.
P7CltIt F.I!Cl\:R FlCltR DCltR E!CltR F1CJm ~
VARIABLES: 1.1. 1.2.. 1.3" 1.4. 1.S. 1.6. 1..7.
Black S.Mrican t),83065 -0,19262 0,11155 0,00001 0,09870 -0,14130 0,04872
Gender Ot1.81.l41 -O,l;',nS 0,49691 0,20431 -0,15685 -0,16128 0,00134
Aqe -0,26433 -0,01662 -0,00843 0,05174 O,TI'T/S 01'05336 -0,01064
Education 0,01630 0,00946 -0,14845 C,m53 0,24420 0,18464 -0,03557
Job type -0,06129 0,07536 0,56572 -0,06283 -0,00277 0,10736 -0,11578
Level 0,17710 0,09538 -0,08404 0,71280 -0,28633 -0,14198 OJ.ll611
Time in orq. -0,09536 -0,10656 O,42lB5 -0,00291 0,49786 -0,03918 0,27261
Time in position -o,355l3 -0,14545 0,33176 -0,04531 -o,~ -0,26123 -0,03363
wants Aff. Act. 0,33838 0,25Lr:t2 0,35754 -0,01346 0,48307 -0,22838 0,31i'23
Ready for prom. 0,26274 0,119$ 0,05978 -0,52444 -0,01864 -0,00141 -0,07912
wants coma 0,14243 -0,6'1695 0,13267 0,18019 0,30S60 -0,00652 -0,10032
wants acre und -0,01553 -O,3832t -0,15225 0,15741 -0,02568 -0,40908 -0,37192
Team ~pirit 0,20220 -o,S055'1 onfJ,17575 -0,-«391 -0,04909 0,00936 0,10466
Mora recog/reward r>(),16750 0,74960 0,18495 -0,02455 -0,14957 0,15667 -0,16103stereotyping ·>(J,5TTl7 0,30912 0,03744 0,05025 0,24311 -1])007334 0,17696Perceived racism 0,83813 -0,03676 0,03210 "{J,02021 -0,06879 -O,O211.1 -0,01715
Understands mnqmnt">(),14709 -0,11450 -0,61947 0,24918 0,10056 ...0,05093 0004637wanta more def. ~{)/13814 0,50005 -O,;i4742 0,15672 -0,05504 0,31930 -0,03262
M.B.O. -{),119".J8 0,01098 0,17?~'5B 0,17131 0,05937 0,76l.64 -0,15235
Action Plan "-0,05367 -0,20942 0,13908 0,05691 -0,04410 -0,64872 -0,40536Likes de1egrating 0,25344 0,46236 -0,51"1 0,14555 0,00024 -0,27010 0,]95[-Enjoys risk -0,00417 -0,10680 --G,12m 0,13524 -0,04909 0,03004 0,776l2
CONTR. TO VARIANCE 2, 407060 2,23'3723 2,007086 1,786437 1,65039 1,635590 l,267979
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Figure 2~
FACTOR »fALYS:rS 2"
FJICltll F1Cl(R DCltR E!CJ.l:R Ji7C'.lt'R HClCR ~
VARIABLES :: 2.1. 2.2. 2.3" 2..4. 2..5. 2.6. 2..7.
fih ...S ...A:friciVl 0,6lS64 -0,05215 -0,33108 0,15466 0,42816 -0,05274 -{),19041
Gender -0,22200 0,33708 0,,12'.13 -0,03997 -{\, !89!;.1 0,20545 0,39398
~ge 0,50745 -0,60020 0,02051 ~t15938 -0,159:33 0,0"3340 0,15157
Education -{},04525 -0,36740 -0,05162 0/03980 -0,04614 0,13880 0,00706
Job typ. O,05DD 0,23343 -0,0147.8, (.),20973 -o,-i2.136 -0,00762 0,24433
Level -0,20220 0,17590 0,05043 ~l,0978S 0,,28496 0,71493 0,03518
Time in orq .. -0,00516 0,72172 -0,00003 -0,05867 -0,140/8 -0,05383 0,04173
Time in pOSition O,JS585 0,62497 0,29642 -0,00964 -0,13658 -0,06464 -0,06726
wants A~f. Act .. -0,00306 -0,17076 -0,09532 0,04644 0,09476 -0,04007 0,78817
Ready for pro•• -0,28913 O,013Q4. O/CX1J77 0,10102 0,04786 uO,052&oM 0,12466wants co_ -0,33680 0,28211 0,29335 -0,48836 -0,.22950 0,20071 -0,12401
WAnts aore und --0,01550 -0,01739 0,62224 -0,22471 Ot06967 0,09741 -0,21581
I Team spirit -0,29958 -0,05580 -0,07228 -O,5S!U -0,04487 -0,37335 -0,11090
More recoq/re"ard 0,07095 o.arm. -0,16318 0,80259 -Or4V"-''2 -0,04882 0,03480
stereotYr~inq 0,68181 -o,JJ..lO -0,0581'1 0,2021~ 0; __...)2 0,04070 0,00672
Perceived racism -0,7.114 -O,t)8724 -0,04475 -Q,054~ 0,14983 -0,02625 0,23176
Understands lIlnqmnt0,16919 --0,2913'1 0,06039 -0,20471 0,133617 0,26924 -G,l7lS9
wants •.ore def. 0,17046 --0,14315 -0,32948 0,44197 O,2r/67 0,14155 -(J,35SC2
M ..B.O. 0,03697 -0,12497 0,44656 0,17068 -0,55352 0, 1935gi: - ,26371
Acti'~n Plan -0,03724 0,9950 0,80596 -0,01891 -Q,02125 -o,OO58:~ 0,09817
Like,. delegating --0, C4:?..8S -0,17237 -0;,,00669 0,200].'3 0,789S1 0,111)53) 0,03701Enjoys rii)]t 0,20636 0,22633 -0,44229 0,40022 0,29862 0,22Jd!4 0, 0.L.")053
CON'TR.TO VARiANCE:~,18l.7~ 1,94$425 l,9025t9 1,878034 1,822426 1,790489 1,42496
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FACTOR ANMrYSIS ~
o FKm':.Il ncltR DCl.tR F.ACJXl£t FJC.ttR m:mn ElClm
VARiABL!lS: 3.1. 3.2" 3,,3. 3.4. 3.5. 3.6. 3.7~
Black BiB 0,01557 0,86371 0,03940 O,llBll !),05175 -0,04184 -0,000155
G4Inder ..0,14877 0,00175 Ovlli962 0,540197 0,13394 -0,.12881 -0,19475
Aq. 0,03019 -<>802830 0,00425 -0,07319 "'{)~25014 0,0'.3626 01'79517
Education -(),O1831 O,fi.XJ27 0,12314 -0,01590 -O,37{;1'2, 0,1375'4 0,05421
Job type 0,09759 0,04388 -0,04960 O,.lCi37 0,34034 0,19799 0,11452
Level O,02B18 -0,04498 0,67884 0,04770 -0,11432 -0,17932 -0,43006
Tim. in orq. -<>,06755 0,00616 -O,0'n9J 0,16619 0,73329 o,emS3 -0,20406
Tim. 1D position -0,01211 0,22252 -0,02362 0,05116 0,fi8380 -0,20026 -0,05019
wants Aff. Act. 0, 11€10 -0,49488 -0.00363 0,,5576l. -0,1032) -0,09403 0,28543
R.ady tor proll. 0,01174 -0,03811 -0..54,)14 0,16298 -0,16745 -0,11067 -0,23576
"'ants COJUi -0,61410 0,24545 0,16605 0,09471 0,16277 -0,:12723 -0,21820
lI'ants. .• ore und uOl'36661 -0,04949 0,17917 -{l,26943 0,22189 -0,39692 0,1:3268
T... spirit -0,53451 0, 152lil -O,4&!C1 -o,046(l9 -0,24030 0,00147 --o,1l863
H:ore recoqlreward 0,.7(1263 0,17755 -0,02918 0,14084 -(.1,30798 0,,14'911 -0,23577
s.tereotypinq Ots..~ 0,23065 0,05198 --0,03825 0,01054 -O~11312 0,37326
P'erceiVed ~acism ~,3C618 -0,54696 -0,04254 0,24124 -0,1.5864 0,05636 -0,37450
tl'nderst&nds angmnt-o,00875 -0,06700 0,27382 -O,6l622 -0,1269, -0,00318 0,14297
wanta aore def. 0,46739 -0,22246 0,17674 -0,,«882 0,05072 QI,36..~8 -0,02580
14:.B"O. 0104905 0,20018 0,115431 0, {J2635 -o,OOOSI 0,747184 0,00514
Acti.;)n Plan -0,13224 0,22768 0,06161 0,10247 0,9696 -0,68517 0,014'33
Likes delegating 0,29470 -0,56842 0,013917 "()..2~42 -0,25886 -0,24651 -0;20423
Enjoys risk -0,00865 -0,14338 0,13228 -OuOb'786 0,00607 0,06457 0,01707
CONTlt ..1'O VARiANCE: 2,282393 2,G15227 1/m0l7 1,'128292 1,664030 1,623151 1,545766
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turn corroborate the assertions made by Lee and Piper (1989),
as well as Schlemmer (1986), regarding the connections
between .marginality and having an understanding the
subtle l"U19S and procedures which seem t.ogovern the
individual's successful performance of his role as a :manager.
In addition, by implying a connection between low soaia;
needs on the one hand and high ei'xort-per:formance
p!.:obability and pertoxmenae-reeera prcbabi.lity on the
ether; further evidence is provided as regards the connection
between situational factors and motiviiticn of b:tack
managers. This in turn serves to support the propositions of
the research, as r~gards t.he connection between situational
factors in the environment of a manager! and his motivation
and performance~
F.ctors which concern m.rqinal 8t~tusand lack of role
clarity amonqat black managars.
Fa~tor 2.3. (s•• figure 2. column 3e)
black aanagers with high social needs, e.rper~iencing
role conflict.
This factor, provides f'l.n:·th:ereviden.ce to support the
notion that situational fF.tctorsas they aff.e~t both
black South African and black :7'rbnbabwean managerst are
likely to inhibit these m~
attitudes 'Nh.i > "" ng
from developing
Thf'Ot'Y. a:e
necessary for them to fo:rm th
dutie~ ~c th~ requ R~ -~~ rds.
contrLbution to :~riance was
a
of five years, with .."1 ::1eed f~)t afl .i.at· l.Lr:~
o .;:. El) 0
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According to Breakell (1991), London (1985), Lee and
Piper (lJ81) as ...",e11 as Schlemmer (1986); t.he degree to
whii::hthe individual develops an understanding ,':>f his
role in the organisation, as well as an appreciation of:
how best to attain his career objectives in an
organisation, depends on the extent tA.O whicb he is
cognisllnt the informal system of hehad .....ural ncrms
an;:l rules! which exist~ in tho crganisatio:i1. A"iareneSlli
of 'ic;~lese It •• ~ myriad un'iJritten cedes of behaviour I
:::-itBS of passage" status symbols and patterns {.[
deference" (Schlenm;ar 19&0, page 1(1) I which potential
~~nagers have to learn in order: to be successful in
their chosen car~e!.'s,hinges to a large extan-c upon
tut.elage provided informally, which in turn depenps on
social intimacy with tho3e already established in the
management ranks of the organisation.
As mentioned earlier, the neeci to improve communication
in the organisation and to become more understanding of
the manager~l aspirations, reflects a need amongst
black m~nagers to compensate for. their marginal
positi_.:~ in the organiEation. ,Ac(':ordingto Human and
Hofmeyr (1985), a5 a result of the heritage of
Apart.heb~, black South Africa;ns remain marginal to
mos~ organis~tions. They say that affiliative
tendencies noticeable amongst blacks in organisations,
II ••• might >:?:sultas much fron1 the stresses of his
fringe position in the wUite organisation, as from the
cultural b:lckground from which he has emerged. II (pa~i;jl
19)
.,
,Ii.e fact that these variables are correlated with, 1. a
!'l~bd to have their role in the organisation
,;; 1\
(;lllrified, and if belief that thei.r ca.reer$lwould
be-.st be served by oc-tivities undertaken outside of the
••• 0./ Pg 116
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'ACTC:R.PALX~!S 3
COl'll.
VARIABLES:
Blat-:1cSim -0,14641
Gen4,,,r Or037S7
Aq. -0,01463
Educat-:.ion OyOO29<)
Job t.Y'p(I!! -0,22795
Level 0,19149
Time in 01'9'. o,16131
Tille ~~.,npos. -O~04176
Wants Aff Act.. 0,07415
Read)' for prom. -O~07414
wants coma on{)#03B43
lfSn.tfi mQre un<l "()~3"1S24
Terua sl},irit. O,lS5'tl
HOr'Etrecoq/reward -o,143E.l
ste:t'eotypinq ()1'S3385
perceived racil'lm ~~)i'2346()
Understands J!1ngmn.~D,anl?
wants more def" -0,9401
M.B~O. -o,J22,~5
Action Plan ...o.!'333OO
Likes delegating 0,13912
E~~dyS r.isk 0,15766
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4.2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSISe
~.2.1c Factors siqnifyinq perceptions of victim status.
4e~.l.1. Factor ~~ 0 (see Figure 10 column 1.)
Percept:io.n of being a vic~;i!' a1llOngsf;black 801.11;11
African :managers.
The first factor hidicates a gene:ealiG3ed pez'oept.Lon of
racl.31 discri:minat5eon, amongst black south Africans who
have been in their positions for five years or 1ess as
well as a belief that in some ":flay they ehouId be
compensaced for these past inequities. The
contribution of this factor to overall variance is
relatively high~ compared. to other factors
(2,407060).
It shows a correlation between the following variables:
L being black South African, ."':1.. being in their
positions for five years or less, iii. a belief that
blacKs deserve to receive some sort of reparation for
past injustices they may have suffered, iv. a
percept.ion that people are judged on external factors,
and that. v , these stereotyped judgements are largely
m~de on the basis of race.
According to Humanand Hofmeyr' (1985) I Si:ihlemmer (1986)
and Steele (1990), t.he perception of oneself as .being a
v:ic::timof: racismr 'whether it. be. based in reality or
noz , has va negative effect on the imUvidUi.'l.l's
motivation 1':0 l"'el:form.
In the words of lrtark )fathabane (Sunday TLmes
09/12/1990), fl ••• to dwell on racism and to somehow
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have the attitude that white people are in a conspi.racy
against you and they are therefore omnipotent and that
whcl'c.G;,ver you do you can It fight this power _, it leads
t.o a fatalism."
This fatalism implies that there are fact.ers in the
environment e.g. racism, which are beyond. the
individual t sown contaroL, which affect his pel1:formance 8
which i.nturn i.ndicates a low effort~performance
probabil.ity.
Further, af] mentioned in the previous chapter f the
(;~!'eeption that racism is a prominent feature of
organisational life, suggests a belief that despite
one's efforts, or how much one is able to achieve
in a given situation. A person believes that he will
not receive recognition fc.lreffort instead is likely to
be judged according to racial stereotypes. This
suggests a low performance-rewar.d probability~
which according to Er.pectancy 'l'heory,will
negatively affect motivation and hence performance.
'Ihe propositions of this research state that as a
resul.t of Apartheid, South African blacks are likely to
hav..?, a negatIve expectation that their efforts will
produce per tormance , t.hat performance 'Will pzoduce
reviards I and that these rf:!wardswhen they are
fo:tthcon:iJ.ng, wi.ll be valued po~,;itively. 'rhe factor was
the:r.-efore found to be relevant. to prop"sit.ion.
4.2.2. Fact.ors sitJni:fyil'l9western :"fi,tiona.l business orientation ..
4.2.2.1. J?aetor 2..:... ('!u..~ figure 2. column 2.)
sel.f.'-su.:f:ticient .rational 1I1bi te St:)uth )\fri can
.mana~fer.
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'llhis factor suggests that there is a posLt.Lve
ct):t'rela.tion between bei.ng white South ,ttfrif.~an and over
thirty five, and a classic western orientatJ.on towards
business. The variation in ·the dat.a, W11':ch is
e.xplairH:c)d b)t t:.his factm'.·is ;celatively high at
It was foun.d that these variables (be1.ng "",hite and over..~
thirty five) 6 w~r~ neqativoly correlated with i.
perceiving prt));:l()tion as bein~1 elusive, i1. a need to
improve organisational comnuni.cat.Ion, iii. a belief
thi\t affirmat:.ive act.Len for bLacko should be
in8titutedf in arcier to compeneaco blacks fo:c pas-,t
iniquities in t:..11e system iv. a r::erception that despite
good intent.ion;) people are judged according to
stereotypes, rather than on abU.itiesg skills and
diligence, as well as, v , a percept.Lon that !.'..lcism
remains m factor in organisational life.
'Ihis pattern creates an image a self-sufficient
white South African manager; one v.;hosees the
individual as master of his own destiny, as confident
of his prospects for promotion, and who feels
ineluded, and at home in the organisation (low
need for improving organisational communication).
This factor, the:t'\eforel confirms the proposition that
white South: Africc\ns ar~! mor-elikely than black South
Africans to have a positi.ve expectations that
perfqrmance depends upon effort, and that reylards
depend up~n performance.
,'\
* '* '" *
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The relationships implied by this factor, are
corroborated by various other factors, which unlike
those mentioned above, are not directly relevant to the
propositions of. the research; in that they do not
relate specifically te, any particular sub'=sample(s).
In spite of this, 'these) factors ~7ere regarded as
pertinent t.o th:":.sd:LscHssir.:m, to the extent that they
are compr Laed of cc.n:relation;:1t which are similar ,)
those the :t:actor discussed above. Henc,cg 'they help
to reinforce varIous m~·gumer.ts put fon-ln,rd both in this
chapter r as well as in 'che previous chapters, rega,cdincy
the influences on the motivation and performance. of
bla~k South Afric~n manag('.:ts. These fact;:;rsare as
follo't<."f;i:
Fac'tor 1.2, like 1:he above factor, represents an
outlook commonly associated with the resilient,
rational@ ",-esternbusiness world. Broadly sp~"'k';.ng, it
pclints t,r the existence of relationship~ hetween the
following variables: a self perception of being the
master of ones own destiny ~ :::elf-reliance(as suggE~sted
by lew social needs). d positive
ef.fort-per:tormarlC'e probabili ty, ~rJormance-reward
proba.o.ility, valence, and an inclination towards
accepting risk.
-1I;,I;
The overall contribution to variance of this f act.oz
which is 2,181752, is relatively high.
The actual variabLes which cont,ibute signi!:'
this factor are as follows;
to
a low priori.ty attached to improving
communioation in the organisat10n,
••• I( .. i 110
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ii. a low need to become mCJre understanding of the
needs and aspirations
iii. a low need create Dore of a taBs it:
amongst i.ts
iv. a low
effect.ive
a belief that people a:~'O.
rather than external
en inte: "~,,S\1
vL a It:r~'Jneed
(lei' Lned,
,,~i:L• a willingness t.o accepc r asxs ,
:r.t is inb::resting to' note tlw'~ .o-'l:1.S t'a.ctor lin}:.s low
social needs, with high ~ffc'J': .rtosmenae and,
hi(!h performa.n~:.:e"""r(~'ward, pr(':J)a.v..,tl,j.t:ies~: as !Mell tiS
a relatively high deqree of ,t,Dle-clar,ityw 'this
SUppOl:ts the hypothesis as put forward by Hum~n (1990a
& ::'990bl,I as well as Human and Hofmeyr (1S'S5), that
a:ltiliati~'e .s. .:nd~"lCit1S are rela.ted to a "~,€'edfor
Lncr eaaed S~.lpport, so as to ccmpensuce tot' Laok of
1'Jecurity and self-i.:~;::.J:nfid~nce,rathel: t.nan culttu:."al
h(~ritage, as st,ggested by amonqs+ethers, 1
MOl~rdyk {1982, h1 Etwee 1988 , Mjoli (1937),
McWilLiam-smith (1981). As dis(;'Ussed
self-conf:i,aelwe and secur i are tical
arrcecedent.s to posit.ive motivaticn and pt:rfo:tm2.nc:~:;, and
hence a positive eil"ort-per:fcrmanr::L l.ity"
pos i t.Ive pert'orlllance-re .."ard probability? as ~,Jel1 8.:::;
role cJari. t}·•
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Accordil1g' to Expect.:.ancyTheory therefore, this factor
represents the preconditions for positive motivation.
In fact, its depictions of an individual who believes
in self-reliance, and who sees little need for
inE)l.>('Vements made in the way in which a person has his
(;~forts recognised and rewarded, and who understands
~. l,S role in the organisat.ion should all contribute
,":0 positive r.lvtivatiol'"l.and performam~e.
Factor 2,,~, points to a link between a low need to
improve communication in the organisation~ a low need
for p..·om-:>tinga team spi.rit:. amongst the 'inanag'3E.s of'
the organisation, and a low priority attached to
qaining i:mp:rovedrele clarity.
Factor 3.1, shows a conneceLon between the following
variablesj
.1.. low eoai el. needs, as suggested by low
priorities being accorded to the improvement of
organisational communicat.ion, as well as the
creatiun of more of a team spirit amongst its
man~gers,
i1. a low need for improved rCig~ definition, iii. a
belief that individuals in or~lar.isations are judged
011 the.i.r diligence, skl.lls~ and abilities rather
than on external chara.~teristic~,,; (particularly
;.:.-ace) ;
iv. a high ef:fort-pel;formance probabilJ. ty suggested
by sat.isfaction, with the recognith)n and reward an
individual receives for his efforts, and
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v. a belief that: managers should delegate difficult
and untried tasks to subordinates, who are not all
that experienced. This factor had a relatively
high cont.rihution to c·reral1 varLance of
26015227.
Factor 2.2(f indicates a link between a need to see
improvements in crgan:.sational coranund.cat.Lon , and
not understandirig :man.ager' s role in an
organisation. In the previous discussions, the high
social needs, as implied by the need to improve
fJrganisational ccmraunf.cat.Ion, was said to represent all
attempt to compens~te for the sense of social
is,.'"':lation that they feel as a consequence of their
ma..:"ginal status i.n the organisation. As mentioned
above, Lee and Plper (1987) and Schlemmer {1986}
amongst others have suggested that one consequence of
marginal status is that the individual will Lack
access to the informal systems of rules and
procedures which are ess~ntial as far as his gaining an
understanding of the role of a manager is
concerned. It was with regard to th~ connection which
is implied between social needs and role
perception, both of which are seen to be related to
the issue of marginality, that this factor was saen
to be relevant to this discussion.
* * '* *
By pointing to an ~ssociat.iollbet.ween the social needs on
the one nand, and lack of role clarity~ and appreciation
for 'key organisational proceeses on the other; the factors
discussed under I-.::>int4.;2.2. px:ovide furtnea..t'support for the
assert. -ns made :inChapter Three under point 3,4. These in
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need for role clarification, not having an
appreciation of the aa··Tancement process J' as well as
an unwillingness to take risks.
In other 'I.!;ordsl' it paints a picture of an experienced
black maniltger who lacks a clear understanding of both
his role in the o.:..ganisati©n (requires :more role
ds:finitio.~~), as well as ·the adVcUlcement processes
which exh;t in the (Jrganisation; fJi'hoavoids taking
risks, and who seeks the support a"*:his collEH'lgues
(strong soai.e: .needs) 0
In fact i1: was found that being blackf and having more
than five years expe:d.encel was correlate..lwith the
following variables;
i. a,high priority assigned to .improving
()rganisationaJ ccmmundoat.Lon,
sol.e; iv. a need to have clear objectives
~~et, through a management by objectiv,,~s
Eu:-ogr anuneI
iii;' a need for organisations to become more
\1 ,-yI) understanding of the needs and aspirations of
I\,'.l 'tl. S. ntanagers I
~;ii. ~l nee4 to improve defin ...ii:.ion of one's, '.
v. a belief that one's career objectives will
best be served through activities outside
the orqan~sation, and
vi. a preference to mi~imise risk .
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(J!"~lcmisational environment; confirms previous arguments
which have been presented regardi:lg the connection
between :marginality on the one hand and role
confusion and Lack of Cl!)preciation of the tacit
system of rules and f)1:-0cesses which Schein (19B1) terms
tIle infol.·:mal system·,f ~he organisation, en the
other.
previous chapters",
black mar::ugers in Zimbal:rril8a:i.1 or<;1anisations.. loim',phree
{1986~ and PaEdpaii',;adya (19~~) and Stx:achan .:
observe that although overt r-acdsm is :"t~ longer a
significant factor in zimbabwean organisations, bJ.acl::s
still encounter subtl6 resistance f~om the
predominantly white ma:pag'::;;:r:ial esta1:,l Lshn.errc , Th~s
has been exacerbated ?_~ i:::ter alia" f..,uken
appc i.ncment.e having been made in t:l, llst I as well as
the i.nsecurity of white managers" The:t argue that as a
result of this, and despite sc,eial and economic
empowerment, Zimbabwean blacks continue to lack social
in'timacy with estabU.shed white managers. Possible
consequences of this margina~ status are, therefore,
"
that black managers, both South African a,pd Zir;1babwean,
not only try to compensate for this sense of isolation,
through seeking the support of ~thers (as suggested by
high social needs), but come to lack an appreciation of
the taoi t codes of conduct I which provide tl';e basis for
understanding the unstated e>;pect.i}.tions which
organisations have of their managers.
The fact that thE black n',anager descr ibed by this
factor has more than five years of (:xperience Ln ni.s
position, can be explained in various ways:
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}'<'irstly p it could mean that the problems
associated with black management (as discussed
abo~e) become worse as the black manager
remains in his position for longer. This
would :i.mplJ.?that the black manager becomee
increasingly marginal and isolated in the
organisation with time and e~~perience. This
has alar;ming implica'I;ions as :1t'egards the
futu.re prlJspec'ts for black manaqez-s in
sOD-called w,hi te organisations.
An alternative expf.anac lon could be tha.t those
black raanaqer s who were appointed to their
positions m(..rethan five years ago, were
victims of some of the misguide:d black
advancement; prograroli\eSI which consisted
largely of w:indow dressing and token
appointmenti, and hence were bound to
experience )di.f::t.i';lulties. Furthermore I i i:~may
be that organisations have recfmtly become
more aware of some of the problems conf:r.(mted
by black managel's, and consequently take more
heed of the recommendations concerning the
selection and development of bla(:k managers r
made by amongst others; charoux (1.985, 19tH» ,
as well as Humanand Hofmeyr (1985); which in
turn would have put them at a cc'nside.rabl(~
advantage vJs-3-v!.s their more (!!xperienc(~d
colleagues. However., there is little evidence
which emerges from the findings which suggests
th·:\t organIsations surveyed in this research
have in re<;(;mt. yea:t's developed a more serious
approat)) to the development of black
management, or that earlier appointments were
tokens.
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)'7hatever the correct interpretation of this findi.ng may
be, the det.ermination of which of C".llese explanations is
the most valid is beyond the sco~e of this study, and
would have to be ascertained by a more in dept.h study
which focuses primarily on this issue.
As regards, the preferen!r:~ minimising risk aln;)ngst
blacks, this, ira all probabilities, is att.ributable to
a nC.1,dfor infcreased se'.mrity, which could also be said
to stem from a feeling of being 1!Jargina.l t.o, and
not having a clear understanding of: ones' role, in
the organisation.
Thi~ factor \liasfound t'tJbe relevant to the research
pxopos i.t.Lon., .in a number of ways; as follows:
i. The fact that due to the affect of certain
situational factors, white south Africans are
at a relativo advantage vis-a-vis the
black South African managers, regarding
certain critical antecedents of motivation end
performance.
ii. That black Zimbabwean managers, despite being
politically empowered, still face certain
~roblems which affect their performance as
danagers. This can be attributed to the fact
that certain attitudes, whtch are thought to
be connected to motivation and performance,
are too ingrained and self-reinforcing, to
be altered by changes made to national social
policy.
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Role clarity and black Zimbabwean manaqersc
B1.ack Zimba.bwcan manager::: SU1".t'~:.;;1>.n Ero.. lack of role
clarity, not believing in del€i·~t; but sening the
individual as master of his ~i estiny. (see figure 3.
column 2.)
This facb,!.'shows that r .Jing black Zimbabwean is
negatively correlated with; L a belief that blacks
~hould be entitled to reparations, in the form of
affirmative action, to compensate for injustices of the
past, ii. a perception that people in organisations are
judged according to race, and iii. not subscribing to
the notion that new difficult tasks should be delegated
to less experienced managers.
It seems that black Zimbabweans do not perceive
discrimination as a major issue in their lives and
thet'efore do not believe that reparation fc:c past
wrongs are necessary. This indicates that.,.unlike
their South African counterparts, the black Zimbabweans
do not perceive themselves to be victims of racism.
This has interesting implica'tions as regards the
relationship between political empowerment; on the one
hand and victim oon~ciousr.es, on the other. Black
Zimbabweans have fv.ll political and social. rights, as
opposed to black sout.h Africans.. Further, by
highlighting a difference between black South Africans
and black Zi.mbabweans as far as this issue is
concerned, it is confirmed that victim
consciousness is more likely to arise from
situational factors than from culture.
In addition, the black zimbabweans showed a preference
for minimising risks, by not recommendin'g the
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delegation of new and untried tasks to less experienced
managers.
According to Blanchard et al (1989'1 delegation is
one of the keys to successful managemente Hence,
.besides the issue of wanting to minimise risk, '::his
phenomenon may be, an indication of the Zimbabwean black
managers 8 unsuitability for management.
Coldwell and Moerdyk (1981, in Erwee 1998), maintain
that African Culture is characterised by a belief that
the individual's influence in his society is rigidly
dete:tmined by an inflexible at.1thoritystructure,
according to which power is ~istributed Ln accordance
with a series of i11l1!!utableaws, which regard, inter
alia, age and seniority, rather than ability and
skill, as being the most important criteria when
deciding on the distribution of authority. This of
course would have serious negative implications,
regarding the adapc :It:ilityof black managers to
managing in a western business environment"
However, the fact that elsewhere a positive
correlation, (albeit ene that was too weak to include
in the description of the 4.2.4.1. see figure 1. column
1. i.e.: 0,25344), was found to exist betweon being
black South African and subsc:r:ibingto the notion of
delegating new tasks in which success is uncertain;
suggests that this caution cannot be attributed 1':0
so-called African cultural heritage which after all,
black South African;; and Zimbabweans share.
Further, not having included white Zimbabweans in the
sample, it is difficult. to say whether this caution
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is a unique attribute of black Zimbabweans, or whether
in fact it is comr..non to all Zimbabwean managers.
OONCLUSION
Tnt:! findings which emerged from the Factor Ami..! '/ _)is < ~herefore
oonf irm the re:!evance of various propositions 0-'; th .).t\ study.
Not only were positive effort-performance probabili.tyl'
pe.rfo.rmance-reward probability, valence, role-clari ty and
cognisance of key o.rganisational processes found to be
negatively associated with being a black South A.f.rican
manager, but these essential antecedents for no;...ivat ion and
performance were found to be positively associated with being
white soutn African.
Further, it was found that the black Zimbabweans resembled
the white South Africans in terms of the positive
effort-performance probability, perfornlance-reward
probability and valence, whilst resembling the black
South .Africans' responses with regard to issues surrounding
role perception.
Thus, one can conclude that besides corroborating the
findings discussed in Chapter Three, the Factor Analysis
supports the various propositions of thj.s research which
state that:
i. The lack of success of black managers can he
explained in terms of the negative effects which
certain environmental factors have on specific
elements in the motivation process; which in turn
nogatively affect these managers' motivation to
perform ..
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Li.,Whilst in certain .respects the black Zimb',bwean
manager is in a preferable position relative to his
black South African counterpart (particularly as
regards the critical anteceden'cs for :mot:ivati-:Jn) i
in other ways (with regard to the antecedents of
performance), the plight of the black Zimbabwean
manager is similar to that of the black South
~~frlean manager. This is due it soems f to the fact
that certain attitudes, partioularly those which.
directly affect ..;-erform.ancea.re firmly entrenched
and are not easily changed.
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CHAPt'ER F I V E
5.1~ INTRODUCTION
Conducting the Regression Analysis was the final st.ep in the
sequence of Analyses employed in this study. Its purpose vIaS to
ascel"tain the .'::'ela'tive i1l'1.po:Ltanceof certain variables which
have been estatlished as being relevant in determining the
respondents' ad~lptation to managE!ment.
The discussion w~.ll focus nainly on the order of
causalit:·~ denoted by the various operati.ons which comprise
the Regression Analysis, as opposed to specific correlations.
In other w~')rdsthe J:'ain concern of this chapter was the order
of oontzributiios» of the vari.ables concerned, vis-a-vis the
dependent variable - adaptation to mandgeme11t. As was
mentioned in Chapt~r Two, this level of analysis was thought to
be suitable, given the fact that th~ purpose of this zesearch is
expl.oratory, which means that it is designed to generate
rese:arch questions, as opposed to testing hypotheses (or
answering research ~tuestions).
5s2. nISCUeSXON OF FINDI~GS
The measures of the {)veraI1 contribution of the independent
variables to the dependent, variable, namely t.he It-Square and
ADJ-R-squa:":e values, which stand at 0,1184 and 0,0542,
respectively, are lo~.r. One explanation for these low values
could be that the wrc,ng variables were selected. However, in
studying the findings which emanated from the Chi-Square Test Of
Independence, as well as the Factor Analysls, no other variables
which emerged from this research, came t.o light whi.ch could
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compete vlith these; as far as t::'''''l'~ possible causal
relationship with the dependent variable. is concerned.
What the, :r,'elat:i.vely low a-Square and Adj p'-Squara do
si<;"lify however, is the comjpl~:"ity of the phenomenon of
adaptation. to a manager.lal rol.e; and the marginal
contribution to this variable, of a large variety of specific
factors. (For a full list of the various cor.relations
involvedc see appendj~ 8)
The table below contains the order of contribution the
Lndependerrc variables as far as the d.ependent variable
adapta.tion to management is concerned - on which the
ana~,ysias contained in this chapter is based. (The detailed
outcome of the Regression Analysis is contained in appendix
33).
* * * *
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ORDER OF RANK
ISS
IISS
SE
SPCTl
SPCT2
PCTI
i!CTII
Order of rank denoted by various statistical operations which
comprise the Regrassion Analysis (1) represents the most
influential independent variable and (7) the least. (For th.e
detailed output of the Regression Analysis see appendix 33.)
= 'l'ypeI 55.
= Type II SS.
= Standardised Estimates.
= Semi-Partial Correlaticn Type I.
= Semi-Partial Corre:;_atl.onType II.
- Partial Correlation Type T.l."
= Partial Correlation Type II.
= ._ ~lREGRESSOR ISS IICS SE SPCTl. SPCT2 peTI PCTII SUMMARY II- _"-Education 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 4xl; 3x2 ~i• I
- Victim I
consc~~u~essIT I 2
I
2 1 I 2 1 3xl;
4~~
n
_",., -:--i-
4 3 j 3
~4
! 3xJ; 4x4I s: I iHi -Riskl I 3 4: •self~SUfficienc.Y~ I I III -
4X~ --II IRole Clarity 4 I 6 I 6 r 4 I 6 4 3x4iI I 6 i~1 ... 4x3 !IT-position 5 13_ _: 5 3 5 I 3 I 3x5iII I 1- 6T5Seniority 6 I';' I 5 6 5 3x6i... 4x5 II- - -"'~-- -""- _I
~S=oC=i=al==Ne=e=d=~~====.='~===_=7t=fjt~===2====7~==7===7X=7====dJi
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It seems after reviewihg the outcomes of the statistical
operat::;n~, that level of ecP.1ca'tionand vict;im
consciousness are the independent variables which most
affect the dependant variable - adaptation to management.
Level of educa:tion.,
As mentioned previously I educaticw is one of. the most
critical distributc)rs of life chances Jn the modern. world.
Human and Human 1987) found in their study into tho
biographical profile of the white Sou~h African economic
elite, that the educational background of their sample (Which
included the bulk of chief executive otficers of South
Africa~,;corporations of the time), is remarkably homoqeneous ,
It was, in fact, found that the majority of the sample had
the privilege of attending exclusive educational
institutions.
A~::ccrdingto Human and Human (1987) this trend implies that
being educated at a p:r'Lvateinstitution has given these
directors nan enormous "pre-market' advantage. Thus it seems
t.b.at"the foundations for the socialisath:m of the new
economic elite are firmly laid in the private and exclusive
educational sYf'tem" (page ".). Human and Human (1987) go on
to suggest that the m",ority of their sample came from
families where education was highly valued.
Furthermore, they argue that the abovementioned homogeneity
of educational ba<okground am<::>ngstSouth Africa 1s business
elite, must be seen Ln ccneext; of the way in which they (the
business elite) structur~ themse~ces (and the membership
criteria), to ensure its own exclusivity and perpetuation
(social closure). However, this argument does not
explain why a connection shoufd have been made in this study,
between level of educatiol1 and adaptation to
m.:magement.
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In examining the nature of the variable, level of
edo.':::a.tiou, one sees that tho~e subjects whowere rated low,
had matric CC1requivf:tlt;!nt,such <'1S O-le"rels) or less as their
highest. qU(1'12.fication;thos~ rated nea.ium i1ad a bachelors
degr&e (or part thereof) i whereas 'th."se who 'iter!'; rated high
on this variable, had a post-gl:'~duat~ qual::.fication. (see:
app('·~~·~ 16.1.)
One must take into account that the respondents who were
classified as having tertiary education (and therefore rated
high on the abo :mentioned scale) were academically, as
opposed to tech~"_cally, qualified. Hence, the discu~~sicns
which follow I cOf:I:'erningthe nature of this variable, and its
censequerrc relationship ,>lith adaptation to management"
will regard tertiary education to mean academic Leo
university type; tertia:~y education.
In order to gain insight into tho relationship which is
indicated between having a tertiary education and
adaptation to management, one must understand the
critical qualitative differet~ces which exist bett<{een
secondary level and tert~,ary'( '"-91 education.
It would seem that a cru(~ial factor wnich distinguishes
university education ft"oxtl a high school education, is its
emphasis on self-relia.nce, and being able to grasp concepts,
as opposed to memorising facts. Whereas at school the
emphasis is on the role of the teacher, who most ~f'ten
determines which information is important to Lear ,v, In the
university environment the emphasis is on the individual
student, who is required to take responsibility fer his own
learning, with the teacher generally performing a
facilitating role. It remains 'iP to the student to ensure
that he understands concepts, tc ,iecide Which informatl.on is
important, and also to be able to communicate his
understanding of the concepts to others •
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In addition, at school the pupil is required to fellow a
predetermined curriculum, with limited choice being available
in terms of course of s'tudy. However B in Illest ~~ases the
dire:ction of C:r.::3~s uni v9rsi ty education is determined
according ,topersonal choice, where the student must choose a
degree, bassO. on his pertsonal goals, and vihat he balieves he
is capable of achieving. :Further 1 once he has n:ade
decision, his success is mainly d.ependent. on his own efforts
and aptj.t';'K1S5! arid to a l.ass('~r extent on the Taotivat ion and
abiliti~s ¢f his teachers.
Walr;er (1984), who has deve Loped a prc,gra:mmeentitled Super
Management, designed to bridge the gap between non-management
and managel'1entpositions in organisation.s I holds that a
key requirement Qf being in managem~nt, is cri~ica].
thought, and an ability to understand one's
environment, including people, and ones role on a
concepttsel: level. He asserts that it is this requh:ement
which distinguishes managerial from non-manaqer i.eI p('c:;d~ions.
Furthermore, according to the Paterson System of job
evaluation (Coyill 1990), management and tlon-management jobs
can be distingu~she::t from one another, according to the
amount of discretd6n which the individual is required to
exercise in his job. It is logical to assume that the extent
to which one is abJ.,e to successfully exercise discretion, is
rougbly co~~ensur3te with one's conceptual understanding of
one's environment.
This notion is supported by von Hirschveld (1990}, who
maint~ins that an essential ~ompcnent of any mana4em~nt
development programme, particularly those which focus on
training educationally disadvantaged people for management
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posi tians (which of course applies to many black manaqemenc
deve Iopment, progrz,::mmes)r is the encouraqement; of what Pearn
and Downs (1988, in von Hirschv~ld 1990) i term act.i:ve
Leexni.nq 0 This process strtasses the need for individual:::
to assume responsibilit.y for thei:r:- own learning experience.
!'il addi ticm! it ernp!1.asise.s tht.~ ( "f!lcpment of the skills
~<1'hichare neC'ESS2.ry for the to develc}p an
',mdersta::ucling of his ~'hvh,:,onm~nt. ~",;C; Dr .lahan Val'l Zijl
f:l..991) said in determining whQt was required of '·;.he
2ducational systeln, for SOQth Africa to become as
econcmically successful as countries such as South Korea or
Singapore, U ... e it was essential peopl\~ to Leazn to
think, to learn to learn, and learn Cl"eat::e" (page 85).
Furthermore, an important. characteristic of universities is
that they are elitist. It is wel.l kuown that to qualify for
a university education, one needs to have attained a
relati veJ.y high level of academf,c achievP-lllent.
This serves to e~courage individuals ~ith a university
edt}cat,;i.q!,:to identify with society~s elite, with whom
manage.t's in organisations axe gCI'I.erally identified. Not. only
does this assist tne individual in developing 4',: "~lear
understanding Cif his rolA 8.S a manaqer (career ins,ight1,
but it helps him identify personally with his job as a
manager (career Identity).
The relative irnportalY of level of education with regard
to influencing adaptaticm to management, aet indicated by
tpe results of the Regression Analysis "(see figure 5), can
t;rt~refore be understood in terms Qf. the fact that university
educatio::: ;,"ncourages the development of thosa skills,
attitudes and abilities which can !:1elp :managers to exercise
discr-atiorl: whicil forms such a crt'cial aspect of their job.
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As mentioned above, the relationship be-tween .level of
education and a.dapta.tion to managemf.:mtl' as indicated by
the Regression Analysis, 'tvc'1S, in relati va terms i not very
stl'cmg. l-:ioreoverI there are many manaqez s who do not have a
unaversi t::;' degree, who neverthel'.:?sw ~ have had suc~cessful
careers. Therefore, one muat; st.ress, that it is not t.he
university education itself. which will ensure SUGcesS\ as a
rnanag-erp but the att.itudes of self-reliance, self-c~:H1fidence..
(earear resilience) (.:ritical t:hought, concept.uat
thin)':ing, (career insight) and iHitism (career
identity), 'c;tlich such an education helps to enqendoi, uch
are so necessary for effective management.
Taking this into account, the fact that th~ majority of black
managers in south Africa are pre ~ ,"~ts of so-called Bantu
Educat.io.n, has negative ramifica.tions as fal' as the
prospec'Cs of these manaqers are concerned. II" the word:.;of
Dr Thekiso Khati, t'Qf~ principal of Prornat college (which
attempts to provide a alternative to th(~ black education
system, as it st.ood prior to the proposals for changes t.o
South African educat.Le n polic;o tabled in June 1991), "the
general style of black educe on i-=:. very autocratic and
de:motivating. Teachers pronounce, pupils listen passively·!
(Leadership April/May 1991, page 59). rrhe ANCt.oe , has
expressed concern at the inability of the bla.ck education
systt~m to produce people who are ablb to run tile coun;
(in Lee, Sc.~hlernmI3rat «l , 1~91). The Promat collegnu
recognise the ilnportance t)f active learl':ting, hi following
a system in which n ••• education is based on act.ivity by the
pupil i th~t: knowledge and skills are not merel~l to be
learned, but to be used. Students will themselve$ t.o a large
extent learn through research rather than having information
pumped Irrco them" (Leadership April/May 1991, page 59). It
will taJr.e some time howeverI to assess vJ~leth~~r,in fact, the
graduates of the Prornat colleges will be mor2 successful as
managers, then the products of the regular state run
J'?lack schools.
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According to the r,Jgression analysis 'Il.ic,tim
consciousness, was f~)und to be the aeccnd most illlportant
variable with :r:egard to ilraflt1enc;ing the dependerrc variable -
aUfiptaticl11 to management. (Gec table 4) It was foul1{~ that
victim eoneei.ouenese was lU Jatively relat,ed to
aCE:\ptat.~on t"') meneqemeut»,
As discus::;ed under the previ.ous point, (me of thf> :f..ey
determinant.c. of a. persop' s sui 'I:::''1.biltty for management: is his
ability tr;, discretior! effet.'.t '~vely. '1'hi5 in turn,
implies his being capabl-e of conceptualisin'J '~:heproblems
which exist in one's environment, as well as the
self-confidence to: i. believe that one's assessment of a
particular issue is accurate; ii. be able to trust one's own
judgement sufficiently to de(;~ideon a solution to tho
problem, to be able to convince others of the viabi.lity of
one f s idea I but iii. to have the rnat.urity and honesty, to
admit when another person"s idea seems .better. In other
words, the successful manager must believe that the outcomes
of the decisions he as (.La individual makes, will be
positive, or put another way, he must perceive a positive
effort-perft?rmance profw ..bil1.ty. As Steele (1990) says,
"pers<:mal responsibility i.s the brick and Mortar of power (of
which management 2.S an example)" (page 33).
Victim consciousness, on the othE~l:hand, removes
resporisibility from the individuc!l, which means 'that the
individual comes to lack car6~r .resi.lience. As Steele
(1.990) says, "when we do think of ourseJ,ves as victims, we
cii"ereleased froIn responsibility fa:£.'some difficulty t spared
some guilt and accourrtabf.t Lty, our Innocence is restored
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because an inju$tice '{'lasLone. to us. Inju.stice is what gives
the claim of v:i.ctimh?at:.ion its magicf its power to spray the
onus of responsibility onto others, and to recompose inner
fears into external threats." (page 67)
victim consciousness therefore, not only erodes a
person's career resilience, but alloTifs a r~erson to 11
suppress his individuality and create a distorted view of
himself and t:he world" (Steele 3.990, page 70)1 thus
preventing the development of career insight, whicn
depends upon the clear and t'ational assessment of cines
environment, and its various problems.
It is important to realise that having career resilience
- which includes the self-confidence necessary for a manager
to accept responsibility, dces not mean that the individual
should not experience feelings of inferiority in response to
real failure.
steele (1990), says that; ,juch self-doubt, whenproj!erly
confronted, assists one to learn from one's mistakes, and
hence to take personal responsibility e :~ one's actions; both
positive and negative. As was stated acove , this is .m
essential prerequisite for the development of caree.r
resilie:" ~e, and hence for adaptation to ma1lagement.
He goes on t.o showhowvictim cos.eaioueneee allows the
individual the opportunity to deny these feeli.ng'; of
se-lf-doubt and inadequacy; and to recomposehis ar.~d.eti.es
into a sense of bt.~ingvictimised. This in turn results in the
person failing to accept responsibility for his actions.
Therefore, he says t~~at "without a frank account of one's
anxieties, there 1;:; ,)0 clear direction, r..~} concrete
challenge." (page 5:;')
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The self-reliance and self sufficiency which is required in
management, is in many ways analogous to Satre's (in St8ele
1990). conception of freedom which he describes as ~8ing,
"stressful, difficult and fright.ening - a burden z28cause of
the respcmsibility it carries. If HencepeopLe , (3specially
tht:c3e \1ho have suffered real oppression 6 lack the
self-conf'ldence to accept; the challenges it poses, e.g. the
confrontation of one's own self-doubt and feelings of
Lnadequacy, Instead they opt for vi.ctiim consciousness"
which would in turn release them from responsibility and
spare them accountability.
Furthe~, Steele (1990) comments that it should not be
surprising that people who have been oppressed (like black
South Africans and black Americans), do not subscribe to
notions such as individual responsibility, delayed
gratification, self-interested hard work and individual
initia'tivej nIl of which a:r,eessential prerequisites for
successful management. This is because oppression
conditions people away fr<>illsuch attitudes - "In
oppression these thfngs don't, payoff and are therefore
negativeiy reinforced. It is not that these values have
never been present in black life, only that they were muted
and destabilised by the n':<lativeconditioning of oppression.
I believe that since the mid-sixties our weak,ness,in thh~
area. has been a far greater detriment to our advancement than
any remaining racial victimization~ (page 69).
'II: * * 'Ie
The fact i~hat the findings discussed in the Chapters Three
and Four, show -that victim consciousness is prevalent
amongst black South African managers, does not augur well for
the futur~~ prospects of black managers in South African
organisations. Whether or not. this situation will improvC:'!,
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once black South Africans obtain full political and social
emanc Ip .t.Lonin the so-called New South Africa! is diff2.cult
to foretell. The reason for this is that two conflioting
scenarios concerning the effects of social and political
emancipation on victim consciousness~ are depicted by the
respective experiences of; i. black Zi.mbabweans , and ii.
black Americans.
The conclusions drawn about the former group, are based
primarily on the findings of this research, reviewed in
previous chapters i whereas the conclusions l1k:de about the
latter, ~'ere baseC mainly on the analyses presented in the
? ·tings cf Lacayo (1991) and steele (1990).
It; seems in fact, that whereas the black Zimbabweans
"},:)scribeto a notion that the individual should be
.:<~";~:ible for his own acni.ons and his owr~ future; the black
r.~~anscontinue to perceive themsel vee as victims of
'.'\ .'._. In fact feature articles, which appeared in 'rima
~f~· ;"!\t1.ne (13/3/1989) apd the Economist (1/4/1991), as well as
in stea.ie (1990)$ suggest that the problems associated with
victim consciousness amongst American blacks, have become
worse under conditions of social and political freedom. This
seems to have occurred, they say, because the increased
competition which is a consequence of inte9rat.ioni brings
with it feelings of anxiety and self-doubt. As mentioned
abcve, victim consciousness allows one to recompose one's
vulnerability into a self-~erception of being a victim, so as
to deflect responsibility away from oneself, and thereby
release oneself from experiencing feeling$ of anxiety.
steele (1990) says, "we (American blacks) reconstitute the
boundaries of segregaticn just as they become illegal. By
averting opportunity and curbing effort for fear of awakening
a sense of inferiority." (page 54) He goes on to say, "I
believe that one of the greatest problems black Americans
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currently face - one of the greatest barriers to our
development, is that our memory of oppression has such power,
magnitude, depth and :nuance that it constantly drains our
best resources into more defence :.:hanis necessary II ~page
151).
The attainment of political power may have been the key
factor in making sure that Zimbabwean hlacks overcome any
victim consciousnesSe This of course has positive
implications for black south Africans, who like their
Zimbabwean counterparts are likely to gain political power.
Perhaps however, it was the psychological triumph, which
resulted from black Zimbabweans feeling that their actions
had produced the politi~al and military humiliation of their
for' oppressors, which was the decisive factor which
allow~d the black Zimbabweans to come to avoid perpetual
viotiim aoneai.ouenese , As an ex Zimbabwean :freedom
figbter said during a television intel'view, screened by the
Zimbabwean Broadcasting Corporation in April 1990, "e •• you
have to be self-confident to win a war, and winning a war
makes you self-co1').fident.'~
Whether the black ,South Africans will experience a similar
psychological victory, in the course of attaining full
political and social emancipation in South Africa, will
remain to be seen. One must hO\lrevernot underestimate tr~e
tendency :for victim consciousness to perpetuate itself.
As Steele (1990) says (referring again to black Americans),
"for us freedom has so long meant the absence of oppression
that we have not yet realised it also means conquering of
self-doubt" (page 54).
Vicri:ia cOjD,sciausness and level of education.
The regre:ssion analysis indicated that, of the .independent.
variables which were included in the exercise, level of
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education and victim consciousness, were the most
significant as far as influencing the dependent variable -
adaptation to management~ is concerned. Despite these
two variables being discreet, each one does have important
implications vis-a-vis the other.
It is clear from the above discussion, that for a person to
succeed at university he must be self-reliant, and he must be
able to trust his own judgement and abilities. In other
words, he must perceive a positive eILort-performance
probability. Victim consciousness, on the other hand,
indic'ates that the individual believes that despite his
abilities and talents, the odds are stacked against him,
because of his ge..~~er,race or religion, and therefore he
perceives a negative effort-performance probability.
Alternati vely, victim consciousness l!la~{also lead the
individual to believe ne.gative st,ereotypes, acccru tnq co
which he imagines (erroneously or not) I that others judge
him. As mentioned in the third chapter, Horowitz (1985)
points out that in a so~iety like South Africa which is
characterised by racial division, the individual's
self-esteem is, as a rule, determined by the esteem accorded
to their ethnic group.
Therefore" it seems that the black South African manager
fi:!"',:~shimself in an invidious position vis-A-vis
.lptation to management. This is because, as was :made
evident bi'the findings disC'.ussed in Chapters Three and Four I
black S,;:,uthAfrican managers percei ve themselves to be
victinls of racism. This has both a direct as well as
an indil!.ct negative effect on adaptation to
management, \~see point 5.2 ..2, table 4 and appendix 33), in
that it implies that the individual lacks the self-reliance
and trust in his own abilities to perform a manager's job,
(effort-performance probability), and moreover does not
have the at.titudes whic;h whi.ch, according to steele (1990) t
are so necessary to attain success at u.niversity f or level
of education, as it has been termed in this chapter •
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steele (1990) I in fact beli.~ves that victim
consciousness is one of the chief causes of failure at
university amongst American blac]~s. He suggest that the
university environment, likqr? CJ~ <",rsituations which are
racially integrated, and are c,;]sentially competitive.
arouses feelings of self-doubt amongst black students.
which instead of being acknowledged and dealt with, 2re
recomposed into victim consciousness.
Steele (1990) therefore stres,ses that the victim
consciousness of black Americans students, is more a
result of racial equality than inequality. He ascribes
this to the fact that black AIDer"leanshave always lived
with the accusation that they arE.;,onferior on account of
their colour. He goes on to say tic G It this accusation
has been too uniform, too ingrained in cultural imagery,
too enforced by law, custom, and every form of power not to
have left a mark. Black inferiority was a precept accepted
by the founders of this nation; it was the principle of
social organization that relegated blacks to the sidelines
of American life. So when young black students find
themselves on white campuses surrounded by those who have
historically claimed superiority, they are also surrounded
by the myth of their inferiority" (page 133). One can see
that this description is equally applicable (if not more
so) to the position of the South African black student.
It is, of course normal for any student to experience
anxiety on entering university. However, it is not the
anxiety itself that is 'theproblem; it :i.sthe recomposition
of this anxiety into perceiving oneself as being a victim
of discrimin.ation, which occuzs amongst black American
students (Steele 1990), that lies at the root of the
problem. This is further compounded by the II terror
that
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somehow through one's actions or by some proof (a poor
grade or a flubbed response in class), one's fear of
inferiority - inculcated in ways large and small by society
- will be confirmed as real. On a university c~mpus where
intelligence is the ultimate measure, this anxiety is bound
to be trigger~d" (page 1.35).
One shcmld realise that he has based his book on the
Americansituat.ion, and the fact that a significant
proportion of the black South African respondents, have
obtained university degrees, often overcoming great odds to
do so; testifies to the fact that with this phenomenon one
cannot generalise completely, as far as th~ hliAck South
Africans are concerned. Besides, as was mentioned above
and in the first chapter, the South African blacks have
been greatly disad'Jantaged vis-A-vis, education;
thr,;:,ughthe mark:edly inferij,r black educational system,
which must account in some way for ~he relatively low
success of South African blacks at university. Having said
this, however" segregated educational facilities will soon
be a thing of the past I and it seems that the black south
Africans' situation will come to resemble that of the
American black Students even more closely.
The relE::vanceof Steele's (1990) analysis to South African
blacks is evidenced by the words of the recently appointed
vice chancellor of t.lleTJnivex'sityof Cape '.Pown,Mamphela
RamphE~la, (Sunday Times 20/1/1991) who is herself black.
She says, nt.~rtiary education needs a change of attitude on
the part of white and black students as well as academics
••• the combf.nat.Ion white guilt and black students image of
themselves a~~ having inferior education can cast them into
the role oj; "ricti:ms.." She notes that this creates a
situation in univer~:dties, where fl ••• being black becomes
an excuse 1:or failure and we end up with double standards. 11
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As remarked SandilE~ Memela, a well known black
jonrna,list (Frontline Magazine 6/1988): on the plight of
the South Afr:;'c:C.m1,..icks , "The line between disability and
excuse is so .Lne that: ~]e scarcely know when we have passed
it; so fine that we often blaIne Apartheid for our personal
failures. One thing accounts for a great deal of our
getting nowhere, our :aetbacks and failures as people. It
is the fact that we are not true to our.selves. n .iEverybody
knows that we reel frclm oppress ion. But deep down some of
us know that we throw dust into our own eyes and thereafter
complain that we cannot; see. If
5.3. CONCLUSION
In indicating that having a university education and not
perceiving oneself to be a victim, are relatively important
as far as adaptation to ma1.lagament is concerned; the
assertions made in the pre,rious chapters, that a positive
effort-performance probabili ty is a crucf.et factor in
determining the i(tdividualts success as a manager, are
corroborated.
The fa~t that these two variables were shown to influence
adaptation to management, underli.nes how important it is for a
successful manager to be self-reliant; to exercise discretion,
to conceptualise the problems which confront him, to have the
self-confidence necessary to make decisions~ to balance
independence with the ability to work within a team, as well as
to be able to coro~unicate and defend them e~fectively. All of
these attributes are included in London's (19B5) definition of a
successful manager, which is described more fully under point
5.2.
It is i~portant to qualify the points made in the above
discussion, by pointing out that the overall contribution of the
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independent variables to the dependent, varia: Ie, is relatively
low. (see point 5.1.) This suggests that there are probably many
other variables which make an important contribution to a
manager's adaptation to his work-role, certain of which have
been highlighted by '::hefindings of this research, discussed in
~napters Three and Four.
The immediate implic;ations of the findings discussed in this
chapter are negative, as far as black South African managers are
concerned. This is because according to the findings reviewed
in the previous chapters, there is strong evidence to suggest
that black Sou.th Africans managers perceive a low
effort-performance probability.
Wbetbe' the black South Africans respol,d t;o. their social and
political empowerment; in a way similar to their Zimbabwean
counterparts, and overcome their v,ictim consciousness, or
like the black Americans, continue to perceive themselves as
victims, despite the fact that they h~ve full political and
social freedom, is at this stage open f~r conjecture, and would
have to be addressed in a study ~hich t~;r';'sudes black .~ericans
in its sample.
Furthermore, and perhap~ most important, the South African
social environment is unique in many respe":!tsand one cannot
make olear predictions as to its future based solely on
experiences of other societies. So whilst it may be possible to
:make certain predict'i.onsas to how the problems associated with
SCJuth African black management development are likel:y ,to be
resolved, based on experiences of black managers el$eTJ;!here,one
must always realise that th2re are certain aspects of the South
African situation which are unique and therefore all predictions
based on what occurred iJ'j other countries willi almost always,
be inexact.
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On tly; basis of the above discussionc it. does seem clear,
hoveve.r , that the only way in whi(~E1i'this problem of victim
cotiso.iouonees amongst black A.fricans can be solved, to a
point where they \Jill be in a p1dsition to: i. fl.ttain success in
the university envdz-cnmenc , {jliild Ii. develop a positive
effort-perfo:lf:mance probat,ilit}'; both of which will serve as
catalysts career i.ence, career .identity and career
insight will be if self-doubt can be acknowledged and dealt
with as a challenge rather than recomposed, or succumbedto.
In th6 words of the late Dr Martin Luther King (in steele page
138); uwh.i'm YCIU are behind in the footrace: the only way to get
ahead Ls t.o run faster than the man in front of to'll. So when
your white roommate says he's tired and goes to sleep, you L:,ay
up and burn the midnight oil,1I
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CHAPTER S I X
6.1e INTRODUCTION
This study examined a very important topic. Although it has
uncovered much that was known before, it has in the author's
view t advanced the debat:e b~lspecifying more precisely than
previous research; the relative importance of certain najor
factorsg in affecting the :motivation and performance of black
South African managers.
This chapter ..dll attempt to show the significance of these
factors, by summarising the conctus Lons which have been dravn
from this study and discussing their implications in terms of the
various hypotheses reviewed in chapter One! which concern the
lack of success of black managers in South African organisations.
6.2e XMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS FOR HYPOTHESES
This section will examine the implications which the findings
have for the var Lous theories that have attempted to exp LaLn the
problems associated with black management l?eveloprr.ent.
CUltural hypothesis
The so-called cultural hypothesis suggests, t.hat as a
consequence of a Uteleological"or circular world view and what
is termed as cornmunalistic orientation, the black "Janager does
not appreciate certain concepts which are fundamental to
manager.ent e.g. planning t and in addition lacks the
initiative, personal ambition and drive; which he would
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require t.o inter (.~lia accept risks and make decisions
where cut.ccmes \,!ere uncertain - also an essential requirement
for succeaarut menaqement;, H(~nce9 the proponents of this view
say p that as a rule I the black :mam\'~erdoes not have the
self-reliance or the ability to deal Elffectively 2:.hhis
environment whicb is n$cessary for him to be an effective
manager.
l!f:tt"'(.~V'~·d:t.he resea.rch findings show no relatl(:mship between
b€:ing bJ.ac].~and an external l()Cll.s of control. (implied by
a t~~:.t.eologicalworld. view). In fact, whereas a proportion of
the black; South African subjects evinced "n extiernel. Locae
of conxrot , none of the black Zimbabwean~;.~dd so; this is in
spite of their common::::ultural heritage. This implies that an
extiernel: locus of control should he undez-atiood in context
or thf~ unique experience()o~ black South Afri(~ar~managers,
rat':;'!e.r than in terms of aspects of Africcm culture. The most
not.Lceabl,e (unique) feature of the .experience~ of black South
African managers, whic:h emerged consistently front the findings
of this study t is v.ictim consciousness - t.hat is various
findings of this st.udy show that South A:f.:ricanblacks perceive
themselves tC) be vit;:tims of racism. Furthc:? implicatio::J::s of
victim consciousness, vis-a-vis management, will be
discussed below I under' point 6.5.2.1.
In addition, whereas the findings show an urr.will:i.ngness on the
part of black. Zimbabwl~ans to delegate new and untried tasks -
,:mqgesting bedief in a rigid authority st.ructure, and a
wU,lingness 1;:'0 minimise risks; the black South Africans were
found tC) support :;uch delegation.
Grhis dispU.tE'.S the notion, which is central to the cultural
hypothesis, t,hat African culture (and the elements of which it
is composed), should be seen ,} static and absolute. Instead
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these two findings show t.hat factors which are purported to be
culturally determined, such lS an external locus of
contxot. and belief in a rigid al.~thoritystructure, should be
$(c n in rela'tion to their context - as adaptations which have
bee~ made in response to situational factors, For a more
detailed discussion of this point see 6.50
Furthermore, the findings produced no evidence to support the
argument tha·t Africans lack the need tos: (individual)
actii.evementz, which is neceasary to be successful as a
manager. In fact j:;; was flat the black respondents were
able to define thei2t Lxmal Y.'eerplans with the same
degree of.claldty as the white espondents.
On i-ne other hand, the findings provided strong evidenl!e b
suggest that African respondents (both Zimbabwean and South
African) had stronger social needs (needs for
affiliation), than did the white respondents. However the
resu17s of the Factor Analysis indicated the ~xistence of
positive correlations between social needs 011 the one hand ,
and variables such as lack of role clarity and
appreciation for 'the advancement process, on the other.
This ther6fore supports the notion lJut forWard .by Human and
Hofmeyr (1985) that the black managers; hi:n social needs are
to be understood in terms clf attempts to secure compensation
for the sense of isolation experienced in the work plac~. In
other words a consequence of marginal status. [understood
by Lee and Piper ~1989) as well as Schlemmer (1986) to be
conneoted to lack rol.e cla.ritjj • )
'l'his,and the fact that no clear pattern emerged with regard
to tho need for achievement, therefore corroborates the
argument that social needs are to be seen in context of
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s i:tuational rather than cul.turet. factors. FurthE~r
Lmp'lLcat.f.ens of this D.S far as the performance of managers is
concerned, will be discussed below, under point 6.2050 0
Proper planninq preparation and support for black
Management Devel~pment.
It must be stressed, tha't.: giving more attention to planning
and implementing, carefully formulated prog:cam:mes for the
selection anti development of black managers ca.n only be of
benefit to the cause of black management develorment.
However the research findings suggest that the·problems
associated with 'black managers are too ingrained, persuasive
and complex to be fully solved by such efforts.
Thereforej whilst one cannot dispute the necessity for proper
planning and support of black 1:lanagemel1tdevelopment, one
must ensure that the emphasis given to the formulat.ion and
implementation of such programmes I does ·:'.ot reinforce the view
that the 801. requirement for successful black
management development; is the investment of resources,
carefully planned.!,1t'ogramrnes,clearly defined objectives, and
the commitment of the organisations~ executives to the
advancement of bla.cks. The danger of such an approach, is
that it might in fact contribute to soroe of the problems
and frustx'atioIls of those involved; by obscuring the f5.llt";t that
the motivation and performance of black manager.s are affected
by certain complex attit,udes and vult,es, and cannot be easily
modified tlY creating new policies, or engaging in stra\tegic
planning. (Thi~ will be discussed in more detail in the
discussion on marginal status.)
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Educational Hypothesis.
There can be flO doubt that the Bantu education, which was
designed tc complement the legal framework of the Apartheid
system~ has negatively affected the suitability of its
products f'or :manage:ment.
In fact, popular wisdom suggests that the problems experienced
by blacks in management are largely ascribable to the inferior
quality of their education, and that the only solution for
this is to increase spending so as inter alia teacher to
pupil ratio's in. black schools can come to resemble western
norms.
Such inlprQvement.swould of course ensure that blacks are
better equipped for management, from a point of view of skills
and knowledge, which can only be seen ~ositively. However as
'with the issue discussed above (planning etc.), exclusive and
narrow focus on the need to improve educational standards may
serve to conceal the more important issues which exist beneath
the surface; these are discussed below.
steele (1990) _in fact points out that despite attending the
same (inferior) schools, in the same (poor) neighbourhoods,
children of certain immigrant communities have achieved
greater success in later life than Ameri(~an black children.
This suggests that whilst quality of educatd.on m.ay have some
affect the suitability of a person for manaqement., there are
more subtle and pervasive attitudes which allow certain
il'ldiv duals to overcome hardship and go on to achieve personal
success, whilst others remain victims of their misfol:tune.
Nevertheless, of all the independent variables included in the
Regression Analysis, level of education i'las found to be
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tIle one with the most significant relationship to adaptation
to management.
On analysing this independent variable, it became evident that
its relationship with adaptation to managemEint can be
understood in terms of the fact that success in a university
en.vironment (which is \-lhatis implied by a high level of
educat.ion,) hinges on the same attitudes and abilities
required of successful management. That is to say, the
university system like management, requires cne to be:
self-reliant; to be able to think critically _nd conceptualise
one's environment; to compete as an individual, or at least to
succeed in a competitive environment; to prioritise
information, and to identify as a member of an elite.
Therefore whilst there is nothing amongst the findings of this
research to suggest that the inferior black educational
system is the primary reason for lack of success amongst black
managers, the issue of education, particularly level of
education was snown by the findings of this research to be
,of great importance as regards adaptation to management.
Further, the relationship, between level of edncatioll and
adaptation to management, corroborates the assertion which
will be expanded upon helow, that factors such as
self-reliance and critical thinking etc. are key determinants
of managerial success ,
Expectancy Theory
As was mentioned prE~viously, this study has found that the
problems associated with the motivation and performance of
black managers are slubtle, complex, and are fundamentally
connected to wider s~ocio-poli!.ticalissues. This creates
difficulties for or~ranisations who woul ....like to find
soltltions to these problems, using a similar approach to
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those they generally adopt in sf~~lving other more requl.su:
business problems (see point 6.2.3.).
The patterns which emerged from the response$ suggest that the
pr-obLems affecting the moti vat.Lon and performance of black
managers can be seen in terms of two major components:
victilT:consciousness and ma:c)'inalstatus. In this
section eviden(.~eto support this proposition wi.ll be cited, in
terms of Expectancy Theory i and 'the i:mplicati'~ns for black
management development i,'; South .z:~:r,ic:a, will be examined.
6.2.4.1. Victi. consciousness an4 Motivation
The theme which recurred most noticeably amongst the
responses of the black South African managers, was
victim consciousness. This should not of course be
surprising, as of the three sub-samples~ the black
South Africans have (in recent timas) ,1xperienced the
most blatant discrimination. victim consciousness has
neqative implications for both the
affort-performance probability, performance-reward
probability and valence. As mentioned in the
previous cnapcees , these expectancies represent the key
elements in the motivational process" and must all be
positive for motivation to occur (Lawler and Porter
1967).
The black South African managersl subjective perception
of being victims of racism, was strongly manifested
amongst the findings which emerged from the Chi-Square
Test Of Independence and SE 'I'est.This has several
implications vis-a-vis their motivation to perform.
First.ly, by believing that he is being judged on the
basis of his zace and not on his performance, the black
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manager is likely to assume that the rewards he receives
will be based on stereotypes, rather than being
contingent upon and commensurate with hiG actual
performance. According to Lawler (1969) this leads to a
negative perceived probability of reward for performance.
Secondly t the perception t,hat one is being judged
according to racial stereotyp~s also impljes that the
individual is not being rewarded in accordance with his
needs, which defies a basic rule of motivation - that is
that individuals must be rewarded according to their
individual needs and not according to stereotypes [racial
or other] (Maslow 1,943,1954 and Herzberg 1968 as well as
Lawler and Porter 1967).
Thus ':me can see how victim consciousness has a
negative effect on both the perclld.vedprobability of
reward for performance and what: is termed valence.
This is confirmed by the fact that almost all blac~ South
African respondents (as opposed to under 70% cf the black
Zimbabweans md white South African respondents)
~nd.icated chat they believed that the company should
recognise and reward effort more effectively. which
signifie$ both a low performance-reward proba.bility
and low valence.
The belief that racism is a pervasive factor in one's
environment, also erodes the expectation that one's
efforts will produce performance; e:f:fort-per:fo::::mance
probability~ As Horowitz (1985), points out there is a
tendency in societiE~s characterised by racism for those
who are labelled inj::erior,to internalise negative
attitudes about thexnselves. As a consequence of this
they come to lack s~~lf-confidence ..which is according to
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Expectancy Th€ory, an essential prerequisite for a
positive effort-performance probability, and hsnce
motivati.on.
Furthermore, according to La'wler and Po:eto:t" {1967) a
positive effort-performance probabil.ity is contingent
upon the
individual's ability and 'willingness to assume
responsibility for his actions and their consequences,
whether they he positive or negative.
By percel.vl.ng himself to be a victim of racism however,
the black manager is able to deflect responsibility for
his actionst particularly when they fail. Steele (1990)
maintains that by not acknowledging responsibility for
his actions, and not facing up to ~;elf-doubt and
weaknesses, the individual will be unable to come to
terms with his own true potential and hence will be
incapable of motivating himself to ccmpete successfully
with his peers. Instead he will wait for othe~s to do
things for him. The fact that the only respondents who
believed that there futures were deterI:ti.nedfor them by
circumstances beyond their own control, [external locus
of controlj (discussed briefly under point 6.2.1) were
black South African, this provides further evidence to
support the ncc i.on of South African black~l perceiving a
negative effort-performance probability.
The Factor Analysis provided further evidence to support
the above, by showing an association between being black
South African, and a belief that people in organisations
tend to be judged according to race. Moreover, there was
a further association between these variables and a
belief in affirmative action. This r.::orroborateswhat was
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said above regarding a tendency amongst black South
African manage:.-sto place the responsibility for their
success elsewhere. Even though support: for affirmative
action may indeed be just.ified, it still signifies a lack
of self-5ufficiencir self-reliance and a lm.r
effort-pex'.tarlT!UllCe probability, which as mentioned
previously have negative implications as fa.r as the
motivation and hence performance of black South African
jna.nagers is concerned.
in ccntrase , the Factor Analysis indicated an asacc tat.Lo:..
bet'W'e€H';.belng white South African or black ZimbaJ::.;,.v€,::mf
and a perception that people in .organisations are judged
accorddnq to their individual abilities and skills
(rather than on tfl.~ basis of race), as well as a
rejection of the ~oncept of affirmative action.
The fact that the black Zimbabweans I responses reseml::..led
those of the white South Africans, and not the black
south Africans, was thcught to have particular
significance wi.th regard to the propositions of this
re::;earch, in that it provides furt.her euppor t; for the
assertion, that problems associated with motivation and
performance of black managers are situationally and not
qulturally defined. The implications of this fact, for
black management development in south Africa, will be
discussed below.
VictiM Consciousness, l~vel of Educa.timl and
~.daptat;ioltl to 1fanagewmt.
'rhe low e,ffort-perfox'mance probability,
performance-reward probability and valence amongst
black Sout:h Afrito:anmanagers, which seem to he a
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consequence of their victim consciousness, have
negative implications as far as their motivation and
performance is concerned. The findings which emerged
from the Regression Analysis, discussed below, poi.nt to
even further negative impli.cations of. victim
consciousness.
The Regression Analysis repre~ented the final
manipulation of the data, tv c,~;sessthe relative
importance of certain key variables with regard to
adaptation to management.
It was in fact found by the Regression Analysis that a
high level of education and a low victim
consciousness; both of which hinge on a positive
efxo.rt-perxormance probabili ty, were the two most
significant of the independent va.riables, as far as
ensuring adaptation to management is concerned. This
corroberates the assertions made above regarding the
negative implications which a low effort-perC>rmance
probability has for the motivation and performance of
Black south African managers.
The attitudes and abilities which are implied by low
victim coneaiou: mess, complement those which are
required for success in manaqemerrt., These include: i. the
self~confidence to accept risks and to balance
independence with being able to work within a team; iie
the ability to make decisions, requiring inter alia
an understanding of one's environment and an
acknowledgement of one's strengths and weaknesses; as
well as iiie the self-assurance which one needs to be
;j~le to defend the decisions one makes 'Whilst being able
admit whan another. person's idea is superior to one's
own.
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Furthermort~, like management and low victim
aoneaiouenese , a high level of educetiLon (a
university degree), entails a posit~ve
effol't-performance probability. Its emphasis on: I,
the role of the leal~ner; as opposed to the traacher; ii.
the abiltty to prioritize and understa:nd complex data,
exercising ~:ritica.lthought; as well as iii. the stress
it plac$s on individual competition and achievement,
implie~ t.hat f::.'rt" an individual to succeed at university,
he must have be self-sutfl..;:;i'?nt: and self-conf ..?ent.
The fact that the black South African managers! responses
suggested a low effort-performance probability, has
clear negative implications for their performance of
th,;!ir'Work role. This is because not only does their
victim consciousness imply that they will lack tile
mctivation, self-confidence and self-reliance which are
such essential prerequisites of successful management,
but their negative effort-performance probil.bility
contradicts the requirements of attaining success at
university (high level of education),
Given the fact that prior to Zimbabwean independ2nce the
conditions for blacks i.n that country resembled those of
South Africa in the present day, it seems saf" to assume
that they would have shaved perceptions of being
victims. The fact that this seems to have dissipated
with the social and PQ1.itical er,:powermentof blacks
brought about Lndependence , has pcsltive implications as
far as prospects £: 'plack manag~~ment in a new South
\Africa is concerned;
Ifeverth'·less, this prediction is not conclusive, owing to
the that various authors such as (Steele 1990) and Lacayo
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(1989) have poi,'uted out tna<i: victzi» aoneaior.sneee
rem.ai:dsa pervasive factcr within Americ~n black
commund'cLes, despite blacks having been granted full
social and poli.tical empowerment mere than twenty five
years ago.
~;;hethel'this difference between fu":1.e!·~.canan':;Zimbabwean
blacks is dua to ether social factors which have
relevance i.nAmerica, such as minority status ..or whether
it was the psychological victory which the black
Z:Lmbabweans experienced, by being able to politically and
militarily humiliate their former opp:reSSC?:Si remains a
point fo:t' cCln"c:cture.To resolve this question
satisfactorily, a study would have to be undertaken,
which includes American blacks.
What is important howev~:'.!,i,~ thLt the lack of victiii:
conec'iousnese amongst bl~i'{ Zimbabweans, suggests a
possibility that victim consciousness and its
negative consequences, are relatively susceptible to
social and political changes.
* * '1\ *
It Ls impnr.tant to realise that the relationship between
adaptation to rnanagementon the one hand and victim
coneaioueneee and level of educat.i on on the other, was
shown by the Regression Analysis to be relatively weak. This
suggests that whilst the importance of these variables should not
be discounted, there are other factors which must considered, in
trying to understand the key factors affecting the motivation a1!11
performance of black managers.
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6..2..4Q3 .. Marginal status.
Lawler and Porter (1967, stress that motivation is
not synonymous with performance. In fact they say
that in order to perform effecti\>sly in the
or'ganisation an individual not ouly has to be
motivated; but he requires a clear understanding
of both his work-role as well as certain key
organisational rules and processes which govern
inter aJia, organisationa.l advancement ..
Lee and Piper (1989) and Schlemmer (1986) .. str€.ss
that the expectations which the organisation has
of its managers, are often subtle, tacit and
informal~ a~.j not easily understandable, to an
outsider. same can be said for the rules
accordin~; to which the advancement; prooee.:
operater;
Conseq ~ntly, knowledge of these expectations and
rules, ~_';acquired through inti:reateinfor-mal
contact with those who J:;;;:lo:ngto the so-called
organisational establisbment~ who will pass
this information on, via a S9Z'.":'t:S of informal,
comradely hints and ~cbukes.
The :t'indings of this study indicate that. black
South African managers and black Zimb&bwea.n
manaqexe, a?~emore likely than white ma~",;.gersto
lack role c,~,arityand an understanding {')f the
advancemenf- process.
In addition, it was found that the black South
African and black Zimbabwean managers, hav~ far
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strol.,gtt~r social needs than the white South
AfricEU'ls. Human (personal int.erv:i.ew 1989)
ascr'i~be~:;such. strong social needs to a the~e~
managE~rs wishing to compensate for tho real sense
of so.:~ial J.solation, and confusion 'they feel as a
consequence '"..If their mau:ginal ecatzu«,
The: eermect Ien Y0et;~;ee:n needs and
lack ~:'j'f 'l.mders:l:.:3.ndlng (~f ;,/o:d;.-role, black
l~fri.cansand bla~~k Zimhabweans r.qa~:.\fUL'ther
conf ~rmed b~r i;he Facto]::' Analysis, ,...hi.ch showed a
ctirrll~lation between sm:::i.al needs and requiring
role· ..definH:iof. on the one and b~?in9 black
souer, Afri(..!an or :~imbabwean on the other.
f.u,,)rleover, given t,h~ felet that the literature
(Hulrnaril and Ho'€meyr19i35, Lee and Piper 1989 as
well as Schlemmer 1985) suggests that both roJe
cla:d.ty, undf.~rstandi:ng of key informal
organisational processes and social needs are
negatively relat.i?d t() mal':ginal status; it was
infe:rred th.::;,t .black Zimhab'Vmans and black South
Africans have 1i.lc:rgi.nal status in dle
organisat,ionG for whi.:::;hthey work~ ~['hishas
serious nefati.vt::. implications as regards the
futu),'e of souch African black managers. Firstly,
it sllggests that, t.he black mal1ager lacks the
apprec.~iation for his r.ole, which could help
explai.n lack of successful performance of amongst
black managers.
Secondly, th.e fact. t.hat despite social and
political empC'werlllent, the black Zimbabweem£:l
retain marginal status (and consequently lack
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role defi.niticm) I suggests that the ways in
which people respond which contribute to such
marginality, are unlikely to be affected by
the social policy changes and changes in political
structures ~ which are UJ:ely to occur in the
s',a-called new South l~frlcaG
of the blac]{
ZiulbcC'.l:l'vUi!anssuggest: that t:.hel problen1s of victLm
ooneai.ousneee amcThgst blat.::k South African
manaqer s may dissipate Ln the socj.a l and poli.i:ical
ordE.~rI which is about t.o emerge in the country;
marginal status and its impli{::a'tions for
managers # pl3:rformance 1 may remain a factor in
negatively affectil.g the performance of black
South African managers.
This supports a the ~2~C}position of this research
which st.ates that certb n attitudes, which a~ffect
perfoJ.:'mance are highly' compIex , self-reinfo~:cinq
and pervasive, and therefore not as amenable to
change as these, for example which result i.n
victim consciousness. Further this implies.
that social policy changes alone will not so Lve
the problems associated with black msneqement:
development. What is required is a change in
deep seated, often unacknowledged attitud~as and
x:;'ays of responding amonqat; bot,h wh:t te man;:lgers,
who comprise the so-called organisational
estab1.ishme.nt; members of both black <:dndwhite
communities, as well as the black manaqez-s
themselves. The :means by which ~~his may be
aChieved; may become more apparent from 'the
findings of more in depth research, which attempts
answer the research quest.Lons formulated on
the basis of the out.comes of this study •
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6.3~ RESEARCH QUESTIONS EMANATING FROM THE RESEARCH.
It is believed that this study has various important
implicat.ions as far as the ml:Jtivation and performance of
South l;,.fric:an black managers is concerned. However it
must. be remembered that the industries in which this; study
was done - the phar:maceutical and related consumer
inclustr.i€c not necessarily repl:-esEmt all
i?:2(Justries in South !.l.frica, and further are not the
industries 'Y.¥hereblack partj.cipation is most; urgently
requIred. [According to rec(,gn:i.sed. experts (Viljoell,19~n
and. Garret 1991), the en9inl~ering and electronics
industries ate those where this is most necessary).
Nevertheless, certain Lmpor-t.ant; questions did emerge from
the findings, which are seen to have relevance to black
Dla.nagement development throughout the South African
economy. These are summarised below:
i. The fact that victim consciousness was found
to be pervasive amongst black South Africans and
not black Zimbabweans, suggests that victim
consciousness can be modified through status of
changes in political situ.ation. Whether the key
factor in overcoming this victim consciousness
was the Gttainment of political and social
equali.ty I or whether this "JaS a result of the
symbolic or psycllOlogica.! vicf:;ory which
accompanied the poJ.it.icaland military humiliation
of their former oppressors, is a question which
can be dealt with in depth research to be
undertaken at a later date. What the decisive
elements of this symbolic victory were, and how
they can be reproduced in the South African
si.tuation, given the fact that a military and
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political victory similar to the one which took
place in zimbabwe, is unlikely to happen in South
Africa; could also form the basis of future in
depth research.
iL ',(,he fact that level of education was found to
be the most influential factl")r in affeldting
adaptation to :management raises interesting
questions about the type of pre-tertiary education
·(..;hichshould be developed" which would encourage
the self-reliance necessD.:'"YQ for successful
managemant. The research findings suggest that
such an education system should makethe student
responsible for his ownlearning and would
emphasise the importance of research, prioritising
of information, understanding of concepts rather
than memorising of facts.
iii. The Zimbabweanmana(~ers' continued marginal
status raises inter'esting questions fO:i:' further
research, as to th~3conditions which give rise to
such marginal status. 'rhe theory suggests
that this problem lcesult.s primarily from subtle
isolation and iderttity problems of black managers,
caused by attitudl';~s prevailing in both the white
managerial establishment and the black community.
However,precise7"y what these attitudes are and
whythey are so )e>ervasiveand resilient, is not.
known. One ther~afore needs to develop a muchmore
intricate unders,tanding of the antecedents of
marginal status? if solutions are to be found
for this problem.. This could form the basis for a
very in depth q~Ja\litati ve study ir.to the causes of
marginal status.
* .,r * -I!
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political victory similar to the one which teok
place in ZimbabwE~, i~ unlikely to happen in south
Africa; could al.so form the basis of future in
depth research.
ii. 'J:'he fa,;:;tthat lev'Ell of education was found to
be. the most influential factor in affecting
adaptation tzo management raises interestillg
questions about the type of pre-tertiary education
which should be developed, which would encourage
t,Lle self-relian(~e necessary, for successful
management. Th'9 research findings suggest tbat
such an educatIcn system should makethe student
responsible f01: his ownlearning and would
emphasise the impol':'tanceof research, prioritising
.,f information, understanding of ccncept.s rather
than memorisil't9'of facts.
i~!i. The zimb3bweanmanagerst continued marginal
status raises, interesting questions for further
research, as to the conditions which give rise to
such marg.inal status. The theory suggests
that tl1)is pl:oblemresults primarily from subtle
'I
isolat:i!on and identity problems of black managers,
caused by at.titudes prevailing in both the whit.e
managerial establishment and the black community.
However,precisely what these attitudes are and
why they are so pervasive and resilient, is not
knowll. One therefore needs to develop a muchmore
intricate understanding of the antecedents of
marginal status, if scIut.Lens are to be found
for this pro' ,lem. This could form the basis for a
very in depth qualitative study il"lto tihe causes of
marginal status.
* * * *
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It is believed that this study has drawn attention to
various important factors, which seem to be connected the
mot.ivation and performance of bLack South African
managf£!rs: However, the solutions to these problems can
only be formulated on the basis of in depth information,
which will hopefully emerge from more in depth studies, of
the type suggested above.
Given th(~ aocf.al, political and economic imp] ':,cations of
ignoring these preble. ~<r::l; one ,'::: ;'(;;g~rdthe quest for
findings of suitable solutic....s ,to th.em, as .eepro:!:';ent,ing
one of the foremost challenges facing the so-called
new South Africa.
The survival of the present economic system depends in a
large part on the extent to which blacks dre able to
identify with and strive to become members of the economic
elite. For this to happen is vital that blacks can be
seen to succeed in the corporate world, and other key
aspects of the of the country's economy.
Unfortunately, the problems associated with black
management development are complex and self-reinforcing
and consequently, will be difficult to solve. One must
theref'ol:.'ecaution agaim:jt "<;f3tilnatingthe complexity
of the issues involved, as this Cc';-. result in a great deal
of frustration and wasted resources.
However the fact that the research findings imply that
these problems are situationally, rather than culturally
based; does suggest that whilst finding suitable solutions
may be difficult and complex, there is some cause for
optimism.
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STANDAPJ) INTRODUCTION Tv INTERVIE'w
r~lTRODUCE
THIS RESEA ...qCH IS SEING CONDl,iCTED L1iDER :HE AUSPICES OF THE
t.:ITS BUSI~JESS SCHeOL.
IT ~·~Zit).1I~';ES FACrCt1S A_ iF-eYING TIIT.: r~10TI~1i·ATIO'Z'; A,ND PERFOPJ'!l'u~CE
CJ?' !¥L\!JAGERS IN CCMPA~'lIES OF SUBs'rANTIA;'" SIZE I!,J tHE
:~F_ru':S1ACEUTIf_;AL f{AJ~lJF..:\C:'=':?1"BI~~GINuUSTRY
:;.:;, An exercise during ·wh:.,~h you ·~i:lbe asked to ansver
var rcus questi,:,nz .");1 this tcp ic .
IN OR1)ER 'fa FACILITATE 1r1E !NTERPRE'rATr~JN or
BE RECORDING ALL YOUR 'RE; ?t). "C~ (ON PA?S?).
RESULTS, -e- ''''''!"'"! 'f.1 W..:..Li.Li
STAJiDARD INTRODUCTION TO QUESTIC}1"NAI~.E:
DL'RI!'-1G'tHIS INTE.a·n::s.;. '"fOU i';ILL BE ASKED
.-
,"","'~
i~"i:'
AND
3. THE FACTORS IN THE ORGANISATIONAL
~rtf T i~" 1'r"'~:"'"
" ··"",,_wuW,., .. .,\J ?OI:-'iTS
i) :HERE. ~R.E ~\C U?~:::;HT ; w30}JGH ~;S1,iERS BECAt:SE
E'VERYCNE ?..A~· ~'I'HE fiIGHT TO -HIS ()~!'-d ·v·IEWS 1>
ii) rou :-fAY FEE:. !P.AT SC'1E QUESTIONS DO ~OT APPLY TO yOU
VERY viEt:... 31.:"': G:;:VE YOt"R BEST GUESS. SOME QUESTIONS
'!JAy SEEt1 ?ERSONP;'q aUT RE1·1E.'1BERrH..~T THE ANSwERS ARE
KEPT CONF::DE.~rI •.v.. AND AT NO STAGE ivILL YOtiR RESPONSE
BE MADE AV,r.:n.ABLE 1'0 AJ'fiCNE BUT tHE RESEARCHERS.
o
o
\ ,....._.-
., .
J. ~
YOU HAVE IN FRONT OF rou, :IVE SEPARATE PIC7UP.ES,
EY..AMINE THEM { l'iAVE .ii. LOOK AT THEM.
", "1: .>1!t; '"
..} .. .t " ~J' • .:;, IfliE; STtJft:{ MUST ,:,'lBE :.;CGICAL i.e. a~tiE A
BEGINNING, A WLDl)L3~ Ao\"D AN END
EE:1F~~BER1 THERE:5 xo HJ=tIGHT
E:~ERCISE ..
APPENDE 1.2
__ e ' _. ~ ~ _
A, _
:~~:ER'\jIEw:
T!~E OF :Nl'ERVIEi~:
~.M1EOF rnER.VU:\v1.R:
ANALYSED: ----------·...,..---_~ __ ..._·,~ ..t _
DATE:
11.. The firs't section deals with :1anagement deve::':::'')ITlent needs of
your Organisation.
1.1 Vinat ..ould 5e t.he most va Iuab l.e advice which you could
give t~ a ?erson ..ho is about to ~e appo. ted as a
~arager in your Organisation;
1.:; What cbs tac Ias and challenges should 'le expect to
encounter'?
1. .3 Wha.t could a ~lanagement Development Prcgz amme i:1dude to
cater for pecp l e in your pcs I ti..on in your Organisation?
2./ .. 1Je
1.~ Should ~here be additional opportunities for staff
deve:'opment and staff ~t'omotion f,:>rBlacks; <Jnat might
these ):le?
1~5 1'l'O~" 'w'n~ld you rate the diffie:llt:; of the job of a
$~nior nanager in your Com! ~ny7
~Jer:7 difficult r--LJ
Fairly difficulc
Neither difficul: nor easy nI 1,,____
Fairly easy
Explain your ans~er:
03-
1.5 ~';i.t.h. whic:i one of the rol.!.owing statements do you
agrse most:
Future suc~ess iepends largely ~pcn the
amounr: of efforot:. and initiati',,"e ~'itil t",hic~
the indivici'tlal appr-oaches his day to day
1i£2 ..
Our futures 3.::'e large:'Y determined for us ::,y
circumstancas which are beyond our ovn control
e ..g.: fate, luck and chance and depends little
en the effvrts of the individual.
Explain your answer; using e~am?le$ if necessary.
4./ ....
1.7 Ef:ecti~e staff and ?e~sonnel Development in your
:Jrganisatiwr'lmao,;! or may not require ce:r::ain changes.
rte:-e is a range IJ! pcssi~:e HumanResou::~e policy chE.'~lges.
Please mark the::!! as follo'Ws:
5
!
!
:...__.j
'-, I: I
~
I
i I-.~
r-']
o
D
~=gent:y ~ecess8ry
Very neces sary
Fairly ~ecessary
of utmos: importance
Less necessary
1Jnnecassary
Better communfcat ion
Managers job to ~e better defined
To become more t.:nderst6;nding about the needs
and aspirations of managers
to develop more of a te~~ spirit amongst
its managers
~eeds analyses :0 be linked to ?erfo~~nee
Appraisal
Develop a Management by Objective prograaae
Mentoring I coaching pro~ramme
More socialising encouraged between staff (or
staff and managers)
is. / ......
- 5 -
:,3 :espi~e al: t~e g:od intentions, ?eople :~ organisations
are stir: assessed more on exter~al fac~=r5 such 3S
appearance , age, sex , ::ace; ;:ather thsn internal factors
such dS abi:ity, skill and diligence~
n
r !
'-----l
- q •!Xp~alnyour answer:
Can you give same specific ex~~pi~c,of prejudice
':.~at you have exper renced in your job':
» 6 -
:,".~ Hc'~\..-ise is it ft.Jr' serri or ;::anagers to gi ve :.ess senior
~anage=s "..he work u:'lder t!1ern tasks cr ss s ignmenz s -..hl:h "
are ~e~. difficult and in ~hlCh success .s ~nc~r~ai~=
" ~ ~-"O;
.i., ,;,.:;,} ~~'1:ich the fc:llc:wing thr.e~. managers has :!1e most
difficult job?
i)
h~s to ~ide around :0 ~any branches and t=aln
peop~e to use equipment.
ii) A ~"nager ~hc has t~ check ~e~kly operating
resu l.t s and f~?r a :e'\,; days each "~eek has t.~ take
a grea;:. deal of s cat t st Ics heme. and ·..ork at
night to finish checking.
A manager 'Nhe has a large star:: ,~f well qu~lified
pe j'le vork ing for him who are preparil1"g report s
and statistics fo-::him to take deCisions en •..here
and hew to inves: capital.
---,
!
'7./ ..••
:he fcl:~wing sect ton deals 'Wlt:l :,,"'our'~wTl ~xp,er~er.ce as ma!'~age~s
:~ your ~:ganisat~on.
:"his inrormat.i:-":'l ".ill be 1~sed as '!'Z~tr~.:~= :s.:~1e ,je':le~~~=e~~t0: a.
s;:H~<:i:icati:J,n ~;;)r !',1ana3eneat I.:e"}'e~r=men'-~:'n ::'1e ?hamaceutical
~an~fac~u~ing .nau5try.
., ~Aj11at;:a::8e:- gc,o.:.s d.nd
fo~ t~e next £i~a years:
have 7CC set you:seli
:It;:;W do you '1lelieve :JUU are going to get t.here'
Suppose a~ C\Ppott.ul":i t:: for pr,:Jf.lc:icn 'Of pe\)ple at your
level in the Organisation, ~ere to arise soon. How
't"aady~?u':'dyou ccns i.ceryourself to be for proMotion?
r--l
LJ
2.3.1 If ::lotfully ready, what do you ccns rder you
would require in ode:: to be cv:oplately ready
for promotion; you ~ay think of anything.at.
all?
8./."0
- a -
:.~ ~esc~:be s~~et~ing :hat has ?cc~r:ed :~ your ~ob which
has ~ade you f.eel:
<:" ~ .. - t", _,....,~-...,.. a
...... . ..mlco_e anc e~c .
(ii;
;; Do yo~. belie'tJ€ t.,~at in :,,""cf..l!'~~ob ~.~-~\;ar e :.:1 a ?Qsi:ion
t,o' ~ake a ::1eaningi'!.l: cCJnt!:':'bt:.t:"~~n :·0 a~::i~\iing the
success cf :he C~mpany7
,_./i...._
}
~
!'---
lO~/.•••
:hc,lce
. . .
::~,(:~g :1:..staKHSo
yj)~r exper ie~i:e Cl:1,d ycu
and ~eel :ess aS5~rad
~is~ ~a~i~g mistakes
suceas ,
:.g
.,_ ..;...
.\- ."
\ ... '"'~- "l" ~~.. "" 'dt.. ":Mi.th:
.: .! .: ,
... .Ja "_'",)
:.}
:!.i)
~no 'has ~_~'2:ef!::1"S~ helpful and su?portit:e to you an
!1e~;,.pir!gyeu cope ~;i,~h the proble!! or ycur j~')b?
How have the:; helped;~
!__-7--r-~- _.
\-,~ ..\
, t.
. ..
\
~
......
-., ... ~....--' .. ,
.
1r-··------- -_..---...._

0\,
---"--·0
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;APPENDiX 1 1 :
CATEGORIBS OF THE~E~
11.1:
1. Hhi.tes not. trusting blacks.
System rigged - discriminated against generally.
2. Blacks disadvantaged (because of nace) v
3. :.rownship life causes difficulty in being a raanaqez
(sta:z.·aways, transport problems, lateness etc 0 ) •
4. Generalised race consciousness.
5. Association of company with whib~s.
6. Whites not understanding Blacks and their dilemmas.
7. Compares oneself in organisation unfavourably with
Whites.
8. optimistic about race.
9. No race elements.
O. No ~eply.
.11.2: ATTITUDE TOWARDS WORK AN~.QF.GANlSATION•
1. General Pessimism ;.; Dist;;atisfn.ction with working
conditions O]QIlt;t'l, benltlfits etc.).
2. Specific pessim( - Performance re.lated demotivation
and dissatisfad ....en (negatiw.: feedback, lack of
success at work etc. and sales figures).
3. General optimism I qood performance I sense of
ach ...':JVement.
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4. Pending re$ignation.
5. Pending fir:i.ng(being fired).
6.
7.
Specific optimism - being promoted.
Impatient; wants higher status ~ambitions) aspires to
3. Active anger - disobeying procedures.
9. No response to organisation; neutral tmJards the
organisatic;,n.
o. No Teply.
RELATIOflSHIP WITH BOSS I M~~A~ER.
1. Anxious about meeting with boss.
2~ Lack of recognition from boss.
3. Boss unhappy; perceives work standards as being
unsatisfactory.
4. Authorisation uncompromising, unsympathetic boss.
5. Boss does not care for him - (feels disliked).
6. General conflict I altercation with boss.
7• Subordinate threatens boss.
8. coamunt cat.Icn with a positive outcome - positive, t·wo
way communication with boss - mutual problem solving.
9. Boss shows confidence and faith in subordinates.
10. Subordinate assertive towards boss.
11. Boss does not under~st'.'L~d- lack of communication.
12. No mention of boss (or relationship with him).
13. No reply
14. Discipline and/or r;larnings- Specific conflict with
boss - Performance related.
15. Bos~ ...:onstructive- Positive.
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FEELINGS R'EESULTI!:JG FROM COllFI,XC'J' f.nec·ative situation) •
1. Perceiving oneself as a victim of system. (General)~
2 k Feeling :;atisfied ! vim::1icatedo
3. Perceiving oneself as a failure in terms of specifics
- work out.put I performance (despite assertion tc
contribute).
6.
Ff.~eling happy and satisfied wi.th one's perfor:ma;nce
(specific).
Comparin;,:; oneself unfavcurably with peers.
Comp.ar: c'neself favourably '\I.'ith peers.
Feel motivated to continue dealing with challenges.
Fee:i.~.:~?'gdE'motb;ated - tempted to bow out.
Neu ~al I No conflict.
No 3spcnse I Reply.
Jl..,.
5.
7.
8.
11.•5: FEELINGS TaNARD WORK (BEFORE cE4t~~CALEVENT)!...
1. ltmdety about the workday; apprehensivenes;:; I dn>!iety
about the job (General).
~:. DeSpOil\.lEmcy, lack of enthusiasm towar~!s workday ah ·.,4d.
3. Inadequ~~.;y! Feels like a victim.
4. Percei VjJlg oneself as being mas't.er of one' sown
dest,iny.
5~ Wildly hopeful - optin:dstic l air of expectation.
6. Drink to escape I other avoidance behaviour.
APPENDn~11: corrt.,
7 D Slight: appre.hensiveness I ar.·.-..riety I uncertain.
a • NE:<u·;;'.cal.
9 D N"/i'io
o , Nl:iJ l.'esponse.
11..6:
1. F'I61elingunconfident (despondent I hopeless) about; the
interview.
2. f:eeling confident I hopeful and Dositive about goinc]
fl:)r the interview.
3. Rlaflecting positively about the interview.
4. R4:'!flecting negatively about the interview.
5. l~.~rv()usabout. the i.nterview.
6.
7.
8. NEtutral about the interview.
9. NCI interview mentioned.
(,~ No, reply.
11. '7:
1. (10) Experiencing difficulty with subordinate:s.
2. (2(1) Having a constructive relationship with
s,lnordim\ tes D
:3 • Nomention of sUbordinates.
1:1.,.8: SOCIAlL,SI_TUllTImlS.
1. 1 isolation.
'2. 1l,nlcl.E!'ty abeut, f i t,'ting in "vith tho IIin, group".
g!eod 'work prr.;)SpectS.
4.. ll'it.ting in, fUl'lc:'(,ion:i.ng effoc't:ively ~.TI'll a
dlituat.:.ion I socdal adeptness 0
5. l'iic~wguy Ln to'\.;:n., (possibiliti"'~s do exist. 't,o fit in).
6.. ll'eels pcrsecuted~
3. ..
9. ~reutral, social situation not an issue.
c. ~r\ \ reply f
11. 9:
1. Anxiet~y about meeting with boss (diffidence).
2. Ci:;,nfidentI positive about :meeting with boss I
l:'lelat:i.onship with boas ,
3• p~mding censure over something one has done ,
4. l?~mding rewa17d.
5. A~lxJetv about losin:! job I not getting a job.
6. C~,nfident of promotion I achieving goal - getting job.
7. G!l1meralised anxiety about the day ahead (diffidencf,;1,).
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8. Positive I motivated a:ttitude re: day ahead I future
(broad, general) ~. sense of future appears ,
9. Neutral attitude I future nOlt mentioned.
10. No reply.
110 Realistic ambiti~n.
12. Hop(31essness (general) cannot. perceive fut.ure.
13. Positive I motivated !.'3pecific - implies COl'!ill'lit:ment..
14. Amblvalent (unsure).
15. Positive re: having left - telling him oif - fantasy /
escape.
16. Lost opportunity, aense of failure I dejectedness.
17. Compromi.seI humbled - see error of ways (p(Jlsiti·ve.).
18. Anger I l"rustration.
19. Anxiety ~ not fitting in.
11.10: Hav .rs H.E SEEN?
1. Popular.
;)• Asserti ve.
3. Diffiden;: I shy.
4. Angry frustrated.
5. Nonchalant - inappropriate disrespec·t for eSltablished
ruler a~'l.dpower.
6. Anxious.
7. Enthusiastic I positive.
8. Dissatisfied.
9 0 Not specified.
O. No reply.
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11.11: COMP.flNY CARS.
J... Envy (sour grapes) - demotivateCl (I have not made it).
2. Openended aspiration (secondary goal; no clear plan
set).
:3. Clearly defined aspirations (strong or primary
motivation; clear plan).
4. Recognises strength~ Not responding to car -
incidental (crossing street).
5. Id.entification with luxury car.
6. Car would provide convenience (to get to work) haven't
the moneyt~ own.
7. Anger I Frustration (tempted to stone vehicle).
S. car associated with ,-,ituationsuperior to oneself -
boss in car (does not identify with it).
9. No response to companycars.
O. No reply.
APPENDIX 3.2
CLASSIFICATION OF PLOT TYPES
OVERALL CL.1\SSIl!"ICATION OF S'l!ORlfllS.
1. Powerless efforts ar~ not successful, where did I go wrong.
:2 • General apathy, lethargy, unhappy.
3. Opportunity opening up.
4. Taking responsibility acting on and chang}ng one's
envfrcnmerre to suit one's own objectives. Setting out and
ach:ieving one's objectives.
APPENDIX 13:
ORDER OF PICTURES
13.1 - 13.5: 'pICTURE$.
2. Parking lot.
3. Walldng into office.
4. Altercation.
5. Social scene.
13.6:
1. Hope.
2. nespe Lr ,
3. Neutral (bad, :but not despexat.e) ,
13.7: V?Lr:rr~J}Y: §UBJ&CTIY.'E " OBJECTIVE.
1. Per:::,,"'al I subjective involvements
2. Objecti. desc:t~iptive.
13.8:
a , Aspirational (hope).
2. Conflict rell!lted (active negative).
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13.9:
13.10:
13 ..1.:1.:
3. Consensus (resolution).
/} 0 Protest.
50 FrustratIon.
l.~.RI,",1-~J,E:C,ONSTRUCTIVE / DESTRUCTTvE.
1. Constructiv~.
[Coping with and acting on difficult situations I
overcoming problems I dealing with issues)_
2. Resigned.
(Aperthetic, lethargic].
3. Destructive.
1. starts negatively, end posi tively •
2. A.ll negative.
3. All positive.
4. starts positive, ends negative.
5. starts neutral, end;::;negative.
6. starts negative, end neutral.
70 Starts neutral, ends positive.
S. All neutral.
9. Starts positive, ends neut.ral.
1. Focus~~ (wants something specific).
2. Generalised {Illoves aL. over the place).
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13.12:
13.13:
13.14:
g~PECTANCY THEORV.
Any mention of capabil:i.ty.
o No mention.
1 Positive.
2 Negative.
Any mention of trust,
o No mention.
1 Positive.
2 Negative.
Any mention of reward.
o No mention
1 Positive.
2 Negative.
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~_"Io.ol
..~ -~!5 t Ialls well below the .05 level of 2.CD. There is no evidence,
.....~ therefore, tlw.t the incentive in<37eUsed vnriability of response to the
to test.
~L!.~
t{.C-~ III. The SignificCJ2?ceof the Difference between P~fn~aJ.-
L~". and Correlation Coefficients L 'P~
~ I . ~,e.l. 4-:;"b\o..\000-!. Tho reliability rOt the difference between hvo Fercen~s ~ ~
\t~t (1) SE OF J:HE DIFfERENCE WHEN PERCENTS AREUNCORRELAT£D
On page 196, the formula for the SE of a percentage was given' as
SE<;{: ::;: IP_S where p::;: percent occurrence of the observed behavior,
IIt;)....,o V ;v
l,)../ Q::;: (1 - P). and N is the site of the One of the most useful
(l \ G!Cf.... applicarions of the SE formula. is in determining the significance of
\ .. the difference between two percents. In much experimental work,
~\(.(? especially in social and abnormal psychology, we are able to get the
. \. percent occurrence of a gi..en behavior in two or more independent
samples. We then want to know whether the incidence of this be-
havior is reliably diff~.rent in the two groups. The following problem
which repeats part of Example (1), page 196, will provide an iilustra-
tion,
Ezample (1; In & study ef cheating '* among elementary-school
children. 144 or 41.4% of 348 children from homes (Jf good socio-
economic 15t:!tllSwere found to have cheated on various tests, 1.1
the same stud)" 133 or 50.2% of 265 children from homes or poor
seeioeconomic status abo cheated on the same tests. Is then' a.
true difference!D the ineideaee of cheating in these two group~?
Let us set up the hypothesis that no true difference ('~iH:; as
between the percentages cheating in the two groups and that, with
respect to cheating, both samples have been randomly drawn from
th.e s~me population. A useful procedure in ter. '''1$ this null hyputh-
esia IS to COD5Ide.t" 'P:t (41.4%) and P= (50.2~~) as lwir.j! indo-
pendent determinations of the common populaticn paramet cr. ?; and
to estimate P by pooling PI and P:z (see p. ~'24). A pooled estimate
of P is obtained from the equation; .
p_ N%P1 + N:P2
- N1+Ns
Q being, of course, (1- P).
~ • Dal:1 from Hartshorne. H., and May, M.I! .., Stvdic, in Dee. ..·· (New Ycrb
....1ill·rmll.n. l!.'2SI. Book n,p. 161. .
RELIAlliU1V 0;: OIFFERENCI.: 8E'i\YEEN MEANS A~~D OTHER MEA5URES • ~37
The estimated percentages, P and Q, may !llOW be 1(; in formula
(59) to give the BE of the difference between JPl S!:?.. F"~•
(59)
;:.: /PQ[1...+";' ..J'Y s, Ns
(SE of the difJtrtenct between t~~.un~tiTTelated pl!rc~'f.:illges)
_ the n 1 p 348X 41.4+265X·50.:': 4P <)Cf_.tIl e present examp e, :;::: ...or ;;;....,0
348+265
and Q = (1 - P) or 54.8%. Subs-tituting these two values in (59)
we get
ap1-I',,::;: '\./45.2 X 54.3 f_l_ +_I_J = 4.;)6%
-" L348 265
?he difference between the two percents PI and P: is 8.8%
{50.2 - 41.4}; and dividing by 4.06 (CIt::;: W~- ?:' - 0) we gtt. a
. '. apl-I':
CR of 2.11. Entering Table D, last line (there are 611 an, we find
that our CR exceeds 1.W (.05 level) but does not reach 2.58 (.01
level), We can be reasonably confident, therefore, that our two
groups do not come from a common population and that the occur-
rence of chea+.ing in the two groups is reliably different.
(2) SE OF THE DlfFEllENCE WHEN PERCENTS ARE COBREL.-I.TED
Responses recorded in percentages may be, and usually are, corre-
lated when individuals have been paired or matched in some at-
tribute; or when the same group gives ~ms','p·"> ~",.g" "Yeil"_"~on)
to the same questions or items. To illustrate with ail example:
E:zample (t) A large group of veterans (250 '*) answeredas fol-
lows the two questions:
1. Do you have a great many bad ueadaches? Yes 150 No 100
2. Are you troubled with fears of being crushed
in a crowd? Yes 125 Xo 125
#1
No Yes
#1
No ,Yes
(b) .;~ 110~
(d)
~c~ I30%
125 Yes
#2
125 No
y~ 25 100
#2 I--
No L is 50
100 100
• 'The Olli. have 11(·~
50%
250 40%
n;Jlified for ill!l~trath'e pm-pl'ises.
A P PEN D I X 15.
FACTOR VAR!ABLE~
15.1: B.1DGRAPHICAL V'ARI ..~ii!4:gS.
G:t'EM I
r-· ~- iBL~CK sonra AFRIC~..N ,'. y.~;-'~ -T2l. 2 'I.
}
' .,'WHITE SOUTH AFRICAN
BLACK ZIMBABWEAN I NO ~i
·----t-GE-N-DER "r-----~-_]I MALE I 2 I{,
FEMALE 1
.".---- I f
~- ~~-·:,;ATro;------- -----~1~_:_,:_.:_:_,:_:_:_5. ~
I
r-------tl-JO-B-T-'i--PE--- .11 ::::::::EO I~;--ilt
p-'---l+-IL-EV-E-L---:;.'-.--------.-tf---if--:-:-:-::-':-C-H_N_t_C_A_L __ -iI_:--I
~----+------------~-----~--."-----------------------t. _J_UN__I_O_R , ~ __l__1
TIME IN ORGANISATION 5 YEARS + 2 '
I l,1o:SS THAll 5 YEARS . 1 t
t
·_· --_.~-'-----1
5 YEA.RS + I 2 Il.!:SS THAN 5 'tEARS 1,_1 I
f-----+-----.--------
iL _
TIME IN POSITION
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15.2: NO'tJ'-BIOGRAPHICAL VARIABI,EB 0
-...._~-...,--.- ----
1.7.:'3. NEED TO' EECOME UNOE
TO NBEDS AND ASPIRA
MANAGERS
---
1. 7.4 NEED FOR TEA..J,if SP!i{!
-_.__ .
11.7.5 NEED TO RECOGNISE
EFFORT MORE EFFECT!------
1.8.1. PEOPLE JUDGED ON E
CHARACTERISTICS
¥
1.8.2. STEREOTYPING ON BA
-
1.10.1 UNDERSTANDING M~AG_._
1.7.2 NEED I~ORE ROLE DEFI
--
1.7~8. WANTS M.B.O.
~.2 :All'TAINMENT OF CARE
NITIOt~
SIS OF R.l\CE I YES
, . __ L,_NO ,__ J
·ERS JOB YES I 2
NO __ --+~
NO I ~1::8 --H
I YES 11 .
ER: OBJECTIVE I NO ~ 2 ~
NVOLVE WORK IN ORGANISA'I'ION I YES ill
ELI~~E~ IN -DELEG~TING DIFF'ICUL;~-- I 2 -I
TASKS I NO~ 1 i
WANTS HIGU RIS!( JOB jyEf> -----~-2l
NC,~ 1 I-.-~.------I------- ....~..--
R,E~RESS::rON ANALYSI:S
16.1:
Ir- ,,' , (C:C, ..
1.1 If co tunn ,"3II '- ,"- ,
II11 Under .) year
IL:====,,==
I! 1. yaar t:o 5 years
j
IF--~'
!
1\ 5 yc;xcs to 15 years
l'= =--=======:
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'I-l
l
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1
OF SUBSAMPL BY QUE1_1
Fr:equency~
Perc'!nt I
R:hf Pc t I
CuI 6(;t: I 2 f 3 , 5J fatal"' __ ~"";=><::::'>_"""'''''+ + +_~_''' ''''.t,..::s+-- +- +
~L t\(; \, _SA q , 1 I 1 I 11 I 17 I 88
3..80 i 2.95 1 2....95 ; 7.11 I 1..11 I 37.13
10 .. 2:3 I 7 ..95 f 7 .. 9<; ~ i'h32 ! 19.32 I
1'5e 00 ~ 21.88 I ;) 3Q>35 1 28 ..31 j 4·0.48 to;-·----..,..·-~_+ ...---- .....--.(.. .....-- .....- "..,--+--.-=·,..,.----·t,,·--- .......---+_----~~-+
i.6l-Hn:_s~ I 2 9 i '; , 22 I 19 78
i I)., 84 1 ).81) t Z.u i 9 ..28 , 8.02 I 32.'H
I 2_ '56 I 11.54- i 6 .. t!> 1 I 213.21 ( 2'+.36 I
l 16..67 t 28.13 I 38 ..46 I 37.29 I 45 ..24 I___.~_""",~,_"'~_____ '___+"'_'__""__"'"+aot> __ ~"". ___ +_"'\10 _____ +__....~=.'''''..,, __ +
lI\43A~WE J 1 16 , 1 1 20 6 i 71
! 0.42 I 6. 1"5 I 0.42 I 8.4-4 « 2.53 , ZCJ.96,
f 1.41 I 22 ..54 f 1..41 I Mh17 I 8.45 E
: 8.a33 I 50.00 I 7.69 I 33.90 j 14.29 i
---- .....' ..,,,._,-+- ..... ,_----+-,--.·""'---.,.+---..--- ......_+---I~.---_+-., -+
12 32
l).SO
59
24i.89
42
11.12
237
100..00
1. D'lscrimination, racism/sexlsro
2. Follow rul~s
3. Be forward 100",;ng tnncvat.ive
4. Theol~Y X
5. Theory Y
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socie : Needs
II ~.-.,-- .-.-~~"'C' ·--~C~=--~==." 11-'~;~pon~~E~ual
tr--~ ,,:;:,:,~~,,::;:::::::::,--=-~,:,~:~.:.;:._-----~,._._..,-=':.."':.""=""-_"'--=,:-:,:- ' --=;:~~' ,-' "~ '" ' ..; II!!If. ecturan 98 II 01 or 02 or 03
. I! AND I
Column 101 • !I 01 or 02 or 03
===':::'--::::'~"'~-lL~~-~o r~::o~~3
'II 04 or 05
II
I'
r",,:="~="':"
I If column ~S
II AND
Column 101
OR
04 or 05If column 9~
AND
Column 101
I?====-==-~
Th ...SAS Svste'Tl 09!51 Tue sd av s June i i , 1991
2
TABLE OF SUBSAMPL BY aUE1_1
QJEl_1.
rreQuelc'll
Percent I
~Otl Pet f
Col Pet I 71 <)f Total---------+--~-~---+----~~--+..-------+--------+
BLACK_SA 3 I 26 f 2 I 0 ~ 86
1 .. 27 i If)$<)r I O.. B4 I 0.00 I 37.13
;_\'~4-1 J 29 .. 55 I 2.21 I 0.00 ~
17 ..65 i 44.'3::; I 66.67 I 0.00 i
--~~-----+-------=+--=-==~-1-------~=+--'=-----+
',-ll-!IT=_SA 4 t& 1) i 1 I 18
1.. 69 i 6 .. 75 I Q.O\) i 0.42 I 32.91
5. L3 i 20.51 I 0.00 f 1..28 r
23.53 I 27.59 1 0 ..\)0 I 100.JO I---~==---+--------+--------+--------+-------~+ZI~3A~~S 1 10 ~ 16 I 1 ! Q I 11
I 4.. 22 I 6.15 I 0.4.2 I o ..ao I 29 .. 96
i lf~.08 I 22.54 I 1.41 1 0..00 a
, Sg..8.2 I 27.~9 I 33.33 I o.no I--------~+-~------+-------.+--------+--------+
Tot a l 11
7.11
58 1 237
100.00
Statistic DF Va lue Prob
Frequency ~issinq ~ 75
STATISTICS F1R TAgLE OF SU3$AMPL BY QUEl_l
... _ .... .... '....... i'i ... __ ... ..... _,. .... __ '*"" ,',.. ~ _
Chi-~qU3re
Li<~lihood Ratio Chi-Square
~~~tel-Hae1szel Chi-Square
Phi Coefficient
:ontin1~ncv Cnefflcient
Cr:tner's V
16
t6
t
36 ..&95
38.154
0.11.1
0.393
0.366
0.278
0.002
0.001
O.73Q
Effective
J:r~quel"1ey
WA~:'I H~S:
W,4{~IIN:;:
Sampl~ Size = 237
"'lis::b'inq= 75
24~ of the data are ~issinq.
44% of the cells h~ve expected
than 5. Chi-Squara ~av not be
counts less
a valid t;!st.
7. Conventional
S. Caution
9. Watch yOt~r back
f.mD!U1.4
HIGH
.~ 0
::0; 1
- 2
APPENDIX 16: cont.
:1.6.2: R~COJ)ED B..:.'"m:::.~GRAP~ICAL VARIABLES FOR REGRESSION
~SIS"
INDEPENDEFT VARIABLES
1..B1;~~SorJ..
1) :: Low.
1 ;::Mediwu"
t :.:UigI"!"
_.:Jl
--11
I
NEW
VARIABLE
AND CODE 0
JI'01 or 02 or 03 or 04or 11 or 12 or 13 orL.~_4 O:r~_~_6==::::=
AND lfOi-,,;01 - ·--~-'==l1'f=·===:;;:::!Il,
110, 111, 112, and 113 II 00 or 05 or 09 or 10 I I
or 11 or 12 I I
.1 NEW '
I. I VARIABLE
II ~~.~H~~n~!n~I CODE:l .!
I ....... 31 or 3~
I II JI 01 II
~_'.;:;;~~ ::•..=...:_L",:::",,:-_.:c:.===--==:::. ===JL_=-==,,_J
i ·Column 80, 8:1, 82 and 83
; If column lOR and 109
f_-", (:' and 83
AND
APPENDIX 16: Cont.
v.icti.m sta.tus Cont.
~=cc_~=-__-
,
i ~ND
Column 110, 111, 112 and 113
Equal JL
00 or 03 or 04 or 05
or 15 or 16 or 1'7 or
18 or 19 or 20 or 21 II
or 27 or 28 or 29 or
30 or 31 or 38 or 44 I
or 45 or' 51 or 52 or
53 or 54 or 55 or 56 II NEW III or 57 or 61 or 62 or VARIABLE II
I
63 or 64 or G6 or 67 ill 1111
I
' I:.)r 68
, CODE 1
I I
I
01 or 02 or 03 or 04 II'
I
or 11 or 12 or 13 or {Cont.)
14 or 16 or 17 or 18
or 19 or 20 or 21 or
27 or 28 or 29 or 30
I or 31 or 38 or 44 or
I 45 or 51 or 52 or 53 jI , or ~~ ~i~;~~~;~; I
L_======,====",".J ~~64 or 66 or 67 or L II
[
-If ~olumn xoa and 109 ._[ 01 '1---~
t ~ND II
II Column 110, 1111 112 and
11
ll-~esponseti _-='_=
!
f
AND
Column SOt 81f 82 and 83
113 00 or 03 or 04 or 15
or 16 or 17 or 18 or
19 or 20\ or 2J. or 27
or 28 or 29 or 30 or
31 or 38 or 44 or 45
I, or 51 or 52 or 53 or54 or 55 or 56 or 57
11 or 61 or 62 or 63 or
64 or 66 or 67 or 6R
AND
I
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ I
or 31 or 32 1
l.L__..;;;:.==.:::=:='O."_-==""""".::::::;_",,,,:!-::..-~";--,=:.:--==j.:=:.;:"==.::,=--=,,,,=-.:;:.::,,--=-=::,=.= ...:1 _
It cc.Iumns no and 81
NEW
VARIABLE
CODE 2
APPENDIX l6g Cont.
I
-~ J~11
I NEW III VARIABLE I
. II CODE 2. II
".=.__= . t::- ,_ ,.- ...l_,
Column 105 L or 05
l 04 or 05
Column 99 01 or 02 ot' 03
AND
APPEH2'IX 16: Cont.
rr':==-~~=::~'~=-'~="" . II Re~mon~;-Equal 'f -~
102 or 03 I CODE 0____... J _ J
!f co)ymn 100 -li II
I Column 102 AND II 0). or 02 or 03 I VA~~~LE I
OR CODE 1
If colamn 100
I
!
I 04 or O~
,= JL_==.-
04 or ~5 NEW
I VARIABLE
I d CODE 2 I
._._=-== =',:\)1=' =_=J~4:::~ ~.=~~~L==J
(11 or 02 orI.If column 100AND
Column 102
A~D
Column 102
l!==_"-:::. ==
APPENDIX 16: cont.
AND
If column 114 and 115
Ccl UIlH)' 158 and 159
If Column 114 and :,,15
AnD
NEt"]
"il,RIAI3g;;Column lse and 159
OR
If coIumn 114 and 115
AND
158 and 159 02
01 NEW
VAIUAB;wE
If column 114 and 11~
Column 158 and rso
APPENDIX 18
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E OF SU8SAM?L BY lUEl_2
QUE1_2
Fr~que"cY1
Percant I
~o.. Pct I
C:ll Pet 1 2 I 51 Total_________ + w_+ + + +_._. +
8LAC'<_S,\ 21 I 11 I 1 I " I 13
<3.51 I lv .. 49 I 0 .. 4-1 r 2$36 I 1.35 I
22 .. 513 I 11.8'3 I 1.Ot3 I 1..53 I 19.35 I
39.02 ! 2'5.'58 I 33.33 1 !t').b 7 I 8'S.11 i-- ..-_----+---~-~--+---~----.;.=-----...-+--------+--.~.----+
:;~rT~_SA I l.3 ! 19 1 I t,. t 2, 5..H r 7 ..16 I 0.41 I I.~:' 3 I O...d2 !
1 16 .. 05 I 23.46 I 1.23 t 4,., ') it ~ 2.47 I
! 24.'33 I 4ft.19 ! 33 .. '33 I 2~.&7 ! 9.52 1
31
B.e06
_________+..-~o._-_-+--------+--~-~--,-+-----_-_.+---- ~+
l.PP1....3.;r: I l,-:J I 13 lIt 4 I 11 71
r 1.16 I 'i.31 I 0.41 I 1.'),) i 0.41 I 26.98
I 26.]F.) t 18.31 t 1.41 ( 5.53 I 1...41 I
I 35.,85 I 30",~3 I 33.:n I 26 ..67' 'h76 f----~~--~+----~---+--------+--~-----+---~-~-~+~~~~-~-~+Total 53 '3 15 245
100.0021.63
(Cunti'lued)
1. Obstacles regarding subordi nates
Obstacles regarding peer colleagues
Obstacles I~egarding superiors
4, Obstacles ing uncertai nty of role
o. Obsta~les regarding scr n~ 1n
Tha $1\$ SV5 tern :)9:51 Tuesday, June 11, 11'.191.
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QUEl_2
TABLE OF SUBSAMPl BY QUE1_l
F,eQUe1C'I1
Percent I
;)(0 ... Pet I
Col Pet 1 6i 11 51 9 f 101 Total
aL;\CK~$A 3 i 1 4- I 14- 13 I
l..22 r a ",L'i'l I 1 .. (:;3 i 5",11 5 .. :31 I
3.. 23 I '1.0013 i 4 ..30 ~ '1.5.05 f 13.98 J
23 ..08 I 12050 1 44.44- j 41.L8 I 28 ..26 i
._ .. ...,__ a. ......,_+.ao_.,._".,..<?t§1"_+ ~- ........-<3iIO-e=-~+---..--~-..fp-~==-'"I'lItI+
81
33.0&
6 ,
2.45 i
7 .. 4.1 I
46.t5 I
1 I
f).,41 J
1.23 I
12 ..50 !
:3 f
1.22 t
:S .. 70 I
33 .. 33 f
15 ~
6..12 I
15..52 I
44.12 I
17 I
6 .. '~4 I
20.99 i
36 .. "16 i
__ ..... oRo> __ ..-_ + .... 110> +_ .... .uo,_.+. ...._.,__.+-_._."._ -e-
Z I ·~3A.~tlE 1 4- I 6 2 I 5 I 16 I 71
I 1.63 I 2..45 0.82 t 2.04 i 6.53 I 2B.98
J 5.63 I ;] .. 4-9 I 2..82 I ~ 04< I 22.54 II
30.77 , 15 .. ,:,{) 22.22 1 14.71 I 34..18 i
Total
_________ +_. ,.;__ + -=-_ .." ..u ~J..,..-----_-.,;.-...--_--_+_---_-_~
46
18.18
245
100..00
Frequency Missing = 61
Statistic OF
STATISTICS FOR T~BLE OF SUBSlMPL BY OUE1_Z
ProbValue_CIII __ -.'_ .... .. __ ..;W __ • _... -=-... ...,.~ _ _,. __.. ......... _ _._
r:-h~-S'1uilre
LikeH hood Rat l!) en i-Squ are
~antel-Hae'szel Chi-Square
Phi Coeffici>!nt
:ontinq~ncy Co~fficient
Cramer"s V
13
1.'3
t
Effective
Fr9~uencv
\.iA~~rNr.;:
:.lA~NrN:;:
4-1.92.2
4t. 934
C~015
0.414-
0..362
O~ a,9 Z
Sample Size = 245
~issinQ ::61
21~ of the dat3 ar~ nissinq.
41% of the cells h3ve expect~d
than 5. Chi-Square na~ not be
6. Obstacies regarding dtsadvant ..ges
7. Obstacles technical
8. Challenges technical
9. Chal1~nges management (general)
10. Cha11enqes people management
0.001
0.001
0.Q01
counts less
a valid test.
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APPENDIX 19
~F SURSAMPl BY QJE1_8_1
OUE1_S_1
. 1
P2reer.t I
Row Pet I
Cul Pet I 11 21 Total-~-------+--------+~~------+
t~L At I<._SA 1 31 i '1 i 39
I 35.?8 ; 1..92 I 31.5ii)
f q4-.B7 I 5.13 I
I 50.68 i 6 ...45 I-~~~-~---~----~-~~+-----~~~+
W"tEfE_SA I 16 ~ 19 I 3_
I R5 ...38 ~ 18..21 f :n.65, 45 .. 71 ! 54",29 i
i 21.92 f 61.29 ,--- .--~..-=-i------=--+-- - -----+
lIMB~BWE , 2Q IJ ~ 30
, 11.Z3 J 9.02 i 28.85
I 6S~61! 33.33 I
I l1~40 I 32.26 ,---------.--------+--------+Total Hl4
100",,00
Sf~TISTICS FD~ TABLE OF SUBSA~PL BY QUEl_8_1
stcttistic Va Iu e Prob
...--.:. -----_ ...---~-,.,. ...-.----- .......... ----------.----~-.-------.---.---
Chi ·,Square
Li~elihood ~atio C~i-Square
~a'tel-Hde"slel Chi-Square
Ph i .1" r' 'iff l: ieAt
CO"tih.~ncv Co~ff!cient
::r31Jer·$ V
2
2
I
Z 1. 555
llt.488
1.918
0.455
0.".14
0.lt55
0...000
0..000
O.OOC;i
Sa1l!pl e.o 51,Ie = 104
1. True
2. False
09:51 Tuesday. June 11. 199i
2:;APPENDIX 20
~LE OF SU8SAMPL SY QJEl_8_2
FT~ql.l~nc'll
~e.cent I
=to,., Pet I
Col Pet J 31 It I '7 i Total
... +~.,.. __ ~ ..."'__ +---Q'....::l>~--+------,"*"-+~-----'OIaIo~+-,- ...._" +
9L~C'(_$A ~ , 1 5 i lSi n 16.-
0.b3 I 0 ..63 i 3.13 i 9.:; !3 i 10 .. 001
1.49 1 1..49 ~ 1.4(, 1 22..:9 t ? 3.. 88 i
1 1:)().00 r F~o2q i 13 ..51 I ~33..3 3 , 64.001 iv
67
1i·1. ea
"alHT'::=SA i ('! 4- 19 ? :3 J 4 ~~
i O. tJO i 2.'50 , 11 • .'"3'3 I 1..25 • 1.88 I 30eOCft
n 1). eo i 9.33 W 39 ..5f! I 4.11 6...25 I
j",OQ ~ :n..14 i :;1. 3<; i 11 ..11 ; ~'.2. 00 I
t I 'Bt,BJOJE ~ o 2 13 ; 1 f:> I 45n
i G.OO I ~..25 , 3..0 i rl.~ 3 ~ 3~75 I 29~13
I :3.Gfl I 4.44 ( 23 .. 8':} I 2.22 I 13.:}3 ,
I O. GQ J 28.51 j 35.14 I 5.'5 !, I 24-.00 I- ...-----.---+- .....-"---- ..., +-~-~--.....+----~---+-,.,.------+--------+
Total 1 7 31 lS [60
100.000..63 i1.25
3. Personal experience
4. Prejudice a thing of the past
5. Changing for the better
6. Discrimination exists
7. Blacks discriminated against in selection"
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QUEl_8_2
TABLE OF SUBSAMPL BY QjEl_a_Z
Frequencvl
Perc~nt t
~to", Pet I
Col P'ct I
7 t
q.. 39 1
10 .. 45 I
LCO.OO I
lOi
5 I
3,. 13 I
1..~6 (
100.,fiO I
3 1
15.0,,) I
11 ..94 I
in..')3 I
HI
q r
5 ..53 I
13.!t3 I
Itt) ..9 1. I
121 Total
o I
0,,00 I
0.00 i
0.,1)0 I
67
41.98
..HI f::_S Ii.
_t2> .... ...,._.,..+c- __ £:I:>_,.:o_~+ __ .....c::a_ .... __ +_ ...OQ/ ."..""""'+ """"' +-<t:=o __ ......._~..::>+
48
30 ..00
r. io"ao 1
0.00 t
CI.;)C ~
o !
j.OO 1
:).00 I
0 ...00 1
141
3..75 !.
29 ..11 I
41..P t
5 I
3 ..t 3 t
10.4-2 I
22.73 I
1 i
0.. 63 I
2.03 I
25.(1) r
__ ... *..., ..... _+I<lIO __ , ~+-.,.,...,..--Cf ..-+---4nO---- ..:.--..----...,.-+ .....+
Q I
:J. (j:) 1
0.00 I
a. ;)0 I
o I
Q~1)O !n.on ,
n.oo ~
12
7 .. s o {
26.67 I
35.2',) W
8 I
5.:)0 I
JL7,.la I
36 ..36 I
3 f 45
1.,88 f 28 ..13
6.67 I
75 ...00 !
7
....__ .......... +__~__......_+-.~--"...--.:..-+-Q:;~ ....-.~-'""'+.c1oPl....------+-..u._. +
4
2.. 50
160
100 ..00
Fr~queACY ~issln~ = 152
5
3.1.3 2h25 13.15
Stdtist~c
STATiSTICS FOR TABLE OF SUBSA~PL BY OUE1_a_2
Prob1F ValUe..,....>----~...---- ..."".- ..--- .......----'"':,....----""'..,...---~--....---- ......--~-----
Ch i ··S(~Uare
LIkelihood Ratio Chi-Square
~a~tel-H~e~szel Chi-Square
Phi C.oefficient
Cgntlnaencv Cu~ffici.nt
C "" a Iffe l" • S Ii
18
13
t
63.503
7\. rzs.
0..619
0.630
0 ••1$33
O..~4S
0.000
O..OCO
O.. lt31
Effective Sample Siz~ = 160
Fr~quency ~issinq = 152
WA'~IN;: 49% of the data ar~ ~issinQ.
WA1NINi: 50% of the cells have eXDscted counts less
than 5. Chi-Square ~dV not ~e a valid test.
8. Extra effort to fit in
9. Black managers d iscr-iminated against
HI. Non-rascist
11. Sexism
12. Nepotism etc,
SAS 17
APPENDIX 21 o~ SUaSA~PL Sf COl~O
::tJ;.8 PCT I
ell p:r 1~~~F1R~ fLET~AqGV~FUrURE fRESPO~- I
I I P:t19 fit S31L lTV I TO'i?tlL_~ +U~~_" + ~ +__~ ._+ ~__+
8L!\C~_S~, 12 9 I 15 3 I
11.1:)4 , 3.65 I lCh42 , 2..88 I
:~f)..77 , 23.08 I 3::! .. 4C, f 7...6Q (,
54-oS'; , 21.27 I 39 ..47 I 27~2.1 I
37.51)
______ ". __ ''''~_GQ~4Il3.i<> __ + QIO __ '__+''' + oOi,t r~
';H[ rE_3;~ 3 i 10 U ! 7 35
2.'38 i 9 .. '>2 I 14.,42 I (;'",13 II 33.65
'1.57 I 2,). '5 '7 1 ft Z .. 35 : 20.:)0 I
1.3.64- , 3J" 30 f 3g ..47 I 63",61, ,---------+--------.=------~+--------+--------+
lI1J!}ASiolE J 1 J 14 1 3 I 1 30
! S..73 I 13.46 i (&61 I O.9~ I ;~3.85
I 23.,3 1 4&.61 , ?6.67 I 3 ..33 I
I 3l.~l ! 42.42 , 21 ...0'5 I ~ ..O9 I---------+--~-----~--------+--------+--------+TJfAL 22
21.15
33.
31.73
1t
lO.5a
104
100.00
!TATIST!CS FOR TASLE IF SUBSAMPL 8Y COL30
ST .. 'fISTIC OF VALUE PROll- ..._ ....--_ .. ,__ .----- -------- ..-------_.-._--- ....-----------.._-- .....
c of [-S::WAI1.::
L[<ElIHGG' RATtO CHI-SOUARE
MA~TEL-HAS~SlEL CHI-S~UARf
P'i!
CJ~rr'5E~:Y tJEFFtCtE~T
(>~AME~'S V
6
6
1
13..'t~6
1l.900
0.1.8ft
::1.360
0.339
;)..255
0 ..036
o..o:n
t'f.66~
S.~PLE SIZE = 104
I.f&.~'it~:;: 25% OF HIE C.HLS ..fp,VE ~l( PEe. EO Cl')UNT~ LESS
TH~N 5. CH ~~U~RE MAY NOT BE A VALID TEST.
\)
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APPENDIX 22 )F SJBSAMPl BY QU~2_Z_3
JUEZ_.2_3
P!!rC(!llt
Row Pet
Col Pet 11i 181 lS! Total--._-----+--------+--------+--------+
BLACK_SJ.I. I 20 11.3 I 4
I 19.80 • 1l.31 I 3.:", lit \\r
t 54-",1)5 J 35 .. 14- I 11') e ,;;1 )
I 33.33 I 3'j ..2ft i 510 s
37
36.63
-------_.+--------+--------+-----,' ~
W·n: fE_SA I 28 I 6 I ! 34
t 27c§12 1 5.q4 I G.:lO I 33.66
I 82.31) 1 i1.65 U O.JO I
1 46e67 I 11.65 , 0.00 ~~--------.--------+--------+---- .---+
ZPH3ASWE 12 f 15 I 3 I 30
H.aa I 1hilS I z,» 7 , 29.70
,,"0,,00 i 50.CO I 10.00 J
20 ...00 I 44 ..12 I 42.86 I~--------+~-----~-+-----~--+--------+60
59.41
7 101
100.00
STATISTICS FOR TA~lE OF S~8SA~PL BY QUE2_2_3
~'.,:!tistic OF Va lue Prob~p-~~--------~-~------~----~-----~-----~-~~~~-----~--~Chi-Square
L!~ell~ood Ratio Chi-Square
~I~tel-Hae'slel Chi-Square
Pitt Coeffit; lent
:o~tin~~ncv Coefficient
Cra'nerfs V
It
It
1
13..655
16.009
0.000
0.366
0.3 ..5
i? 260
0.00:3
0.003
0.986
EffectiYe
Frequencv
WA~'UN:;:
Sa~ple SiZe = 101
"!issim, = 3
33t of the cells have expected
tha~ 5. Chi-Square may not be
counts less
valid test.
17. Involves action to be taken
in corporate envi ronment
18. Education etc.
19. Opting out
APPENDIX 23
SAS IS
OF SU9SA~PL BY SOC_SIT
.
~J.; rl!':.T I
ell p:r !~E~AT[VEtSOCIAL "SOCIAL NON
! I SUCCESil.\D4PT iISSUE---------+--~----~.--------+-~------+--------+
5 t
2.79 ;
5 .. 94 I
2:'>" 32 J
33 ,
13 .. 44- i
45.83 t
40..24 I
TOTAL
., 21 , 72
15.08 1 40.22
37<550 I
3.91 I
q,. rz ,
33.3J i---------~--------+--------+--------+--------+
2'5 I
13. '17 I
40.Qij i
30 .. 4'1 1
1.2 ,
S.10 ,
19 ..61 I
63 ..16 I
:, I 18 I 61
3 .. 3'5 r 11)·.06 f 34 ..08
9...% J 29.51'
2g.57 I 31.58 I---------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
lI~~AB~E I 2ft I 2 I 3 1 12 I 46
i 13.41 I 1..1l I 4.47 i 6.10 t 25.70
I 52.17 I 4-.35 J 11.3~ J lth09 I
I 29.27 i 10.53 J 3a.lO I 21.05 f
TJTAL t'1
13.~:d.
---------+-----~-~~~-------+-~------+--------+21
ll.73
57
31.34
179
100.0045.>31
STATISTICS FJR TABLE OF SU8S~MPL BV SOC_SIT
STA1'[SrIC
_____ 'lR __ .... $ .. ._ __ ... _ ..... __ ~-- ---- .. --
OF 1/ALUE PR03
C-H-S::lUARE
Lt{Ell~OO~ RATr~ :Ht-SQUA~E
M4'TEL-4AeNSZ~L C~I-S~UARe
?'·n
C)~TI'G~':YCJEFFICIE~T
c ~A'~E~ ~S 1/
6
6
1
11.044
1:) .560
1.261
1.Zltd
).2ftl
).176
a.O~H
0.103
O.Zc,o
E~F~crIV~ Sl~Pl~ SIZE = 179
F~EOU~NCY ~ISSIN~ = 133
~'~'[~G: 43% OF THE 'ITA ARE ~ISSr~G.
APPENDIX 24
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(\
)F SJ8SAMPL BY QJE1_1_2
:'Jercel1~ f
~l)iIII ~et I
Col Pet I 11 2 f---------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 39
31.50
31 4' 51 Total
BLACK_SA 8 I 16 I II 3 I 1 !
7.. 69 , 15 ..38 ! 10.'53 i Z.136 I 0.96 I
20.51 I 41.03 I 28.21 t 7.,,~9 i Z.56 t
41..0& I 51) .. 00 I 33.33 I 15.19 I 33.33 I
3---------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ Y5
:; \c b'5
lIiiHTE..SA I
I
I
I
ft t
3.85 I
l1.lt3 I
23.53 I
1ft e
13.4-b 1
40.00 I
""2.42 I
;! ..88 I
8.51 !
~.3B I
i 2 i
11-54 I
34 ..2' 9 J
63 ..1 (, I
2 I
10.92 I
5.71 I
66 ..67 I
.. _____ O:-' __ +________ +"'* ________ +_I.X> ___ ~~_+_~ _.0___ ...+....._____ •._+
ZI"I8ABNE I ; I 13 I 3 I 4 I 0 I 30
I 4.81 J 12.50 , 1.69 I 3.85 t 0.00 I l8.85
! 16.67 I 1t).33 I 26 ..61 J 13.33 i 0.00 I
f 29.ltl I 41).63 J Z4~2ft
-
21.")5 • 0.00 I
total 3Z
3!J.71
33
31.73
---------+--------+--------.--------+ --~----+--------+
2.88
11
16 .. 3')
19 3 ,Olt
100.0018 ..2 ..,
Statistic OF
STaTlsTtCS FOR TASLE Of SUBSA~PL 9Y QUE1_1_2
PrODV:.lue------------------------------------------------------Chi -Square
Lik~!tnood Ratio Chi-Square
Ma~tel~Hae~szel Chl-S~udre
Phi Co£.ffic hnt
Co~tlnqenc~ Cnefflcient
:ramer's V
8
8
1
20.. ill.
22.413
0..261
0..440
O.~03
0.. 311
0.010
0.n04
0.bl0
Sa~,le Size = 104
~4~~!~~: Z1t of t~e cells have expected counts less
than 5. Chi-Square may not be a v~lid test.
1. Urgentlyn~essary'
2. Very necessary...
3. fairly necessary
4. Less necessary..
5. Unnecessary
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APPENDIX 25 )F SU3SAMPL BY QJEl_lOl
I
pe-rr.el'n; 1
Rl)w Pet fC()l Pet I 11 21 Total-~~------+-~----~-+--~----~+
BLACK_54 z() r
19 ..;n I
51..28 I
43.4·6 I
19 I
18 ..21 1
48.1l I
32.75 J
39
31.50
---------+~---~---+---~~-~-+
.HITE_SA ! 11 t l4 I 35
t W.58 I 23$09 I 33..65
! 31..,43 I 68.51 I
J 23.91 I It t .38 I---------+--------+--------+ZIMBABWE , 15 I ~5 I 30
I 1ft.42 1 14.4l I 28 ..85
I '!)(} 000 I ;1).00 I
f 32.61 r l5.B!a I---------+--------+--------+Total 46 58 10\
4Ct.23 55.71 t 00.,.00
TA3LE OF S:JBS4'tPLBV QUE1_lOl
OF V:tll.le Prot>
\\ STA TIS rrcs FOR
Statistic
...... _ .... _. .. __ ... _1Il;. .... .-: ... ........ __ ... ... ... ... ... _I_
C"tt-Square
ti(Eli"'ood Ratio Chi-Square
~antel-Hae~szel Chi-Square
?hi Coefficient
C'~tin~enev Co~fftciEnt
Cruter's II
2
2
1
3..516
1",584
0.061
O.18St
0.181
0.184
0.172
0.167
0.80S
Sa~ple Sfze = 10~
1. Fi rst and second chotce
2. Third choic~
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JF SJBSAMPL BY QJE1_7_5
FC'eq;_H~!'IclJ I
Percent: 1
l.f.h' Pet I
Col Pct I 21
_Cl!J ... .a __ + ..,. i-- ..., +_.... w;o_.-+~ .. +c<::O>----c;, __ +4i 51 Tot<31
BLAC<_SA I 20 ; t6 I '2 I i. 1 (), 19.23 I 15 .. :\8 I 1.92 f O..~"o I 0.00 I
i 51,. 28 ~ 41.03 , S.u i l.ii;6 f 0.00 I
J 51. 28 I !:lo03 , iI.•ll I 14.29 ! 0.00 ti_________ +M • + + + +
10 ,
9.62 i
l8.57 I
2~).6ft I
14 I
0.%6 I
4()'00 I
35.90 I
5 ,
4.81 5
14.29 f
21.78 I
5 §
It.a 1 I
14.29 I
1'lc.1t3 !
1 I
O.f.Jb I
2.86 I
100.00 I
..,-'-------+ ......_-...,..,_"'-+ ...._------+---------+--------+---------+
ZI lfS4thiE I 9 I q I i1 I 1 I 0 I 30, 8• .s~ f 8c65 I H)"" 58 I 0.1'16 I 0..00 I aa ..85
i 30.00 I 30",00 , 36.&1 I 3.33 § 0.00 I
f 23.08 t Z:.hOS I 61.B f 141)29 t 0.00 I
Tot a I 18
.. ........._ ...... ...+__ .... + .... QIlJ .... _mIIO+_IIIQo ...... +
139
31.50
39
31.50 11.3i
7
6 ..13
1.04-
100.00
St!tistlc:
STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF SUBSA~PL ~y QUE1_7_5
ProbValue_____ .. _ ..._ ... ....·,....__ ..... _t .... ,..._-., all
Chl-Square
Li<~ll~ood Ratio Chi-Square
~ant~l-Hae,szel Chi-Square
Phi Coeffie lent
toatl nqeacv Coefficient
:ra!'llercs V
8
a
I
20.2'10
19.830
6.2.1%
O.~4Z
0.404
0.312
O.OO<l!
0.011
0.01:1
Sa.~le SiZe = lO~
W.:t"IN~: 40% e f tne cells have elt\1)ected count'l. less
than 5. Chi-Square Ma, not be a vallid test.
1. Ul'gent Iy necessary
"\ \i(.:. very nec(>:.ts;;:ry
3. Fairl~ necessary
4. LCS$ necessary
5. Unnecessary
\\
\\
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APPENDIX 27 JF SJ8SAHPl BY QJEl_'_l
::JUE1_1_1
re~l..e" .. ¥
Row Pet I
C" 1 Pc t I zt 3! Total---------+--------+--------+----_._-+
8LACK_,s~ I 24- t 14 1 I
Q ~n.03 I 13.46 C..g~ r
I 61e54 I, 3'5.90 2 ..56 I
I Sl .. D{) ! 31.11 9 ..:19 1
39
37.50
---------+--------+--------+--------+WHerE_SA I In ~ 15 t 10 i 35.... .JJ
I 9..62 f li1.4Z I 95512 I :n$65
t 28.57 I ltl.86 I 28.51 I
2:1.83 I 33 .. 33- t 90.91 J
~_____ _..__ +__ "'_IQ:o_ .. "".,..:.,... +-"'""!'Itt,-----+ ...-_-----+
ZI"'tS.6,SWE i 1'. f 16 I [1 I 30, 13.4t.. J l'h3B I 0.:>0 f 28.85
) 45.61 ~ 53.33 I o.()O I
I ;!9.17 I ,5.'5.6 I 0..00 I
__..~... +-- .....¥"---_-+- ...-- ..._--, ...----._--'IrI-+
htal 48
45.15
11
10.58
lG4
100.00
srATISTIC; FOR TAaLE OF SU85A""PL BY QUEl_1_1
stJtisttc OF Value Prob
-""'_ ... ,_ ......_'P'" ~_,r_ .... _.-_, ... ... __ ......... ... ... --- ...
Chi -Square
Likeli~ood Ratio tht-Squar~
i4.nte l"'Hae, s z e I Chi -Sqj,t~
Phi Cot'Fflc: hnt 1(/
Co'tin~t'ncy Coeffici~nt
:ru'Ier'!j V
2. 1.195
21.7\2
1.101
0 .... 5&
0.1t16-
0.324
0.000
0.000
O.Z93
Sa~ple Size : lO~
WA~NINJ: 33t of t~e ce!ls have er.pected counts less
t~an 5. Chi-Sqdare ~ay nct e a valid test ..
1. Utgently necessary
2. Very necessary
3. fairly necessary
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P.PPEND!X 28 JF SJ8SA~Pl BY OJEL.? _It
Percent I
Pq:;il ?c~; 1
Col Pet I U 2) II td 51 Tot.ll---------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
3LA(>~_S4 2~ i 'I .,. t S I 1 I 0 I.., s
2J, li. ~ H.54- l 4.81 I G.96 i 0.00 I
S3.d5 i 30.11 f 12.82 I 2 ..56 I 0.00 I
52.5:) i 31.58 I 31.25 1 14.29 t 0.00 J
39
3;..50
W41 l"E_S,A I 7 ; Ft ~ 7 It I 3 I l5
t 6.13 I 13.46 f 6.13 ~ 3.SS I 2.aS i 33 ..65
J lO.OG I Ittl.GO I zo, 01) 1 11.11- 3 I 8.57 I, 11" SG I 3S.BIt ! ttl.75 ~ 51.14- I 100.00 I---------.--------+~-------+--------+--------.--------+ll"'B4B"E 1 12 t 12 ! ~ I "2 I (1 I 30
J 11- 51t t 11.54 I 3.85 I 1.~l I 0.00 I 28.85
t ,~O.OO I 4fl.OO I 13..33 ~ (,.~1 ~ 0.00 I
I 31:;' 00 I 31..58 I 25.00 I 28.51 0.00 I
-..-- ....--- ..+--------f·--------+--- ....cn---+--------+--------.-:.{
Total 38 lb
15.33
7 3 104
100.002.88
STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF SU8SA~Pl BY QUEl_7_4
Sf:~tistlc l)F Y:tlue Prob
------------------------------------------------------ell. '-Squ ar e
Li(ellhood Ratio Cht-S~uar~
~aBt~l-HaE~szel Chi-Square
P'fti Coeff ie tent
:o~tin~enc, C~efficient
C r e1II~ r' \} V
8
8
1
14.690
16.007
t.337
0.318
O. llSlt
0.Z68
0.061
0.042
a.zlts
il
U
Sawple Size = 10\
W~~~tN~: '7~ of t~e cells have eXDected counts less
than 5. Chl-Squilre may !lot. b~ a ",ali d test.
i. Urgently necessary
2. Very necessary
:3. Fai rly necessary
4. Less necessary
5. Unnecessary
APPENDIX 29
19:51 Tu@sjavv Jun~ 11. laql
6
_ OF SUaSAM?l BY JUEZ_l
OUE2_1
FnHUenCY!
P~rc2nt I
~:)'"Pet
---------+--------+--------+--------+--------+
4. :)5
9 ..i,3 i
]C).i)l} i
2.25 ~
5.33 !
35" .. 71 ,
D.9J
2.1.5 I
1,') .. '53 i
3ft I 93
15.32 I 41-39
36.56 J
9
____ ._...... +....... ~__+------_-.,.~----....-._-+----olI;J-_-+
~'H -rE_SA I 3 4 ~ 10 , f' ..,J'
J 1.. 3S 1 r''>P''l I 3 ..6') I 4.'50 f 30 ..18.. ® ::J~J !
I lte43 i 5..97 J 11.9t;. I 14.93 1
t 25300 t 23.51 f 42 ..11 f 20.00 !---------~--------+--------+--------+--------.l! ·~3A8 ...E I ;'} i 5 i '( I 6 ....0,,-
t ').00 J 2..25 , 4.05 I 2.10 I 27.73
t ').00 1 ~..O6 I 14.52 ~ 9..63 I, 0,.00 f 35.71 I 41.31 I 12,,00 1---------+-~------+--------+--~-----+--~-----+
fot .i1 12 14
!>.31
50 222
100.00
<C·ont irtued)
1. Undefined clear break from orga:lisaC,..lO
2. Own btsiness
3. Charge of function
4. General position with organisation
Jq:Sl Tuesday, June 11, 1991
1
TABLE OF SU85AMPL BY QUE2_1
;::ra q!Je:"!,:;y I
P~n::uvt I
~3'" !Jet I
Cl1'l Pet ! !H Total---------+--------+--------+--------+
~UU:::C:;4 3~ , 4- I .,.:J
6. ~?
, 1.8:) I 'i. .. 3'3I
f J ?'\ I l~.. 3:J .." """"'..)s~.), 3~h~6 I 18..13 k30.GJ)
43
41 ..89
;4ii! 'fl::_S <\ 29 I 12 61
13.06 ! 5~41 t Q.~5 30.13
43.23 I 11 ~l f J. .. 4'1 f
2'-1.29 , 5c: :55 , 15.67 f
-...- ------+- -------+-~-<:'. c____ +____ ~__.~+
lI"gA3;.1E t "14 i (.) I Z 62
f !5.32 f 2 .. 71) , f). '11'1 27.';)3
f ~)4.a4 , 9 ..Stl I 3.23
I 34 .. 34 I 27.27 i 33.33--~------+--------+--------+------~-.Total 22 7:.2 2
tOO.OO
Frequency ~i$sinq = 90
STATISTICS FJR T~BLE OF SU3SA~PL BY QUEZ_l
Stati stie OF Value Prot>
.. .... .ca ..._, .... il._\ __ ..':""\~-.r......... -------·-- ~
Chi.-Square
Lik~lihood Ratio Chi-S~uare
~antel-~a~nszel Chi-Square
]in: Co~fHcient
:onting~ncy C6effici~nt
Cr1'1ler·s 1/
11.
t
\ 315
I
" /5S'1;~~~e~
Q,,421
O.lSs
Ool96
0..000
0.000
0.084
E?ffective
~r~quellcv
.-lM"HN3:
~A~'IIN:;:
Sample Size = 222
-4issing :: qa
29~ of "he data ar~ ~issinq •
33t of the e~lls have exoect~d
than 5~ Chi-Square m3Y not b@
counts less
<11 v e Iid tesb·
5. Defined ~areer path
6. Stay where he is
7. Close to retirement
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APPENDIX 30 IF SJ8SAMPL BY Q~E2_1_1
:JUE2_7_1
I
Percent 1
Row Pet I
Cl1i Pet 1I 2j Total---------.--------+--------+3LACK_SA I
5
!
J
13 J
12",50 I
33.33 !
4D.63 I
26 I
25.0t) f
66.67 I
36.11 t
39
31.50
';4"UTE_SA I 8 I 21 I 3'5
f 1.69 I 2'5.95 « 33.6'5
i 22.136 I 7( ..14 1
J 25.00 I 31 ..50 J
-"...-------f,------- ....·+------,·-+
!l"BA3WE 1 11 , 19 I 30
I 1:1.58 I IB.27 t 2&.85
I 36.61 I 63.33 I
I J't.38 j 26.):;1 I---------.--------+--------.T:>tal 32 12 104
33.77 69.23 l OO~OO
STAT IS TICS FOR 'fAgLE OF SUBSk~PL BY QUE2_7_1
DF V~lue Prob------------------------------------------------------Chl-sf,1~ are
Li<el(~Qod Ratio thi-Square
~a~te~-~aenszel Chi-S~Jar~
Pili COi!fficient
': ont i naencv Coeff i J; i; ent
Cr!1'Iter'sV
z
Z
1
1.639
1.6a 1
O.OItO
0.126
()..115
0.126
0.4%1
0)""32
0.841
1. The fi rs t jQb J\'Oul d sun: your
experience; and you would not
riSk maki"g mistakes
2. The second wouid be more comp1ko.ted
Qutside your experience and youwould not riSk makina mistakes. . .
APPENDIX 31
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~F SJDSAMPl BY QJE1_~_1
•Percent ~a
Ro Yi Pet iC:>l Pet I 11 21 Tctal---------+-------~+-~-~----+
27. B8 I
14 ..36 I
4J4> 23 I
10 i
9..62 1
25.64 i
:n.• zs I---------+--------+--------+W~I'E_SA 33 I 2
~ 31.13 t 1.92 I 3';,>c,c'c
i 94.29. 5" 71 I
i 45.83: 6.2~I---------+--------+--------+ZI~3ABWE I
t
;
i
10 I
'}$ &2 1
33.33 1
13.89 I
.;:0 I
191a23 ,
&6.61 I
6Z~5J ;
30
23.85
Total 72.
6:}.l3
---".,.--_...- ......_-"'......-_ ..+------:.;,.- ....
104
! 00,.0];.03
32
30.11
s t a t.t s t t c
STATISTICS FOq TABLE OF SJBSA~PL Sy ~U~~_9_1
OF 'i31ue
... I_ws.AItit.,_ __ .,._ .. _ ... _ .... ,., .. ... """' __ '__ ... __ .-_~ .... .,,· _
eM -Square
li<elt~ood Ratio C~i-S~~are
W4a'ltel-Hae'l'!:tzel. Chi ·~Sq:ure
1''11::oeffiti~i1t
:m~tin~ent, Ca~f~§ci~nt
:rilluH"j;s V
Sa~oie Site = IG~
i. wise
2. Unwise
z
Z
1
18.94 ~
30.ltbO
11..11.1.
O.5l8
0.461
0,,528
o.oco
0.000
0.001
, )
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APPENDIX 32
QUEl._6_1
OF SUASAMPL BV QUEl_&_l
" 1
Percent I
Row Pc t I
Col Pet I U 21
BLACK_SA
Total
33 ~ til' 39
31873 I 5.77 I 31.50
84-.62 I 15.38 I
33 ..61 I l(1O.00 I---------.--------+--------+WHITE_SA 35 ,
I :n.65 I
1 1 O~, OQ 1
I 35.11'
o ~ 35
0.00 ~ 33.65
0.00 I
0..,00 I---------+--------+~-------+ZIMBABWE 30 ,
I lfl.85 I
I 1 OD .. 00 I
, 30.61 I
o I 30
0.00 5 l6.85
0.00 I
0.00 I-------~~+--------+-~--~--~+
10,.
100.00
qa
91't.l3
Statistic
STATISTICS FOR TABLE OF SUBSA~PL j QUEl_6_1
OF V'illue
_____ ,,. .. .... ,,_..... __ -..-..:4D_
Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio Chi-SQuar
Ma~t.el-Hae~szel Chi-SqUd~e
Phi Coefficient
=o~tin1encv Coefficient
Cr:tmer's V
2
2
1
10.612
1l.391
8,,022
0.. 319
0.304
0.31Q
0.005
0.002
0.005
Sa~ple ~t~e = 10~
WA~~IN;: 50% of th~ cells have expect2d counts less
tha~ ~. Chi-Square may not be a vali~ test.
1. Future success depends ar~ely upon
the amount of effort and initiative
w~th.which the individual approaches
tn S cay to day 1ife •
)
I
I
I
I
2. Our futures are large'ly determined for
us by circumstances ~beyo!1d our own
control e.g. fate, 1uck and chance
and depends little on the efforts of
the indivhiual.
DEP VARIA8lE: ADAPT ANALYSIS JF VA~IANCE
SLI'~ OF \AEAN
P~03>r=SuU~C= ~;: S;,jUA~:::S S :)Ur'I'~~ :;; 'l4.LUE
"100EL 7 9.19799041 1 .. 31.3'19863 1..343 0.0872
ER.R:J~ 96 68.45585575 0.71308133
C r:)T.e.L 1C3 77.65Ja461~
RC'JT '·1$ == C.;_l't4441 7 R-S.;)UJ'. := J.1134
DE? MEAN 1.057692 A:JJ R-S,;) 0.0542
C.V. 79 ..83813
VARIABLE
r~nERC=p .
VICTI~4CLARITYSOC NEEO
H RiSK''T-PQS
EITUC
SE'lICRT'r'
OF TYPE I S5
f
i
1
1
1
1
1
116.3461~..1119Yf;;P'5~OO
leC81547190.0047416071.455~52a21.07350000
3..034:2:3760.52147004
"F
1
1,...
1
1
1
1
1
TY?E I I 55
7.482 SC>l9Q
1""'8919923
1·.Z421'H2Q
0.08222075Q..723840$O0.87077503
1.78d23Clll.':>.52147004
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-0.03519171
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-0.11151699-
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